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ABSTRACT 
 
Despite a declining number of staff writers at major publications and a growing reliance on 
freelancers, there has been minimal dedicated research on Australian freelance journalists’ 
careers and their role in the 21st century news industry. A mixed-methods and explanatory 
sequential design underpinned by informed grounded theory was used to conduct this study 
which found the industry skills, working life and professional identity of Australia’s freelance 
journalists continue to be shaped by an industry undergoing rapid change. It also discovered 
that the concept of what constitutes freelance journalism had been transformed and existing 
industry definitions did not reflect the role in the 21st century.  
 
The findings indicated that, while freelance journalists were unable to influence some aspects 
of their role within the media industry, the changes had created new work opportunities and 
the chance for freelance journalists to develop new skills and diversity in their careers. The 
need for freelance journalists to specialise in order to increase their employability was 
highlighted as was their rising significance within the journalism industry due to the 
dwindling number of staff writers. The findings indicated that freelancers should adapt to and 
harness industry changes in order to succeed in their careers.  
 
The study identified a significant gap in the learning framework developed by leading 
educators, especially given the rise of freelance journalism in the 21st century, and the fact 
more employment opportunities for journalists exist outside media organisations than within 
them. A new 21st century definition of freelance journalism was derived from the study, 
together with a recommended skill set for Australian freelance journalists and 
recommendations for improvement of current higher education Threshold Learning Outcome 
statements. Perhaps most importantly, the project provided evidence that freelance journalists 
could create a viable and rewarding career in the 21st century.  
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Key Words and Definitions 
 
Freelance journalism: Freelance journalism is created by independent journalists who are 
not employed by any one media organisation. It encompasses news, analysis, commentary, 
opinion and, increasingly in today’s media environment, more subjective modes of 
journalism such as brand journalism (Allen, 2011, p. 26; Lehmann, 2013).  
 
Freelance journalist: A freelance journalist is an independent journalist who earns income 
from activities such as writing, photojournalism, subediting, videography or a combination of 
these things (Allen, 2011, p. 26). 
 
Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship can be viewed as an outcome or a phenomenon, such 
as self-employment and start-ups, or a way of thinking or acting which encompasses traits 
such as creativity, innovation, alertness, judgment and adaptation (Foss & Klein, 2012). 
 
Entrepreneurial journalism: Entrepreneurial journalists do news work, such as freelance 
writing and copy editing or running their own news outlet, for themselves to earn an income 
(DeMasi, 2013; Elmore & Massey, 2012). 
 
Informed grounded theory: A constructivist version of grounded theory with the literature 
review undertaken at the beginning of the research process rather than at the end (Thornberg, 
2011). 
 
Threshold Learning Outcome statement:  A document that defines the standards that can 
be considered the minimum learning outcomes of university-level programs in that field 
(Romano, 2014). 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background and Research Problem 
Australian freelance journalists play a vital role in the journalism industry by writing ad-hoc 
stories to fill copy gaps and providing specialty articles that staff writers are unable to file 
(Holmes, Hadwin, & Mottershead, 2013, p. 297; Templeman, 2009). Despite a declining 
number of staff writers at major Australian publications (Christensen, 2013) and a growing 
reliance on freelancers (Stearns, 2013), there has been minimal dedicated research on 
freelance journalists and their role in the 21st century (Cohen, 2013, p. 16; Edström et al., 
2012). While there has been increasing interest in mainstream media in relation to freelance 
journalism and its role in the news industry (Kesel, 2015; Lunn, 2014; Randerson, 2014), 
freelancers have seldom been factored into related research (Hanusch, 2015). It is within this 
gap in literature that the present study finds its purpose and importance. 
 
Since 2012, when between 1,000 and 1,500 Australian journalists were made redundant 
(Örnebring, 2010), news organisations have discovered that it is more economical to employ 
freelancers than have writers on staff (Donsbach, 2012, p. 100). Staff writers who have been 
made redundant frequently turn to freelancing which suggests there are now more freelance 
journalists than ever before (Sherwood, Zion, & O'Donnell, 2016). Franklin (2005, p. 89) 
goes further to suggest that a host of industrial factors has resulted in a record number of 
freelances in journalism, some of whom are fresh out of college or university. However, 
despite their growing numbers there has been little systematic enquiry into the role 
freelancers play in the news industry.  
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Existing books on freelance journalism tend to focus on practical skills and, as this study has 
identified, are often out of date and out of step with the changing news industry. These 
resources are of little interest or assistance to freelancers trying to create and maintain a 
successful career in a rapidly changing industry. While requisite core skills such as tight 
writing and quality research remain important, they are no longer enough to guarantee a 
profitable freelance journalism career (Ford & Glazebrook, 2006, p. 156). This study seeks to 
determine what existing and new skills are required to remain competitive in the current 
market for freelance journalists based in Australia.  
 
While there are challenges such as cutbacks in editorial resources, increases in workload, 
falling circulation, advertising demands and more competition in a shrinking market, there 
are also opportunities created by the changing media environment (Benton, 2013; Dunstan, 
2013; Lehmann, 2013; Örnebring, 2010). However, these opportunities are not necessarily 
widely known within the Australian freelance journalism community. The objectives of this 
study are to summarise industry changes from 1990 onwards, explore the current state of the 
news industry both in Australia and overseas and analyse how this has affected Australia’s 
freelance journalists. The study also sets out to determine how Australian freelance 
journalists are (or are not) adapting to the changing media landscape. The viability of current 
and emerging work practices will be investigated as will the skills, abilities, interests, beliefs 
and attributes required to be a successful freelance journalist in today’s media landscape.  
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From the findings of this research project, challenges and opportunities will be identified 
together with projected industry changes and possible skill sets for Australian freelance 
journalists. Although this project focuses on Australia, many of its findings will be relevant to 
the industry on a global level. Freelance journalists around the world are facing similar 
challenges (Stearns, 2013) and will also benefit from this study. 
 
While the 21st century media landscape has been shaped by financial and technological 
challenges that have undermined existing business models (Doctor, 2010, p. 74; Hywood, 
2011), according to a report issued by the TOW Center for Journalism, “the importance of 
dedicated [journalism] professionals isn’t going away” (2013, p. 81). Despite the growing 
prevalence of freelance journalists there has been scant investigation into the role they play. 
The aim of this research project was to analyse the impact of the current state of the news 
industry on Australian freelance journalists, identify challenges and opportunities, document 
the key attributes required for a successful career and create a set of recommendations that 
will help freelance journalists succeed in the changing media landscape. 
1.2 Purpose of the Research 
1.2.1 Context 
Much has been written about the practical side of freelancing (Bly, 2006; Dana, 2012; 
McKay, 2013; Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002) – how to write a feature, how to approach editors 
and how to manage copyright – but there has been scant investigation into what makes a 
contemporary freelance journalist successful, both from an industry and a financial 
perspective. Requisite skills such as writing and research are changing as new reporting 
mediums and business models emerge in the rapidly changing media landscape.  
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The ability to negotiate rates and employment conditions is being severely tested by a news 
industry that has little time to consider the challenges facing Australia’s freelance journalists 
(Synge, 2010, p. 129).  
 
Most of Australia’s newspapers and magazines are focussed on their own internal struggles 
as the industry continues to experience rapid change. Until the 1990s, media organisations 
operated using a business model which had been profitable for over a century (Hywood, 
2011). However, a combination of factors including emerging technologies, user-generated 
news and failing advertising models has seen the industry descend into a state of financial 
and operational turmoil (Doctor, 2010, p. 74; Hywood, 2011). This has resulted in falling 
circulation which has directly impacted Australia’s freelance journalists. Declining 
circulation equates to less advertising which means papers are becoming smaller with fewer 
pages to fill (Papandrea, 2013).  
 
There are more freelance journalists than ever before, yet editors such as those at MSN.com 
have experienced budget cuts and are therefore unable to commission as many stories 
(2013a). This has resulted in less work and a substantial drop in income for most freelancers 
(Brown, 2010). It could be argued that newsrooms operating with less staff writers will create 
an increase in work for freelancers if they are called upon to fill the gap. However, the 
increased number of freelancers has not been matched by a growth in commissioning budgets 
so more freelancers are competing for less work (Brown, 2010). Freelancers are now also 
competing with bloggers, citizen journalists, academics, business consultants and industry 
professionals who are willing to write free articles in exchange for media exposure (Andrews, 
n.d.; Klein, 2013).  
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In an effort to combat budget cuts, newspapers have also begun seeking free content either 
via projects such as Fairfax Media’s Blog Central, a reader-generated content site (Nguyen, 
2008) or by asking aspiring writers to contribute for free to ‘gain exposure’ (Thayer, 2013). 
Some editors have even approached experienced freelancers with the same request, albeit 
with limited success as demonstrated by Nate Thayer’s highly publicised response to an 
editor at The Atlantic (Coddington, 2013).  
 
Despite these challenges, there are also opportunities emerging as a result of the changes 
mentioned above. On the contrary, there is no longer a necessity to wait for editors to 
commission a story in order for it to reach the public (Beecher, 2013). Freelance journalists 
can now publish at will, either online by creating their own masthead in the form of a blog or 
via other methods such as podcasting or crowdfunding a writing project (Beecher, 2013; 
Harrison, 2015; Shin, 2014). Professional skills can be used to “create a loyal readership and 
form a connection with their audience online” (Simons, 2012). Professional journalist 
organisations such as the Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance recommend blogging and 
state that it “can add to your current journalism” (n.d.). Generating an income from these self-
published articles can be challenging but experimenting with new business models has 
proved to be successful for some (Dunstan, 2013). Australian freelancers have also used their 
existing journalism skill set to diversify their business by offering services such as media 
training and content creation.  
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However, the nature of what constitutes ‘journalism’ continues to change. Social media and 
the ease of publication means that whereas “the process of objective reporting used to involve 
the reporter, their contacts and the subject matter, the audience is now part of the process” 
(Simons, 2012). Social media expert Papworth (2012) states that “the sooner journalists 
become part of this online community and not outside of it, the more likely they will be to 
survive, and indeed thrive”. Freelance journalists can now prove their worth via the internet 
which has made it possible for editors and the public to track which articles people are 
reading (Bradshaw & Rohumaa, 2011, p. 22). Media professionals who can demonstrate their 
skills and commercial value as indicated by their popularity and in an overall sense, are the 
freelancers that editors will want to hire (Holton & Molyneux, 2015; Roethel, n.d.).  
1.2.2 Aim 
The study set out to assess the state of the news industry and identify opportunities for 
creating and maintaining a successful career as a freelance journalist. The research project 
analysed the current state of the news industry with respect to freelance journalists, 
documented the key attributes required for a successful career and created a set of 
recommendations to help freelance journalists succeed in the changing media landscape. The 
study used a literature review to provide context to the research project and shape the 
questions used in the qualitative and quantitative research process. Interviews and an 
anonymous online survey were used to document the real life experiences of Australia’s 
freelance journalists and identify successful work practices.  
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1.2.3 Objectives 
The objectives of this study were to summarise news industry changes from 1990 onwards, 
explore the current state of the industry both in Australia and overseas and analyse how this 
has affected Australia’s freelance journalists. The study also set out to determine how 
Australian freelance journalists are (or are not) adapting to the changing media landscape.  
The viability of current and emerging work practices were investigated as were the skills, 
abilities, interests, beliefs and attributes required to be a successful freelance journalist in 
today’s media landscape. From the findings of this research project, challenges and 
opportunities were identified together with projected industry changes and possible skill sets 
for Australian freelance journalists.  
1.2.4 Research Questions 
The project set out to answer the following research questions: 
(a)  What challenges and opportunities does the 21st century Australian journalism 
industry present for Australian freelance journalists? 
This project analysed where and how freelance journalists fit into the Australian news 
industry and identified opportunities for enhancing their position.  
 
(b)  What capabilities are required to be a successful freelance journalist in today’s 
market? 
This project ascertained which traditional journalism skills remained important, which new 
skills had emerged as a result of industry changes, and what personal qualities were required 
to be a successful freelance journalist was an important part of this project. How these factors 
impacted on the career configuration of freelance journalists was also examined.  
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(c) What freelance journalist work strategies are the most effective and how can these be 
used to create a recommended skill set for Australian journalists? 
This project was the first to develop and deliver a recommended set of skills for Australian 
freelance journalists. It also identified what could be learned about embracing new work 
methodologies from those who excelled at this.  
1.3 Thesis Structure 
The thesis begins by providing background to the study in relation to the issues facing 
Australia’s freelance journalists in the 21st century and the lack of existing research in this 
area. Chapter 2 covers how the growing body of work on the Creative Industries relates to 
freelance journalism and examines key trends and environmental factors driving the 
evolution of the profession. Chapter 3 provides information on the research methodology 
including the chosen approach and mixed method research design using an online survey and 
semi-structured interviews. It also discusses participant identification and selection and the 
data analysis process for the survey and interviews. Topics that are of particular relevance to 
this project such as the capabilities required to be a freelance journalist, emerging freelance 
journalism business models, and the changing role of the journalist are also covered. Chapter 
4 examines the survey results and Chapter 5 discusses the interviews which indicated the 
interviewees’ professional identity was being shaped by an industry undergoing rapid change.  
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Chapter 6 provides a discussion of the research findings and includes an updated definition of 
freelance journalism, suggested revisions to mitigate existing weaknesses in the Threshold 
Learning Outcome statement (JERAA, n.d.) for freelance journalists and a set of 
recommendations for those seeking to survive, and potentially, thrive in the changing news 
industry. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and covers what pre-existing views of the research 
topic were challenged, suggestions for future research and the study’s contributions to current 
and future knowledge. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction  
The academic study of freelance journalism in general has been somewhat neglected to date, 
despite the growing trend towards casualisation of the journalism workforce. While there has 
been increasing industry interest in the media’s growing ‘freelance economy’, journalists 
have seldom been factored into academic research in this area (Hanusch, 2015). Meehan 
(2001) concurs, stating that while the number of freelance journalists “has increased sharply 
throughout the past two decades, there remains a dearth of research available on their role 
within the media sector”. In a study of Canadian freelance journalists, Cohen (2013) 
discovered that existing studies, which tend to favour statistical information such as how 
much respondents earn, seldom investigate the realities of working as a freelance journalist.  
 
Existing books tend to focus on practical skills such as interviewing and how to write a 
feature (Hannis, 2008). These guides soundly outnumber formal studies into the plight of 
freelancers in the current market and are of little use to experienced freelancers trying to 
sustain a career in a rapidly evolving news industry (Cohen, 2013, p. 16; Meehan, 2001). 
Research is required to address the paucity of academic inquiry into freelance journalism as a 
career and the role freelance journalists play in the Australian news industry. It is within this 
gap in literature that the present study finds its purpose and importance. 
 
In reviewing the literature, the researcher includes the growing body of work on Creative 
Industries, bringing out commonalities between freelance journalism and the Creative 
Industries more broadly. Key trends and environmental factors driving the evolution of 
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freelance journalism will also be examined. Topics that are of particular relevance to this 
project such as the capabilities required to be a freelance journalist, emerging freelance 
journalism business models, and the changing role of the journalist are also covered.  
 
There are six sections in this chapter. Section 2.1 provides an overview of what will be 
covered in the literature review. This chapter overview is followed by Section 2.2 which 
places journalism and freelance journalism within the 21st century media landscape. This is 
followed by a section that provides an overview of freelance journalism within the context of 
the Creative Industries. Section 2.4 discusses entrepreneurship and the role it can play in the 
career success of freelance journalists. Section 2.5 details gaps in the existing research and is 
followed by a concluding chapter.  
2.2 Placing Journalism into the Media Landscape 
2.2.1 What is Journalism? 
Debate continues in academia and the industry itself over who exactly should be classified as 
a ‘journalist’ as new channels such as blogging and user generated content continue to evolve 
(Franklin, 2008, p. 306; 2014; Fulton, 2015, p. 362; Knight, George, & Gerlis, 2008). A 
journalist used to be someone – usually male - who wrote for a newspaper or periodical but 
the industry has changed a great deal since the last century (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002, p. 4). 
Journalists now ply their trade using a variety of means ranging from traditional print media 
and television channels to online news outlets and the internet, sometimes via their own 
personal masthead (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 44; Doctor, 2010, p. 187).  
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According to Ward (2012) “the ‘democratization’ of media blurs the identity of journalists 
and the idea of what constitutes journalism”. Blogs are no longer simply the personal 
expressions of individuals (Centaur Communications, 2007) and many have the 
underpinnings of traditional journalism. However, it could be said that blogging is 
reminiscent of the opinion/partisan journalism made popular in the last century (Ward, 2012). 
This is not a criticism but rather reflects the evolving nature of the media landscape. In some 
ways the debate over who is and is not a ‘journalist’ is immaterial as the audience now 
decides what is worth reading. Even though the mode of delivery continues to change, people 
still rely on journalists to help them make sense of what is going on in their world (Rudin & 
Ibbotson, 2002, p. 1). Journalism remains a “constant background and accompaniment for 
everyday life” (McNair, 2005, p. 25) and is as important today as it was in the early 1600s 
when newspaper publishing first began (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002, p. 17). 
 
The ‘who is a journalist?’ debate could occupy a thesis in itself, but for the purpose of this 
research the common requirements for those who make freelance journalism a career will be 
considered. At the beginning of the 21st century aspiring journalists entered the profession by 
starting in a newsroom as a copy boy (or copy girl), working their way up to more senior 
roles by demonstrating their proficiency on the job. Even as recently as 25 years ago, 
reporters were predominantly school leavers without formal qualifications (Fletcher, 2005, p. 
21). No professional credentials were required to ensure a successful journalism career and 
the pursuit of tertiary education was entirely voluntary (Henningham, 1998, p. 335). This has 
since changed with tertiary qualifications now considered a prerequisite for securing even an 
entry level job at a media organisation (Solly, Isbister, & Birtles, 2007, p. 151).  
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According to editorial training manager for Fairfax, Colin McKinnon, most aspiring 
journalists have a journalism degree, but a small number, particularly those writing in 
specialty areas, may have a tertiary qualification in another industry (Solly et al., 2007, p. 
152). It could also be argued that those who choose journalism as their vocation must enjoy 
what they do given it pays far less than other professions (Solly et al., 2007, p. 5). This is 
especially true for freelancers who have little bargaining power in an industry which is 
already under great financial pressure (n/a, 2015; Thayer, 2013).  
2.2.2 What is Freelance Journalism? 
Unlike staff journalists who are employees of a media organisation, freelance journalists are 
the journalistic equivalent of a ‘gun for hire’ and usually work for a number of different 
employers, often at the same time (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002, p. 179; Templeman, 2009, p. 
292). Freelance journalists are paid for the stories they produce, usually by the word or at a 
flat rate per article. Freelance journalists trade in the currency of ideas and must create their 
own commercial success by generating story concepts which appeal to editors in order to 
secure work (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002, p. 179). Freelance journalism encompasses news, 
analysis, commentary, opinion and, increasingly in today’s media environment, more 
subjective modes of journalism such as brand journalism (Allen, 2011, p. 26; Lehmann, 
2013). Brand journalism, or branded content or native advertising as it is sometimes known, 
is written to meet a pre-agreed brief with the client often providing input and signing off on 
the final story (Snow, 2015). This can appear in mainstream print or on-line media or in a 
custom publication created by the client (Chongchua, n.d.). Stories may read like standard 
editorial however they should be labelled “advertisement” or “sponsored by ..” at the top of 
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the article so as not to deceive readers (Snow, 2015). Branded content is paid for by the client 
or brand who then arranges placement.   
 
According to Rudin and Ibbotson (2002, p. 171) freelance journalists can be divided into 
three broad categories: 
(a) The 'jack of all trades' freelance: the archetypal freelance who will 'go anywhere, report 
and do anything', often operating across several media but probably specializing in one. 
(b) The production shift worker: often working on a long-term basis in sub editing, reporting 
or producer shifts, or for print and publishing duties such as copy editing.  
(c) The part-time freelance: either has a main job and does a few commissions/assignments to 
earn some extra or money, or to 'keep their hand in', or both. Often specializes either by 
subject, geographic area or type of media outlet. 
 
However, for the purpose of this thesis, a freelance journalist is classified as an independent 
journalist who earns income from writing, photojournalism, subediting, videography or a 
combination of these things, and identifies as a freelance journalist. This distinction was 
made to differentiate between those who submit stories to publications or online outlets for 
no payment (or purely to receive complimentary goods and/or services in exchange for 
stories) and freelance journalists who seek to earn a living from their news work. 
 
A study of Sydney freelance journalists conducted by Das (2007) indicated they believed 
“they had to be more professional compared to their employed counterparts since they 
operated in the industry independently and without any support from big media 
organisations”. Gynnild (2005) points to news organisations taking a more market oriented 
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approach to news production, using terms such as “news producer” instead of journalist or 
reporter. This, in turn, has impacted on freelance journalists who must meet the needs of the 
market by developing skills in areas such as personal branding, convergence journalism and, 
in some cases, alternate forms of journalism such as native advertising (Benton, 2013; 
Gynnild, 2005).  They must also participate more aggressively in activities such as “self-
promotion, self-branding, and self-marketing” and “relentlessly pitching ideas and 
themselves to editors and clients” (Cohen, 2013, p. 88), none of which are paid. 
 
Existing Literature on Freelance Journalism 
There is no shortage of practical texts on how to create a career as a freelance journalist 
including Byliners: 101 Ways to be a Freelance Journalist (Pulford, 2009), Starting Your 
Career as a Freelance Writer (Allen, 2011), How to Work as a Freelance Journalist (Leverton, 
2011), The Entrepreneurial Journalist’s Toolkit (Kelly, 2015), Start Your Freelance Writing 
Business and More (Sheldon, 2008) and Get a Freelance Life (Ragland, 2006). 
 
These publications offer some useful “do-it-yourself” advice, particularly for those just 
starting out, covering topics such as how to write a pitch, how to conduct an interview and 
business basics like invoicing (Hannis, 2008). However, their take on the state of freelance 
journalism is outdated in many cases. For example, the statement “Start with optimism and 
confidence, and the bylines (our name on an article, usually at the top) will follow” does not 
reflect the reality of the profession (Pulford, 2009, p. 3).  Meehan (2001) goes further to 
suggest that “in the race to gain sales by providing a positive outlook, these guides neglect to 
deal adequately with the industrial inequities that exist for freelancers and they encourage 
more aspirants into a market already oversupplied with experienced writers”. In addition, 
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these publications do not cover alternative forms of journalism such as branded content and 
native advertising, some of the few growth areas in the 21st century media industry (Benton, 
2014).  
 
The Search for Work  
Freelance journalism has long been a career path for journalists, whether they pursue the role 
full time or use it to earn money when they are between jobs that are more permanent 
(Holmes et al., 2013, p. 297). In addition to long established avenues for finding work such as 
newspapers and magazines, journalists such as Kyle Chayka have discovered it is also 
possible to make a living writing solely for on-line publications (Meyer, 2015). Even if the 
pay-per-word rate is lower than in the days of print, expansion of the digital public sphere has 
dramatically increased the range of opportunities for freelancers. Others take a blended 
approach and write for a combination of both traditional and online media. Australian 
freelancers are also diversifying into areas such as content creation for business organisations 
and brands (Chongchua). Some are earning additional income by sharing their knowledge 
with less experienced journalists and/or those wanting to make the transition to freelance 
journalism (Holmes et al., 2013, p. 297). This can either take the form of entrepreneurial 
activities such as developing and delivering a course or teaching students at institutions such 
universities. This project seeks to address a lack of current information dealing with freelance 
journalists’ changing approach to finding work in the 21st century.  
 
For those who specialise in fields such as investigative and war reporting, freelancing can be 
an increasingly difficult and – in the case of freelance war correspondents - dangerous 
occupation. According to a 2015 survey conducted by Project Word (Uberti, 2015), freelance 
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journalists are finding it increasingly difficult to conduct the often lengthy research required 
for investigative articles. Hundreds of investigations have been abandoned over the past five 
years, including “important public interest reports”, due to lack of resources (Uberti, 2015).  
 
For freelance war correspondents, the job can literally be life threatening, particularly for 
young, inexperienced journalists with little or no training, safety equipment or insurance who 
see war reporting as a valuable addition to their CV (Sobel Fitts, 2015; White, 2015). 
Freelance war correspondent James Foley was beheaded in 2014 after being captured while 
on assignment in Syria (Carter, 2014). In an NBC News article, Director of the International 
News Safety Institute Hannah Storm stated, “Most of the international journalists who have 
been killed [in 2015] are freelance. It suggests that the stakes are a lot higher for freelance 
journalists” (White, 2015). While some publications have stopped accepting freelance 
contributions from war zones, particularly since Foley was killed, others are still willing to 
purchase stories and footage. Until this stops, freelancers will likely continue to risk their 
lives (Hayward, 2014).  
 
Financial Considerations  
There is evidence to suggest an increase in labour for little or no additional financial reward 
and contractual and copyright conditions which are becoming increasingly onerous with 
freelancers being asked to forfeit more and more rights to media organisations in order to 
secure work (Cohen, 2012, p. 142; Cohen, 2013, p. 1; Gollmitzer, 2014). Where it was once 
possible to sell an article multiple times to different publications, these days publishing 
contracts often give permission for outlets to reprint an article in many different publications 
without paying the freelancer any additional fee for reproduction rights, thereby “generating 
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surplus value from works already paid for, and lowering labour costs” (Cohen, 2013, p. 83; 
Crummer, 2009; Gollmitzer, 2014). Freelancers have little power to negotiate as those who 
refuse to sign contracts such as this are simply bypassed in favour of those who will, 
something which has normalised this process of exploitation (Cohen, 2013, p. 7). Technology 
is transforming publishing and business practices and “new digital publishing models are 
emerging faster than their implications can be fully understood” (Cohen, 2013, p. 4).  
 
Remuneration has not kept pace with the cost of living with some freelancers writing for the 
same word rates now as they did many years ago (Brown, 2010; Simons, 2010). Cohen 
(2013, p. 163) suggest that “freelancers’ low pay is attributed to piecework and arbitrary 
payments, payment differentials between individual writers, and power imbalances between 
writers and publishers”. Paying by the word or per completed article means that journalists 
are not paid for tasks such as “developing and researching ideas, pitching stories, conducting 
interviews, or for time spent editing, and re-writing” (Cohen, 2013, p. 81). If an agreed-upon 
article is written to meet the specified brief but does not run, something which often has little 
to do with the quality of the story, freelancers are seldom paid in full (Cohen, 2013, p. 169). 
Story lengths are also shrinking, which means there are now fewer words per story which 
means an overall drop in remuneration or the need to write even more stories in a shrinking 
market (Simons, 2010). Some freelance journalists opt to write for free for online sites such 
as Huffington Post to ‘get their name out there’ in the hope someone else will pay them 
something for their writing (Doctor, 2010, p. 184). This practice of writing for free is not 
limited to new writers who are trying to build their portfolio. Some writers who are asked to 
contribute stories for no payment are established freelance journalists (Thayer, 2013).  This 
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practice has largely come about due to changes which are taking place in the media landscape 
(Newman, 2015; Ridley, 2015) and will be further investigated as part of this project.  
 
2.2.3 The Changing Media Landscape 
The 21st media landscape is undergoing a significant transformation with issues such as 
changing employment patterns, the introduction of new technologies and new business 
models and transformation of the role of the journalist and the audience exemplifying these 
changes (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 9; Hywood, 2011; Jurkowitz, 2014; Papandrea, 2013, p. 
24). Journalist and industry academic Lee Duffield (2006, p. 1) provides a concise précis of 
the changing news industry as follows: 
 
“Journalism is seen to be responding to its changed environment of the ‘new 
economy’ of the 21st century, as audiences obtain communication skills and 
equipment as sophisticated as those available to the news media themselves. 
Media professionals are confronted with the opportunity – or necessity – to 
take advantage of the new order to operate more as sole traders not 
corporate employees, and so grasp at more professional autonomy. Amid 
prospects for citizen-produced media services and more interactive relations 
among professional media workers and public, a proposal is made here that 
everybody could do well to become a journalist. This refers to the adroitness 
of journalists in grappling with floods of information, making products with 
it, and forging relationships with a market for those products.” 
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In addition to the points made above, the 21st century media landscape has also been shaped 
by financial and technological considerations that have undermined a print media publication 
and advertising business model that had seen little change for around one hundred years 
(Doctor, 2010, p. 74; Hywood, 2011). The aforementioned issues are explored in more detail 
in Sections 2.2.4 to 2.2.7 below. 
2.2.4 Financial Background 
Greg Hywood, CEO of Fairfax Media, has experienced the industry upheaval of the past 20 
years firsthand. “The late 1990s were a critical time for an industry that had seen no 
fundamental change to its business model for a century or more” (2011). The classified 
advertising revenue which Rupert Murdoch once labelled “the rivers of gold” began to 
disappear as customers moved their advertising online (Gawenda, 2008, p. 177; Young, 
2012) and social media created completely new advertising models (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 
9). With the emergence of these new advertising models it has become increasingly difficult 
for brands to achieve mass market penetration by advertising in traditional media (Phillips, 
Lee-Wright, & Witschge, 2012, p. 101). Given daily newspapers have traditionally derived  
70% of their income from advertising rather than copy sales, their  overall revenue has been 
severely impacted by these changes in media advertising (Papandrea, 2013, p. 6). Some 
media organisations such as Fairfax are beginning to diversify by purchasing sites such as 
Domain, one of Australia's leading destinations for property seekers, and adopting “native 
advertising” or “branded content” as a means of media advertising. However, the Reuters 
Institute reports there is a growing concern from readers and the industry itself about the 
blurring of the lines between editorial and advertising (Newman, 2015). While journalists 
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agree there should be a clear delineation between journalism and content marketing, no one 
has a definitive answer on how this should be done (Meyer, 2014).  
 
Traditional business models have also been challenged by the increase in competition from 
new industry entrants attracted by low start up costs associated with being able to publish 
online (Phillips et al., 2012, p. 8). Some of these such as Huffington Post and BuzzFeed have 
gone on to become significant industry players with vast click-throughs from highly 
shareable formats such as ‘listsicles’ and quizzes (Newman, 2015; Ridley, 2015). Some rely 
on readers to create the content they ultimately consume, often at little or no cost to the 
publisher (Hamilton, 2011)Whether this constitutes ‘journalism’ remains the subject of 
academic and industry debate however the fact remains that these outlets are threatening the 
dominance of traditional media, including those news outlets with popular online sites 
(Newman, 2015).  
 
However, while it is true the advent of the internet had a significant impact on the financial 
viability of the news industry, it is not the sole cause of today’s struggles. Business models 
have also been impacted by “economic, social, cultural and political changes in the context in 
which news media operate” (Phillips et al., 2012, p. 6). Readers had been drawn away by 
radio and television and newspaper circulation had been falling since the late 80s and early 
90s, long before the internet became commonplace (Finkelstein, 2012, p. 71). While digital 
sales have since offset some of these losses, they have not replaced the revenue previously 
generated by newspaper sales (Knott, 2013). The latest Reuters Institute Journalism Report 
(2015) has identified consumers’ unwillingness to pay for online content due to the vast 
amount of free news available online. As news organisations continue to experiment with 
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different business models, it remains uncertain as to whether they can ever return to the 
profitable enterprises they once were (O’Donnell, McKnight, & Este, 2012, p. 4). 
 
The precarious financial state of the industry has impacted on freelancers in a number of 
ways. Staff cuts at major news organisations have meant there are fewer journalists available 
to file stories. Freelancers enable news organisations to obtain stories with less employer 
responsibilities as there is no need to pay employee benefits such as sick leave or 
superannuation (Gynnild, 2005, p. 112). Freelance contributors are cheap compared to staff 
writers and will likely replace them in many cases (Donsbach, 2012, p. 100). For freelance 
journalists, this is one of the upsides of recent industry upheaval. The downside is that many 
of the staff writers who lost their job have turned to freelancing, thus increasing competition 
in an already crowded marketplace (Brown, 2010). Editors have fewer pages to fill due to 
shrinking advertising revenue and smaller commissioning budgets which makes this situation 
even more challenging. Companies have sought to deal with these economic challenges by 
reducing labour costs using a combination of cuts to permanent staff and pressuring freelance 
labour costs down, either by cutting rates or allowing them to remain static (Cohen, 2013, p. 
14; Simons, 2012). While it could be argued that writers can choose which outlets and 
organisations they work for, they must deal with issues such as “low pay and increasingly 
restrictive copyright regimes” (Cohen, 2013, p. 207).  
 
This casualisation of the workforce has a number of other negative ramifications for 
freelancers. Casual workers do not get paid holiday or sick leave and their income is not 
guaranteed, something which can cause a “constant state of anxiety about meeting basic 
living expenses” (Hubble, 2012). Working longer and harder is not always enough to remedy 
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this situation, particularly when work is scarce. Shrinking word counts are another challenge 
(Simons, 2010). With fewer pages to fill, stories are not only few and far between for many 
previously busy freelancers, they are also shorter. This is a concern given most writers are 
commissioned on a per word basis. There is also the issue of word rates which have not kept 
pace with inflation. Many freelancers are earning the same now as they did ten years ago. 
One writer states “getting 50 cents per word is the best I manage – and that’s for op-ed page 
pieces, which is exactly what I got paid for the same op-ed pieces in 1999” (Simons, 2010).  
 
Some freelancers are not being paid at all. Sites such as Huffington Post offer contributors the 
chance to ‘get their name out there’ in the hope someone else will pay them something for 
their writing (Doctor, 2010, p. 184). Unlike many Huffington Post contributors, not all of 
those asked to contribute for free by news outlets are just starting out. When respected 
freelance journalist Nate Thayer was asked to write ‘for exposure’ by The Atlantic the 
subsequent discussion in the industry and in the media highlighted the rising prevalence of 
freelancers being expected to write for free (Coddington, 2013). Journalist Tracey Spicer 
used social media to draw attention to The Guardian’s attempt to ‘exploit’ freelance 
journalists after she was asked to provide a 1000 word branded piece for $140 for ANZ 
Banking Corporation. (n/a, 2015). Spicer acknowledged her existing media profile made it 
easy for her to refuse the offer but acknowledged other writers may not be in such a 
privileged position. Freelancers are also competing with academics, business consultants and 
industry professionals who are willing to write free articles in exchange for media exposure. 
Not only do they “have the expertise that makes editors –and readers — trust them”, many 
are also excellent writers (Klein, 2013).  
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Freelancers must learn to adapt to this changing media landscape and demonstrate their value 
in order to survive. Lee (2013) argues that instead of complaining about the state of the 
industry, freelancers should create positive change by lobbying for more funding for quality 
journalism or experimenting with new business models as discussed in Section 2.4.  
 
2.2.5 Technological Background 
The newspaper industry has traditionally been slow to adopt new business models, 
particularly when the new approach has the potential to disrupt existing revenue streams. 
When Robert Kaiser, the managing editor of the Washington Post, was introduced to the 
concept of ‘multimedia’ and the prospect of electronic news delivery over 20 years ago he 
recommended the development of the world’s first electronic newspaper which would also 
include electronic classifieds. In hindsight, this seemed like an inspired observation. 
However, he later stated the Post should “reserve the right to postpone implementation until a 
moment when we’re confident we’ll make more money (or deter a competitor) by launching 
the electronic product” (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 104).  
 
This approach exemplifies one of the many challenges faced by the news industry. Technical 
innovation involves an element of risk, is often costly and can ultimately displace existing 
business models. This can cause news organisations to keep using traditional business models 
even when they are no longer successful. In the late 1990s, Fairfax Media was an early digital 
adopter creating digital versions of its existing newspapers and moving some of the 
organisations classified advertising online (Papandrea, 2013, p. 24). However, the 
organisation also continued to place significant emphasis on traditional print media, merging 
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with Rural  Press and taking control of dozens of regional newspapers, magazines and some 
radio stations (Papandrea, 2013, p. 24). Around five years later it was losing money and 
announced a need to “move along the journey from print to digital publishing” in its aim to 
become “a dominant force in what (it expects) will be a predominantly digital future”. This 
was followed by the dismissal of 1,900 staff, 150 of whom were involved in editorial 
activities at the organisation’s metropolitan mastheads. Fairfax stated the company remained 
committed to print for as long as it remained profitable (Papandrea, 2013, p. 22). It could be 
argued they were also prepared to continue beyond this point. Audit Bureau of Circulation 
figures for August 2015 revealed Fairfax experienced the industry’s highest print declines 
with a year-on-year drop of almost ten percent across its publications which include The 
Sydney Morning Herald, the Australian Financial Review and The Age (Homewood, 2015). 
While Fairfax’s digital figures are growing, they are not replacing the number of print readers 
that have been lost. For example, the Monday to Friday edition of the Sydney Morning 
Herald, Fairfax’s most read title, saw an 11.97% drop in print sales and only a 9.9% rise in 
digital sales (Homewood, 2015). However, at least for the immediate future, it appears 
Fairfax will continue to publish print editions of its newspapers.  
 
Research shows that conserving old working methods, even when they are no longer 
effective, is another common practice in the news industry (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 6). Even 
when the move is finally made, there is a tendency to operate within the organisation’s 
existing work paradigm using the new technology (Benedetti, Kierans, & Currie, 2010, p. 9) 
such as writing stories using a traditional article format. This leaves the way open for 
companies with a focus on innovation to enter the market and take market share away from 
incumbent media organisations as shown in Figure 3.1 (Ellick et al., 2014, p. 16). 
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Figure 2-1 Disruption in the news industry 
 
 
Source: Ellick, Adam, Bryant, Adam, Sulzberger, A.G., O'Leary, Amy, Phelps, Andrew, Gianni, Elena, 
. . . Pescoe, Ben. (2014). New York Times Innovation Report: New York Times. 
 
 
Technology has made it possible for publications to track which articles people are reading 
online, something which is important for freelance journalists. Those with a strong social 
media presence use sites such as Facebook and Twitter to share links to their articles and 
increase distribution of their stories. Editors are already seeking writers with their own 
audience to build the readership of mainstream publications (Papworth, 2008).  
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One of the editors interviewed for this project said, “I look at things like [their] Twitter 
following, Instagram following and Facebook following. If [they] can amplify the story after 
it’s been published then it makes my life a whole lot easier”. Freelance journalists who can 
demonstrate their popularity and their worth commercially and professionally have a 
competitive advantage over their peers.  
2.2.6 The Changing Role of the Journalist 
With the advent of the internet every journalist can be a publisher (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 
44). Bloggers have also entered the journalistic realm (Andrews, n.d.; Fulton, 2015, p. 362). 
However, it can be counterproductive to see traditional media and blogging as being in direct 
competition with one another. Rather, they can complement and enhance the overall reader 
experience (Lasica, n.d.) and contribute to the industry as a whole. New technology has 
enabled editors to source dramatic pictures and eyewitness accounts of incidents almost 
immediately but they still need qualified journalists “make sense of it and check out the 
details of the story” (Bew, 2006). Journalists have expressed concern that bloggers will 
replace traditional media but this “fantasy of replacement comes almost exclusively from the 
journalist’s side, typically connected to fears for a lost business model” (Rosen). As Lasica 
(n.d.) states, the “derivation of the word journalist is someone who keeps an account of day-
to-day events”, a definition which applies equally to journalists and bloggers. Australia’s 
Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance (MEAA), the union and professional organisation 
covering everyone in the media, entertainment, sports and arts industries, has recently 
updated their membership offerings and created Freelance Pro which encompasses bloggers 
and freelance journalists.  
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While the ‘bloggers v. journalists’ debate is broader than this thesis, it is central to the 
development of freelance journalism in particular. This change in membership category 
demonstrates how the role of the journalist is transforming.  
2.2.7 The Changing Role of the Audience 
The previously passive group of news consumers known as ‘the audience’ have also found a 
place in the industry by becoming ‘creators and annotators and judges and conduits’ for the 
content created by journalists (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 16). Many of them have begun 
creating content themselves – some of it as good as if not better than that written by 
journalists. As McNair (2009) states, “The dominant model for journalism in the 20th century 
was a trained professional delivering objectively validated content to a reader (or viewer, or 
listener). There was also room for a journalism of analysis and opinion delivered by an 
authoritative public voice, where authority was determined by consensually accepted forms 
of organizational, professional and cultural status”. The changing role of the audience means 
this long established journalism model is shifting towards a more democratic form of news 
gathering and distribution (Phillips et al., 2012, p. 117). The modern audience accesses this 
news to communicate with themselves and the world around them (Deuze, 2012). Bruns uses 
the term “gatewatching” to describe how the audience now looks at what content is available 
from news organisations and other sources and determines what is worthy of their attention 
(Bruns, 2005).  
 
Journalism as a profession is facing a “loss of identity” as the opportunity to engage with the 
public is now open to everyone (Donsbach, 2012, p. 43). Audience participation in the news 
creation process blurs the lines between who is the ‘audience’ and who is the ‘journalist’ 
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(Phillips et al., 2012, p. 117). However, rather than shying away from these industry changes, 
it could be argued that journalists – and particularly freelancers – should embrace them. The 
‘audience as empowered networks’ (Loosen & Schmidt, 2012, p. 871) can assist a journalist 
to produce and disseminate content far more effectively than they did in the past. There is 
now a “new pattern of information flow, in which ‘stuff’ moves horizontally, peer to peer, as 
effectively as it moves vertically, from producer to consumer” (Rosen, 2011). Thanks to the 
internet, journalists now have the freedom to write about whatever topic they choose and an 
audience who can help them to spread the word.  
 
Audience as empowered networks can also improve the accuracy of reporting. They can 
participate in “produsage” by citing and commenting on news reports and articles written by 
professional journalists, adding depth to newsworthy topics (Bruns, p. 7). A collective 
possesses far more knowledge than an individual journalist, no matter how robust their 
professional skills. Even the best writer occasionally makes mistakes. While having an error 
pointed out by a reader may be uncomfortable, it should be welcomed.  
 
Technology has provided journalists with an opportunity to reconnect with declining 
audiences (Loosen & Schmidt, 2012, p. 879). Freelancers can use this to advantage by 
building an online audience to raise their profile and capture additional market share. Having 
a strong industry presence can lead to other opportunities such as sponsorships and speaking 
engagements, the majority of which pay better than the average story.  
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2.3 Freelance Journalism and the Creative Industries 
2.3.1 Significance of the Creative Industries 
The Creative Industries have been used as a framework for this thesis which investigates 
freelance journalism as a profession in the 21st century and seeks to contribute to the existing 
body of knowledge in this area. The ‘Creative Industries’ as they have become known, do not 
have a universal definition, although the British Department of Culture, Media and Sport is 
widely quoted. According to this organisation, the Creative Industries are “those industries 
that are based on individual creativity, skill and talent with the potential to create wealth and 
jobs through developing intellectual property” (DCMS, 2001, p. 16). These are listed as 
“advertising, architecture, the art and antiques market, crafts, design, designer fashion, film, 
interactive leisure software (ie. video games), music, the performing arts, publishing 
[journalism], software, and television and radio” (DCMS, 2001, p. 16). Journalism falls under 
publishing in the DCMS definition and has been included in all major definitions of the 
Creative Industries (DCMS, 1998, 2001; Hearn, Bridgstock, Goldsmith, & Rodgers, 2014, p. 
229). According to Cunningham (2008, p. 39), “the rise of contract and freelance journalism 
and the increased blurring of the boundaries between professional and pro-am journalistic 
practice make journalism a classic instance of ‘new economy’ work practices” within the 
Creative Industries.  
 
The term ‘Creative Industries’ is important as it “mainstreams the economic value of the arts 
and media” (Cunningham, 2005, p. 284). Research shows that creativity itself has no direct 
economic value (Howkins, 2007, p. 17) however it has the potential to generate significant 
financial growth through the production of cultural goods and services. Ideas, processes, 
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products and individual creative talents can be utilized inside and outside the Creative 
Industries to benefit the economy (Cunningham, 2013, p. 2). The Creative Industries seek to 
generate income from creativity in a consumer economy (Hartley, 2005, p. 114) with an 
economic value which revolves around income generated by knowledge, ideas and 
relationships (Rennie, 2005, p. 44). However, these skills must be harnessed and converted 
into commercially viable ideas for them to become profitable. Many freelance journalists 
who have turned to blogging as a way to earn additional income have discovered that 
creativity alone is not enough to make living (Rowse, 2008).  
Economic Value of the Creative Industries in Australia 
In Australia, the 2011 Census found that 3.1% of employed persons in Australia worked in a 
cultural occupation. Employment in cultural occupations in Australia increased by 9.1% 
between 2006 and 2011 according to the Employment in Culture, Australia report (2011). In 
Australia the Creative Industries contribute over $90 billion to the national economy, add 
approximately $46 billion in GDP and generate exports of $3.2 billion annually. This equates 
to 3.76 times the total revenue for all other industries in the Australian economy (2013b).  
2.3.2 Journalism in the Creative Industries 
According to a study conducted by Hanusch (2013, p. 39), “the typical Australian journalist 
is more likely to be female than male, older, more experienced, much better educated, and 
with political views slightly more to the left than 20 years ago”. Despite recent industry 
upheaval, this study reports that journalists “are still extremely satisfied with their jobs 
overall, and are enormously optimistic about their future in the field” (Hanusch, 2013, p. 39).  
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While the 21st century news industry has been impacted by the issues discussed in Sections 
2.2.3 to 2.2.7, this optimistic view is also reflected in the rising consumption and demand for 
media (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 226; isentia, 2014). Australian Bureau of 
Statistics census statistics show an employment increase of 11% for freelance journalists 
between 2006 and 2011 (QUT Senior Research Fellow Mr P. Higgs, personal 
communication, July 22, 2013).  
 
A study conducted by the ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation 
at QUT used Australian census data from 2006 and 2011 to map the annual growth rates for 
those employed in Australian journalism, media and communications occupations as shown 
in Table 3.1 below (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 229).  
 
Table 2.1   Annual growth rates for JMC 
 
 2001 – 2006 2006 - 2011 
 Specialist Embedded Total   Specialist Embedded Total 
Journalism 0.9 0.5 0.9  1.1 -1.5 0.6 
Media & Comms 0.2 23.0 4.3  5.4 3.3 4.9 
Total JMC 0.4 12.03 2.6  3.3 1.1 2.7 
Creative Workforce   
Overall 
0.5 3.4 1.7  3.2 1.8 2.8 
Economy at Large   2.4    2.0 
 
Source: Bridgstock, Ruth, & Cunningham, Stuart. (2014). Graduate careers in journalism, media and 
communications within and outside the sector: early career outcomes, trajectories and capabilities. In 
G. Hearn, R. Bridgstock & B. Goldsmith (Eds.), Creative Work Beyond the Creative Industries. 
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Journalism, media and communications professionals accounted for 11.9 per cent of the 
310,056 people employed in creative (embedded and specialist) occupations in Australia. 
Employment within the journalism, media and communications sector has remained constant 
during this period (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 228), indicating this field remains a 
viable career for those who wish to pursue it. According to Bridgstock and Cunningham 
(2014, p. 228), “growth was particularly strong in both specialist and embedded media and 
communications occupations between 2006 and 2011”. This reflected an overall industry 
trend in the growth of advertising, marketing and copywriting work for media professionals 
(Chongchua, n.d.; Lehmann, 2013; Santi, 2007). According to the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS, 2011), employment in this area increased by 31% between 2006 and 2011.  
 
Despite the fact other cultural production occupations, and indeed journalism as well, have 
not exhibited strong growth, employment for freelance journalists appears to be increasing. 
Information and communication technologies have assisted this process by giving content 
creators the required tools to create and disseminate material alongside their larger corporate 
competitors (Howkins, 2007, p. xvi). These new business opportunities “are most pronounced 
where personal and consumer tastes have led to new publics” (Hartley, 2005, p. 108). An 
example of this is The Cool Hunter, an online magazine created by Bill Tikos which has 
become a respected style, culture and design site.  
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It claims to “celebrate creativity in all its modern manifestations” and has introduced those 
outside the world of cutting edge design to innovative new concepts by making them seem 
more accessible and mainstream (Tikos, 2013). As the Creative Industries develop, the line 
between mainstream and alternative is becoming blurred, something which continues to drive 
this new economy (Rennie, 2005, p. 52).  
2.3.3 Careers in the Creative Industries 
Workers in the Creative Industries generally have ‘boundaryless careers’ or ‘portfolio 
careers’ as opposed to ‘organisational careers’ where work is done for a single employer 
(Arthur & Rousseau, 1996a, p. 4, p. 5; Bridgstock, Rodgers, Goldsmith, & Hearn, 2015, p. 4). 
It is a ‘protean career’ where the individual rather than an organisation drives career 
advancement (Hall & Mirvis, 1996, p. 16) and traditional opportunities for promotion are 
non-existent (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996b, p. 6).  
 
The ability to be a continuous learner (Hall, 1996, p. 6) and derive fulfilment from 
‘psychological success’ – the feeling of satisfaction that comes as a result of having ‘done 
one’s personal best’ – is critical (Hall & Mirvis, 1996, p. 26). Success is frequently governed 
by external networks (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996a, p. 6) and networking in the Creative 
Industries is a ‘conscious, ongoing and active process’ used to secure work and assist with 
career progression (McKinlay & Smith, 2009, p. 14).  
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The Rise of the Freelance Economy  
The term ‘freelance’ can be traced back to the book Ivanhoe which was written by Sir Walter 
Scott in 1819. In Ivanhoe, the term Free Lance referred to free men who were willing to 
utilize their skill with a lance for anyone who would hire them (Siddiqi, 2009).  
Workers in the Creative Industries are often freelancers, performing work on a contractual 
basis for those who willing to offer them employment (Bridgstock, 2011, p. 10) and creating 
and sourcing jobs within their own professional networks (Bridgstock, 2011, p. 11). This is 
certainly the case for freelance journalists who must create their own opportunities, using 
contacts to generate story leads and secure commissions. Working life for a creative is 
typically “defined in terms of movement among projects and within projects” (Weick, 1996, 
p. 49).  
 
This career freelance structure is on the rise both in Australia and overseas and reflects a 
growing worldwide move towards freelance employment (Osnowitz, 2010; Schrader, 2015). 
Since May 2015 the number of self-employed workers in the United States has increased by 
more than 1 million (Schrader, 2015). It is estimated that by 2020 over 50% of workers based 
there will be working as freelancers (Wald, 2014). In Australia, more than 370,000 people 
have joined the freelance economy in the past 12 months, raising the total number of 
Australian freelance workers to over 4 million (Chung, 2015).  More than 58% of these 
workers switched to freelancing by choice indicating that being self-employed is something 
freelancers want to do rather than a last resort due to a recent job loss or otherwise poor 
employment prospects (Chung, 2015). However, freelancing also reflects the need for 
workers to adapt to the “demands of earning a living in flexible and precarious industries” 
(Cohen, 2013, p. 218). 
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Precarious Labour and the ‘Gig Economy’ 
While Banks (2007, p. 55) argues this freedom of employment and autonomy is highly 
valued by those with creative careers and this “is sufficiently powerful to override any 
misgivings, constraints or disadvantages that might emerge in the everyday reproduction of 
this highly competitive and uncertain domain”, working outside a traditional employment 
relationship is not without its challenges. Optimists see the new “gig economy”, as 
freelancing for multiple employers has become known, as a way of working which “promises 
a future of empowered entrepreneurs and boundless innovation” (Sundararajan, 2015). 
However, others such as Hillary Clinton are more cautious and have expressed concern that 
freelance workers could be exploited by individual employers and organisations which hold 
an unfair balance of power when it comes to employment (Sundararajan, 2015). Örnebring 
(2008) suggests that freelance journalists are normally in a position of weakness with regard 
to their employment as it is the employers that dictate the conditions of labour. Cohen (2013, 
p. 172) agrees, stating “many writers are reluctant to negotiate because they do not want to 
risk damaging relationships with publications”. Direct lines of exploitation can be obscured 
and soft forms of control from publishers, such as which stories are produced, where the 
articles are published and what payment rates are offered, also contribute to freelance 
journalists’ declining material conditions (Cohen, 2013, p. 75). 
 
In the Creative Industries, industry experts have identified this issue as a ‘precarity of labour’ 
(Cunningham, 2014, p. 27). Even at the best of times, the feast or famine nature of 
freelancing can make it difficult to maintain a viable career (Bogenhold, Heinonen, & Akola, 
2014, p. 304; Johnson, 2013). Like other sole traders, creative workers do not receive 
employee benefits such as sick pay, paid annual, maternity or paternity leave and are 
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responsible for their own tax reporting (Hanna, 2005, p. 90). Projects are often short term and 
ad-hoc which can be stressful for creative practitioners and create financial and sometimes 
emotional insecurity when practitioners blame themselves for work issues created by external 
industry conditions (Cunningham, 2014, p. 28; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013, p. 124). 
Future employment is frequently governed by the success (or otherwise) of recent projects, 
making the phrase ‘you’re only as good as your last job’ especially relevant. Freelancers 
working for magazines have stated that having to continually approach people for work 
creates a feeling of “constantly living sort of on the edge” (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013, p. 
122). Long hours are common and rates of pay seldom reflect the hours worked 
(Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013, p. 113).  
 
While it could be argued that writers “have the ability to decide what hours they work”, they 
are challenged by the “feast-or-famine nature” of freelance writing (Cohen, 2013, p. 207). 
Freelance journalists who decline assignments, often in an effort to better manage their 
work/life balance, are often forced to endure financial hardship when an abundance of work 
is tempered by a subsequent period of unemployment. Some writers do “take on more work 
to increase their income, which usually results in longer work hours but not always higher 
rates of pay” (Cohen, 2013, p. 213). Social and professional isolation is also an issue as many 
freelancers work from home (Jordan, 2015). However, creative workers are often willing to 
work for free or at reduced rates rather than give up their career (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 
2010, p. 9). 
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While creative workers enjoy a certain amount of creative freedom, precarity and ‘self-
exploitation’ continue to impact on their working lives (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013, p. 
161). When business is booming this self-exploitation occurs because there is only one 
person to do the work; when business is slow the motivation is tied to the hope that a job 
could be imminent (Neff, 2001; Neff, Wissinger, & Zukin, 2005, p. 319). This search for 
work often becomes constant, whether work is plentiful or scarce (Cunningham, 2014, p. 27). 
Freelancers are also prone to holding themselves personally responsible for their inability to 
obtain work, even when this is due to broader economic conditions which are out of their 
control (Cunningham, 2014, p. 27). Some creative workers mitigate the financial risk of this 
precarious working life with multiple jobs (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2010, p. 13).  
 
Professional Development  
While those employed in a traditional work environment generally have access to free in-
house training programs to enhance their industry knowledge and skills, freelance creative 
workers are responsible for their own professional development as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Work/Life Balance (or Lack Thereof) 
Maintaining work/life balance remains a constant challenge for most freelance journalists 
(Van Thoen, 2013). The literature suggests that networking is important to those working in 
the creative industries but it is seldom a passive process with professional networking 
frequently masquerading as socialising (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2010, p. 15; Stanton, 1990). 
Neff et al. (2005, p. 322) suggest that networking is seen as a “required supplement to work-
time, and relies on constant self-promotion” which can make it difficult for freelancers to 
maintain a boundary between work and home (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2010, p. 15). There 
is an argument that being awarded a job often comes down to cronyism and networking 
rather than merit (Cunningham, 2014, p. 28) which unfortunately can perpetuate this 
unhealthy work approach. As Cohen (2013, p. 173) suggests, there is also an unfair balance 
of power in social and collegial friendships between writers and editors with freelance 
workers being in the weaker position. Letting a professional friendship lapse can ultimately 
result in a subsequent loss of income. Freelance journalists must continually network with 
editors and colleagues, self-promote, build a following on social media and market their 
work, a process which can be exhausting and relentless. However, this can also make writers 
feel they are actively working to address the challenges they face in their working lives 
(Cohen, 2013, p. 210).  
 
While the somewhat utopian ideal of being able to set their own work hours and make time 
for other pursuits can draw people to freelancing, the reality is very different for many 
creative workers (Macdonald, 2014). There is an argument that working from home means 
there is no physical disconnect between work life, home life and leisure time so the 
temptation to ‘just check on something’ is ever present (Kesel, 2015; Stanton, 1990, p. 18). 
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Limited control over when work will be available can cause “a blur between work and home 
life” for freelance writers (Cohen, 2013, p. 223). While the Freelancers Union recommends 
strategies such as outsourcing administration tasks to help maintain work/life balance, not all 
creative practitioners are in a financial position to do this (Van Thoen, 2013). 
 
However, research suggests that for many creatives the positive aspects of creative work 
continue to outweigh the negatives. Creative work makes practitioners feel they are 
“fulfilling their potential and developing talents that give them a sense of purpose and 
meaning in their lives” (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013, p. 141). They also tend to identify 
personally with their careers which are often seen as ‘special’ by those outside the Creative 
Industries (Taylor & Littleton, 2012, p. 135). It could be said that working in the Creative 
Industries has a certain cachet which remains unavailable to those in mainstream 
employment.  
2.3.4 Journalism as a Creative Career 
Describing journalism as a ‘creative career’ does not imply that journalists ‘make things up’. 
Research has shown that creativity has long been used in the field of journalism, particularly 
in the case of genres such as feature writing which use a combination of analysis, 
information, narrative and emotion to tell a story creatively (Fulton, 2011; Ricketson, 2004, 
p. 6).  
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Respected journalist Tom Wolfe (1972) advocated the use of fiction writing techniques in 
journalism over forty years ago. Journalism is therefore classified as a creative career 
although it could be argued that some forms of journalism such as feature writing and long 
form literary journalism are perhaps more creative than others.  
 
2.3.5 Freelance Journalism as a Creative Career 
Freelance journalism is a creative career which relies on the ability to come up with saleable 
ideas that can be used to generate income from writing projects. This involves a combination 
of  “perennial” skills such as tight writing and quality research and “contextual” skills such as 
being able work effectively with others and persisting with tasks even when they become 
difficult (Bellanca & Brandt, 2010). Contextual skills can promote and enhance a freelance 
journalist’s perennial skills (Bellanca & Brandt, 2010; Schmit, Motowildo, & Borman, 1997). 
A study by Das (2007) revealed that freelance journalists must possess “both high-end 
journalistic skills and strong marketing abilities” in order to succeed in their chosen field. 
 
Research has shown that career success frequently depends on a combination of career and 
life skills (Bellanca & Brandt, 2010; Schmit et al., 1997) as depicted in Figure 3.4 which has 
been based on the P21 Framework for 21st Century Learning (n/a, 2009).   
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The Journalism Education and Research Association of Australia has worked with a trans-
disciplinary group of Australian scholars from the Journalism, Communication Studies/Media 
Studies and Public Relations disciplines to develop Threshold Learning Outcome statements 
for those working in the field of journalism (JERAA, n.d.). These Threshold Learning 
Outcomes are discussed below within the context of freelance journalism as a career.  
 
Knowledge 
This Threshold Learning Outcome is related to having in-depth knowledge of the field 
“across local and global contexts, revealing knowledge of the practices, languages, forms, 
materials, technologies and techniques relevant to their field of study” (JERAA, n.d.). A 
freelancers’ knowledge, skills and aptitude for the job can vary enormously (Rudin & 
Ibbotson, 2002, p. 172) and individual skills often depend on the type of work being done. 
For example, a freelance journalist working for an online outlet will likely be proficient in 
basic HTML coding; a writer specializing in celebrity profiles needs to be good at 
interviewing. While some freelancers have a journalism degree, formal qualifications are not 
considered essential by employers.  
 
This knowledge is related directly to a freelancer’s profession, whether it has been built on 
the foundations of a tertiary education or by rising through the ranks. It includes the “legal, 
ethical, civic and social responsibilities of journalism and international and intercultural 
perspectives on community engagement” (JERAA, n.d.). In the case of freelance journalists, 
some of this knowledge includes good written and oral communication skills, fairness, 
accuracy and a willingness to serve the readership (Solly et al., 2007, p. 5).  
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Tight writing, quality research, professional ethics and news gathering skills also remain 
important. While new media skills such as those associated with multimedia journalism 
continue to emerge, the foundational skills mentioned above continue to remain relevant 
(Doctor, 2010, p. 187).  
 
Thinking Skills  
This Threshold Learning Outcome relates to developing, researching and evaluating 
“concepts, ideas, information, images and processes, relevant to their field through creative, 
critical and reflective thinking and practice” (Bartlett, 2014; JERAA, n.d.). For freelance 
journalists, this relates to their ability to identify newsworthy topics and investigate and 
examine these in relation to their viability as saleable stories. This requires a “range of critical 
thinking, reasoning and reflective skills” (Geisler, 2014; JERAA, n.d.).  
 
Communication and Technological Skills  
This Threshold Learning Outcome relates to the interpretation, communication and exchange 
of “ideas, problems and arguments across complex personal, professional and disciplinary 
settings. Selecting, utilising and, where necessary, adapting styles and technology to suit 
audiences and context are considered essential” (Bartlett, 2014; Geisler, 2014; JERAA, n.d.). 
Freelance journalists must be able to target their stories so they are appropriate for a 
publication’s audience and delivered in the best communication/media format (Leverton, 
2011; Randerson, 2014; Sutcliffe, 2014). These stories must be completed within deadline 
and the journalist must be open to receiving additional ideas and feedback on their work from 
editors and more broadly, the publication’s audience. “Using communication technologies to 
identify, gather and circulate ideas and information” is an important part of the newsgathering 
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and distribution process for freelance journalists who are often expected to disseminate 
and/or amplify the content they have created (Hamilton, 2011).  
 
Self-Management, Relationship-Building and Self-Development Skills 
This Threshold Learning Outcome relates to relates to the ability to “work independently, 
professionally and collaboratively to demonstrate self-management”. Journalists must 
“exhibit the skills and judgment needed to develop and sustain effective networks, 
relationships and connections relevant to their specialist area of employment” (JERAA, n.d.; 
Sutcliffe, 2014). It is not enough for freelance journalists to be highly accomplished at their 
chosen profession; they must also have the discipline to manage themselves and their career 
and the resilience to overcome professional setbacks (Stanton, 1990). Confidence, a positive 
attitude, flexibility, critical thinking and problem solving skills and the ability to receive 
constructive feedback are important skills for freelance journalists ("Ten interpersonal skills 
to land that dream job," 2015). They must be able to “identify, develop and sustain effective 
professional networks, relationships and connections” (JERAA, n.d.; Stanton, 1990). 
Working independently as professional freelance journalists and in collaboration with editors, 
production staff and other key stakeholders is a key part of the role (Stanton, 1990; Sutcliffe, 
2014). Freelance journalists are responsible for any upskilling that may be required to stay 
current in their chosen field and must understand how to manage the personal, professional 
and potential legal risks associated with their profession (JERAA, n.d.; Sutcliffe, 2014). 
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Integrity, Ethics and Responsibility   
This Threshold Learning Outcome relates to a journalist’s ability to “recognise and reflect 
upon the social, cultural, ethical and legal values, principles and protocols that underpin their 
role and to be responsible and accountable” (Hamer, 2005, p. 75; JERAA, n.d.). Freelance 
journalists must act in an “ethical, collaborative, professional and accountable manner and act 
within the laws, policies and regulations governing the news industry and journalistic 
practice” (Hamer, 2005; JERAA, n.d.; Ward, 2012).  Unlike staff journalists who work for a 
media organisation, freelancers are responsible for staying up to date with relevant laws, 
principles and protocols (Neff et al., 2005, p. 323). This can take the form of, but is not 
limited to, subscribing to industry news sites, reading widely to stay up to date with current 
trends, joining industry organisations, attending relevant training courses and conferences. 
Staying up to date with these issues can be both time consuming and expensive yet it remains 
essential for those wishing to survive in the industry (Neff et al., 2005, p. 323). 
 
Resourceful & Reflective Practice and Learning  
This Threshold Learning Outcome relates to a journalist’s ability to “critically and creatively 
apply knowledge, skills and practices relevant to their field of study to reveal the autonomy 
and judgment needed to engage in resourceful and reflective learning and practice” (Bartlett, 
2014; Geisler, 2014). Freelance journalists must be able to “recognise the challenges and 
changes in newsroom/media environments and respond in a capable, informed and systematic 
way” (JERAA, n.d.). In addition to utilizing the relevant professional writing skills, this can 
also involve mastering new technologies to enhance storytelling and using interpersonal skills 
such as self-awareness, effective listening, the ability to negotiate and social skills (Hayes, 
2002, p. xiii; Sutcliffe, 2014).  
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These interpersonal skills complement existing technical skills, enhancing job performance 
and social interactions, and can give freelance journalists a competitive edge (Preston & 
Zoller, 2014, p. 2; Sutcliffe, 2014).  
 
The Missing Threshold Learning Outcomes for Freelance Journalists  
However, while these Threshold Learning Outcome statements offer Australian freelancers a 
viable 21st century skills framework, this project posits they do not fully meet their needs. 
Current journalism skills frameworks cover core skills such as the knowledge and practical 
skills required to be a freelance journalist as well as skills such as self-management and 
relationship building. However, there are currently no learning outcomes related to business 
and organisational and entrepreneurial skills which are critical to a freelance journalist’s 
success. This is a significant omission in the framework developed by leading educators, 
especially given the rise of freelance journalism in the 21st century and the fact that more 
employment opportunities for journalists exist outside media organisations than within them 
(Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 231; Cunningham, 2008, p. 39; Elmore & Massey, 
2012). This issue will be further explored within the context of this project.   
 
Freelance journalists write for numerous organisations, often simultaneously, which means 
that keeping track of current and pending assignments and subsequent payment for same is 
imperative (Lunn, 2014; Thompson, 2006). Organisational skills are important for many 
reasons, not least when it comes to getting paid. This is because traditional media usually pay 
on publication which can mean months or even years between the submission and subsequent 
payment for stories (Rafter, 2014).   
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Freelance journalists are running a small business, which means they need a range of 
business skills similar to any small business owner (Lin, 2015; Ragland, 2006). Basic 
bookkeeping skills are essential, even if these amount to little more than knowing which 
receipts to hand over to the accountant at the end of each financial year (Lunn, 2014). 
Freelance journalists must be able to communicate and negotiate with clients, cost each job 
effectively and know how to manage multiple projects (Van Thoen, 2014). In order to gain 
future work, they must continually promote themselves and their writing to existing and 
prospective clients so they remain front of mind in a competitive industry (Glaser, 2009; 
Hamilton, 2011).  Freelance journalists also need to know how to network effectively on- and 
off-line to continually build their business relationships and maintain and develop existing 
professional networks (Glaser, 2009; McKinlay & Smith, 2009, p. 27; Spencer, 2013). The 
long list of duties outlined above are a central part of their work, however freelance 
journalists are not paid for any of these essential tasks (Cohen, 2013, p. 164). 
 
2.4 Entrepreneurship Meets Freelance Journalism 
2.4.1 Entrepreneurship 
While business and organisational skills remain important, entrepreneurial skills also required 
by today’s freelance journalists (Neff et al., 2005, p. 308). According to Duening (2010, pp. 
16-19) there are ‘five minds’ which contribute to entrepreneurial success: the Opportunity 
Recognition Mind, the Designing Mind which “combines disparate ideas, people or physical 
objects in novel ways that appeal to others”, the Risk Managing Mind which refers “to the 
ability, emotionally, to manage perceived risk and the ability to reduce actual risk through 
specific actions”, the Resilient Mind which develops “through multiple real-world failures” 
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and the Effectuating Mind which can “take action in a world of uncertain and often 
unpredictable outcomes”. These cognitive sub-skills are unique to successful entrepreneurs 
(Duening, 2008, p. 58). The International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behaviour and Research 
identified four key entrepreneurial behaviours: innovativeness, risk taking, change orientation 
and opportunism (Lau, Shaffer, Fai Chan, & Wing Yan Man, 2012) while Bolton and 
Thompson (2013, p. 21) list seven attributes for successful entrepreneurs as follows: 
 
1.  Focus  – the ability to lock on to a target and not be distracted, to act 
with urgency and not procrastinate, to get things done and not just talk 
about them.     
2.  Advantage  – the ability to select the right opportunity from the many. It 
is this talent that enables entrepreneurs to pick winners and to know 
instinctively what really matters. It is why entrepreneurs always find the 
resources they need.     
3.  Creativity  – the ability to come up with new ideas all the time, either as 
ideas in them-selves or more likely translated into opportunities or 
solutions. It is not primarily about artistic creativity. 
4.  Inner ego  – this is what the entrepreneur is like on the inside. It begins 
with self-esteem that provides confidence, creates passion and delivers on 
motivation.     
5.  Outer ego  – this is how the entrepreneur deals with what is outside. It 
gives the ability to carry responsibility lightly but not flippantly, to be 
openly accountable and instinctively courageous.        
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6. Team  – the ability to pick the best people and get them working as a 
team, to know when you need help and where to find it, and to build a 
network of helpers.     
7.  Social  – the ability to espouse a cause and deliver on it. This attribute 
invades the inner ego providing a motivation and passion all of its own.   
 
Recent research suggests that cognitive skills are also a key characteristic of successful 
entrepreneurs (Duening, 2008, p. 58) and that activities such as working and socialising with 
like-minded professionals, a characteristic of successful entrepreneurs, can deliver benefits 
such as increased knowledge and the growth of positive social capital (Audretsch & Monsen, 
2007, p. 17).  This demonstrates the issues identified by Sá & Kretz (2015) who state that 
“there has been little agreement in the field about the competencies or skills that are most 
valuable for aspiring entrepreneurs”. Debate continues as to what the definition of 
‘entrepreneurship’ should be and conceptions of entrepreneurship continue to vary (Sá & 
Kretz, 2015) however it has been agreed that entrepreneurship is of value in the Creative 
Industries (Bridgstock, 2013, p. 124; Neff et al., 2005) 
 
2.4.2 Entrepreneurship and Australia’s Freelance Journalists 
Media workers such as freelance journalists have learned to develop entrepreneurial labour 
skills “in the dual hope that they will be better able to navigate uncertainty and maintain an 
association with their industry” (Neff et al., 2005, p. 308). Freelance journalists work 
autonomously and are therefore able, in theory at least, to explore entrepreneurial 
opportunities. They are free from the operational and organisational constraints of a media 
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organisation which, like any large institution, seeks to “ingrain and rationalize standardized 
patterns of behaviours...to make change hard” (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 49). Whereas 
bureaucracy has hindered the ability of news organisations to respond to industry changes, 
freelancers have the freedom to run their businesses any way they choose. Working within 
the operational confines of an organisation or with other freelancers is a choice rather than an 
obligation. Like most solo-entrepreneurs, freelance journalists can take up opportunities 
quickly when they arise (Rowse, 2005) and are not constrained by the machinations and 
bureaucracy of big business. Having the freedom to “create work outside mainstream news 
industry structures can be empowering, despite the sheer amount of work it entails” (Hunter, 
2016). Baines and Kennedy (2010) suggest the values of journalism and those of business are 
not necessarily mutually exclusive.  
 
According to Deuze (2014), “Freelance journalism, independent news entrepreneurship and 
casualisation of labour are paramount, particularly among young reporters and newcomers in 
the field”.  However, many of these newcomers still “need to develop skills, knowledge and 
qualities which are not supplied by traditional journalism programs” (Baines & Kennedy, 
2010). In many instances, the same could be said of established freelance journalists. In a 
reflection of the growing importance of entrepreneurial journalism, Journalism Practice 
devoted an entire issue to the topic in 2016.  While entrepreneurship in the field of journalism 
can be traced back to the early nineteenth century when technological changes such as 
improvements to the postal service and the invention of the telegraph changed the way people 
got their news (Rafter, 2016), its role in the current media landscape remains uncertain given 
that entrepreneurial journalism can mean a number of things with that meaning changing by 
the day (Kelly, 2015, p. 94; Rafter, 2016).  
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However, while the “connection of entrepreneurialism to journalism remains relatively new 
and has not extensively theorized in journalism studies literature”, it can be seen as a source 
of hope for those seeking to make a living in a rapidly changing media landscape (Vos & 
Singer, 2016).  
 
Some freelance journalists’ entrepreneurial activities such as practicing convergence 
journalism are largely dictated by changes to the news industry, others such as crowdfunding 
a writing project are predominantly entrepreneurial while the likes of creating a personal 
brand comes down to a combination of the two. One of the major challenges for 
entrepreneurial freelance journalists is managing the lack of divide between journalism and 
their business activities (Coddington, 2015). The need to create a financially viable career can 
sometimes compromise the separation of editorial and commercial considerations (Vos & 
Singer, 2016). Freelancers who demonstrate the highest degree of adjustability to buyer’s 
demands may be preferred which can encourage some freelancers to temporarily suppress 
their own personal and journalistic standards (Gynnild, 2005, p. 118; Örnebring, 2008). 
However, it could be argued that taking an entrepreneurial approach is perhaps the best or 
only option when traditional business models are failing (Hunter, 2016). The following 
section examines some of the ways freelance journalists are taking an entrepreneurial 
approach to their work.   
 
Creating and Marketing a Personal Brand 
For many freelancers, the concept of marketing themselves is entirely new despite the fact 
that branding has long been part of the mainstream media landscape (Glaser, 2009). Columns 
written by ‘name’ staff writers frequently come with a head shot which can also be featured 
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on the front page to increase sales. In the past there was little need for freelance journalists to 
build a personal brand or audience as they simply produced articles and got paid (Kepnes, 
2011). However, these days having a ‘personal brand’ can give freelance journalists a 
competitive edge (Holton & Molyneux, 2015; Porlezza & Splendore, 2016). In an industry 
where an increasing number of people could write a particular story, in some cases at no cost 
to the publisher as discussed above, it is important for a freelance journalist to add value. 
Those with a strong social media following are especially attractive to online publishers who 
stand to benefit from increased hit rates when high-profile freelancers uses social media to 
share the stories they have written with their followers (Hamilton, 2011).  
 
By crafting strong bios, sharing links to information their audiences might value, being 
transparent with their sources, and engaging audiences whenever possible, these writers are 
able to craft themselves as ‘true journalistic experts’ in their fields (Clayfield, 2012; Holton 
& Molyneux, 2015). Gynnild (2005) suggests this extended self exposure is vital to freelance 
journalists’ personal branding. However, those who develop an online work persona can also 
suffer a loss of personal identity as their online communications begin to revolve solely 
around their profession and lose their personal connection (Holton & Molyneux, 2015).  
 
Self-Publishing 
Given the challenges the industry is now facing, many freelance journalists are seeking 
alternative ways to boost their income. One of the more popular options involves establishing 
a blog or online magazine, despite the fact many writers have discovered it can be difficult to 
generate significant income using this approach (Rowse, 2008). According to a survey 
conducted by Problogger, the “majority [of bloggers] report that they’re earning less than 
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$100 a month with most of those earning less than $10 a month” (Rowse, 2008). However 
freelancers often blog for reasons other than direct financial reward (MEAA, n.d.). As 
discussed above, many are using their online presence as a free marketing tool (Bly, 2010) to 
showcase their work, build their profile and demonstrate their value as a subject matter 
expert. Baker (2006) adds that blogging encourages journalists to allow the audience get to 
know them on a personal level. This, in turn, can lead to an increase in credibility.  
 
Content Creation 
Others such as freelance journalist Lara Dunstan are taking an entrepreneurial approach and 
using their blog to secure lucrative sponsorships (Dunstan, 2013). Dunstan was already an 
established freelancer when she pitched the idea of a collaborative project to HomeAway 
Holiday-Rentals. It entailed posting a minimum five blog posts on a dedicated website 
supported by social media activity with the ability to also generate stories for traditional 
media. In addition to being paid by the client to write, HomeAway Holiday-Rentals provided 
accommodation, flights, transport and communication expenses. Dunstan’s client also agreed 
to hand over editorial control so she could write honestly about her experiences and maintain 
professional credibility (Dunstan, 2013). Projects such as this are an example of how the 
changing market has created new business opportunities for entrepreneurial freelance 
journalists.  
 
This is a form of content creation for brands which is becoming an increasingly viable way 
for freelance journalists to earn an income as the “boundaries between work in journalism, 
PR and other forms of information provision become increasingly porous” (Baines & 
Kennedy, 2010). In the news industry, it is often the sections related to specialist interests 
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such as travel which attract the largest spend from advertisers (Doctor, 2010, p. 141). More 
advertising dollars equate to more pages (or page views) which in turn provides more writing 
opportunities for freelance journalists. This can either be in the form of traditional editorial 
or, increasingly, as native advertising or branded content. Native advertisements look like 
regular news stories or editorial but have a disclaimer which marks the piece as advertising, 
sometimes clearly, other times less so (Benton, 2014). While some journalists express 
concern about the blurring of the lines between journalism and advertising, Smith (2015) 
suggests that native advertising is not going away and they should instead be “taking the lead 
in defining native advertising and creating and implementing its ethical guidelines”. As an 
editor interviewed for this project stated, “There is a lot more work in [content creation] for 
freelance journalists. There is so much work in terms of sponsored content for on-line, some 
of which also appears in print.”  
 
Content creation organisations such as King Content are also actively recruiting journalists to 
write branded copy for corporations. These organisations are allocating an increasingly large 
amount in their marketing budget to pay for it (Owens, 2015). Freelance journalists who are 
seen as industry experts are commanding rates that are equal or in excess of what they were 
earning writing for traditional media (Owens, 2015). In a world first, the University of 
Canberra will even begin offering a journalism degree with a content marketing major in 
2016 (Christensen, 2015b). However, Cohen (2013, p. 239) has identified that some 
freelancers “revile the notion of being considered a content producer”. Whether freelance 
journalists decide to enter the realm of native advertising and/or content creation is a personal 
choice however it remains one of the few growth areas in the 21st century media industry 
(Benton, 2014).  
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Convergence Journalism  
Convergence journalism which entails “providing news to people when, where and how they 
want it using any and all communication tools available” (Kolodzy, 2012) is another area 
which offers possibilities for entrepreneurial freelancers who are no longer limited to text. 
Sound, video, music, graphics and animation are just some of the ways journalists can create 
an engaging story (Franklin, 2012). Some freelancers are selling their stories to editors as 
‘packages’ with words, pictures and video. Others are creating online video channels and 
earning money from advertisers. Gaining new skills in areas such as video production not 
only gives these journalists a competitive edge, it also increases their professional credibility 
and overall industry expertise (Bittner, 2009). One of the editors interviewed for this project 
stated that, “If someone comes along and they can produce all three [words, pictures and 
video], then they're pretty valuable”. This will be investigated further as part of this project.   
 
Crowdfunding 
Crowdfunding has become a growing way for freelance journalists to tell – and sell – their 
stories (Shin, 2014). Stilgherrian, an Australian freelance journalist and commentator on 
internet issues, successfully crowdfunded his own podcast called The 9pm Edict (Harrison, 
2015).  Spot.us which launched in 2008 but is now defunct, listed stories that journalists 
wanted to write and were available for funding. Of these, the ones which covered issues that 
were seen as important by individuals or groups tended to be the ones that were the most 
successful when it came to receiving funding (Sohn, 2011).  
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However, funding stories can be challenging for a number of reasons. While it can be a useful 
way to raise money for single projects, a study conducted by Hunter (2016) indicated that 
“most journalists said they do not make a lot of money from crowdfunding and do not see it 
as a sustainable long-term way to raise funding”. There is also the issue of independence and 
the ethical issues which can arise when “entrepreneurial journalists fill the role of both 
manager and journalist” (Porlezza & Splendore, 2016; Stewart, 2013). Journalists must 
balance the need to appeal to donors while also adhering to the ethical requirements of their 
craft (Hunter, 2015; Porlezza & Splendore, 2016). For example, if a major donor does not 
like a story, could they exert influence to have it changed or even taken down?  Having the 
resources to devote to crowdfunding is also an issue with journalists saying they lack the 
diverse range of skills required to set up a project as well as the time it takes to follow the 
process through, from the initial campaign design to pitching the project and developing a 
marketing plan (Hunter, 2016).  
 
Alternative Income Streams 
While experimenting with new technology is the preferred option for some journalists, others 
have taken a more conservative approach and supplemented their dwindling income with a 
second job (Bittner, 2009). The “day job” is already well established in the creative industries 
and freelance journalists are no exception (Day, 2012). It may or may not be writing related 
but either way, this can yield unexpected benefits. During a conversation with journalist Lee 
Mylne she spoke of the unique professional insights and personal satisfaction she gained 
from teaching journalism at the University of Queensland (personal communication, June 12, 
2013).  
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Another freelancer discovered that working two days a week in retail made her “much more 
assertive” and “hugely altered her ability to sell [her services] as a freelancer” (Bittner, 2009). 
This demonstrates the value of reflection and acquiring additional generic skills when it 
comes to sustaining a successful creative career (Bridgstock, 2007).  
  
Collaboration 
Freelance journalists are well aware of the need for networking with colleagues (Bly, 2010). 
Some can even go on to become useful business partners (Ford & Glazebrook, 2006, p. 156). 
For example, instead of competing with each other in a shrinking marketplace, three 
parenting writers decided to collaborate and publish an e-book aimed at new writers and 
‘mummy bloggers’ keen to learn more about professional parenting writing (Bittner, 2009).  
Another case in point is The Hoopla, an online magazine created by long-time media 
personality and writer Wendy Harmer. She noticed a gap in the commercial media market for 
content aimed at mature, intelligent women aged over 35 and collaborated with Jane 
Waterhouse, a specialist in marketing to women, to create The Hoopla (Simons, 2011). Its 
blend of “commentary, entertainment and information with a strong community focus” struck 
a chord with readers and the publication initially enjoyed a steady increase in traffic (Leys, 
2012). It also paid contributors in keeping with the emerging opportunities for freelancers in 
digital markets as discussed above. However, despite a promising start The Hoopla closed in 
2015 due to increased competition and the fact it was unable to maintain a sustainable 
business model (Christensen, 2015a).  
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While Harmer made no secret of the fact she was aiming to turn a profit (Kermond, 2011), 
Anderson, Bell and Shirky (2013, p. 67) argue that we should no longer define success as 
“making money” but also by “having an impact on the world”. While this is an admirable 
sentiment, it is largely unrealistic for Australia’s freelance journalists. Having a high profile 
and a loyal readership does not pay the bills yet the writers still make a valid point. One of 
the buzzwords around news organisations is ‘brand’ – it is fast becoming accepted wisdom 
that news organisations need to build brand awareness around their journalists to attract 
loyalty from consumers (O’Donnell et al., 2012, p. 7).  Freelancers who can demonstrate their 
ability to do this are better placed to succeed in the current market.   
 
2.5 Gaps in the existing research 
While much has been written about the changing nature of journalism and the news industry, 
there has been limited academic inquiry into the role of freelancers within this changing 
media landscape. While some books such as ‘Newsonomics: twelve new trends that will 
shape the news you get’ touch on the challenges faced by freelance journalists, this 
information is contained to a single chapter which also covers other issues (Doctor, 2010). 
This exemplifies the trend of a lack of relevant academic research in the area of freelance 
journalism, both in Australia and beyond. While finding relevant journal articles dealing with 
freelance journalism proved to be a constant challenge for the researcher during this project, 
mainstream media outlets such as The Australian, The Guardian and, ironically, given their 
lack of contributor payments Huffington Post, have recently begun running more articles 
about freelance journalism.  
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Between 2013 and 2015, the researcher discovered upwards of 13 articles on freelance 
journalism; in the previous two year period these publications ran no articles on freelance 
journalism at all. This project seeks to bridge the divide between the increasing level of 
interest in freelance journalism and the lack of dedicated academic enquiry in this area.  
2.6 Conclusion  
The literature review revealed some of the challenges – and opportunities – that the 21st 
century news industry presents for Australian freelance journalists. It pointed to a career 
involving a combination of  “perennial” skills such as tight writing and quality research, 
“contextual” skills such as being able work effectively with others and entrepreneurial 
behaviours (Bellanca & Brandt, 2010; Bolton & Thompson, 2013; Bridgstock, 2007, p. 127) 
that contributed to a freelance journalists’ success. While the rapidly changing media 
landscape continues to be shaped by a combination of factors including changing 
employment patterns, new technologies and new business models, it is more important than 
ever before for freelance journalists to know how to take advantage of these conditions and 
find their place in an industry undergoing rapid change.  
 
The literature revealed a growing role for Australian freelancers in the 21st century media 
landscape however it also pointed to uncertainty in relation to how they could capitalise on 
these. This project set out to investigate the challenges and opportunities identified in the 
literature and identify how this information could be used to enhance the careers of 
Australian freelance journalists. An analysis of the most effective work strategies was also 
undertaken and used to create a recommended skill set.  
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It also investigated the perennial and contextual skills required to be a successful freelance 
journalist to ascertain which traditional journalism skills remained important, which new 
skills had emerged as a result of industry changes, and what personal qualities were required 
to be a successful freelance journalist.   
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3 Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
Using three primary research questions and a mixed-methods approach (Neuman, 2006, p. 
149), this project explored the news industry as well as the fields of arts entrepreneurship and 
creative industries career theory. It examined the challenges and opportunities for freelance 
journalists in the 21st century media landscape and created a recommended skill set designed 
to help freelance journalists succeed in this rapidly changing environment.  
 
There are five sections in the methodology chapter. This chapter overview is followed by 
Section 3.2 which covers the research design. This is followed by the methodology section 
which includes information on the purpose and rationale for the survey instruments, 
interviews and methods. Section 3.4 covers the approach behind the data analysis process for 
the online survey and semi-structured interviews which form part of this project. This section 
concludes with a chapter summary in Section 3.5. 
3.2 Research Design 
3.2.1 Mixed Methods 
A mixed-methods research design using qualitative and quantitative techniques and an 
explanatory sequential design strategy, where the collection and analysis of quantitative data 
is followed by a collection and analysis of qualitative data, was used to expand the scope of 
the thesis and provide deeper insight (Creswell, 2009, p. 211; Sandelowski, 2000, p. 246). 
The research paradigm underpinning this study is informed grounded theory. This paradigm 
employs a grounded theory approach (Glaser, 1999) but with the literature review undertaken 
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at the beginning of the research process rather than at the end (Thornberg, 2011). This 
grounds the data using grounded theory methods while being informed by existing research 
literature and theoretical frameworks (Glaser, 1999; Thornberg, 2011). 
 
The above approach was chosen for a number of reasons. As the researcher was already 
working in the industry this project relates to, there was little benefit in conducting the 
literature review at the end of the project in line with a traditional grounded theory approach. 
As Thornberg (2011) states, a traditional grounded theory approach “makes it impossible for 
researchers to conduct studies in their own areas of expertise” as it is impossible for 
researchers to deny their existing knowledge. As an ‘insider researcher’, the concept of 
experiential realism informed the project as “it is not possible to observe the world in a purely 
objective way, as our perception itself influences what we see and measure” (Muijs, 2011, p. 
5). An informed grounded theory approach enables the researcher to: 
 
“(a) be aware of their existing theoretical knowledge and assumptions; 
(b) take advantage of pre-existing research and theories to enhance their theoretical 
sensitivity; 
(c) remain free, open and data sensitive; and  
(d) avoid forcing pre-existing theories, concepts or assumptions as ‘pet codes’ or non-fitting 
irrelevant codes into their analysis (Thornberg, 2011).”  
 
This approach provided the opportunity to confirm the results were consistent by comparing 
the findings from each different method (Dorsten & Hotchkiss, 2005, p. 27). Using 
qualitative and quantitative methods to gather data for this project gave the researcher the 
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opportunity to make both the approaches “mutually illuminating” (Bryman, 2007) and draw 
on the strengths of both research methods (Creswell, 2009). It also grounded the project in 
data using multiple collection methods, thereby mitigating the potential for the researcher to 
force pre-existing theories on the data or make assumptions based on their own prior 
knowledge and/or experience (Thornberg, 2011).  
 
The project followed an explanatory sequential design (Ivankova, Creswell, & Stick, 2006, p. 
4). This method was chosen because neither quantitative nor qualitative methods alone were 
sufficient to capture the professional reality of freelance journalism in Australia. Quantitative 
methods were used to collect data and test the theory of hypothesis (Muijs, 2011, p. 7). This 
was done by developing and deploying an anonymous online survey for Australian freelance 
journalists to complete. The survey was followed by the qualitative research phase which 
took the form of twelve semi-structured interviews. Qualitative research is considered to be a 
productive way to investigate a profession, something which was a major focus of this project 
(Yin, 2011, p. 7). The interviews were undertaken with nine freelance journalists and three 
editors. While this project focuses on freelance journalists, editors were also interviewed to 
provide additional insight and context with regard to the issues being faced by Australian 
freelancers. Analytic induction was used to “establish regularities and commonalities” in the 
data obtained from the interviews to support the formulation of hypotheses in relation to the 
objectives of the study (Sarantakos, 2013, p. 375). Qualitative methods were also used to 
stimulate discovery of new ideas and expand the horizons of the known (Sarantakos, 2013, p. 
4) and “produce theory that was accurate, interesting and testable” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 
2007, p. 25). 
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This study takes a critical research approach and seeks to critique the working life of 
Australian freelance journalists and empower these individuals to change their social reality 
(Sarantakos, 2013, p. 11). 
3.2.2 Position of the Researcher 
As a working freelance journalist, the researcher was an “insider researcher” as the study was 
situated within the researcher’s own field of practice (Costley, Elliott, & Gibbs, 2010, p. 1). 
According to Bonner and Tolhurst (2002) there are three key advantages of being an insider 
researcher: (a) having a greater understanding of the culture being studied; (b) not altering the 
flow of social interaction unnaturally; and (c) having an established intimacy which promotes 
both the telling and the judging of truth. As an insider, the researcher already had an in-depth 
knowledge of the industry being studied and could access the people within that industry with 
relative ease. This existing knowledge enabled the researcher to explore issues in a developed 
way and build and test theories from an informed perspective (Bonner & Tolhurst, 2002; 
Costley et al., 2010, p. 3; Greene, 2014). It also assisted during the data collection process as 
the researcher was able to use existing professional networks to gain access to survey and 
interview participants. However, Costley et al (2010, p. 2) warn this familiarity can also lead 
to a loss of objectivity and bias. In addition to being mindful of this potential issue 
throughout the course of the project, the researcher used a journal to collect reflective data as 
recommended by Greene (2014) and Ortlipp (2008). Triangulation was also used to increase 
the likelihood of collecting reliable data (Costley et al., 2010, p. 3; Neuman, 2006, p. 149; 
Sarantakos, 2013, p. 160). 
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3.2.3 Triangulation of Methods 
Quantitative and qualitative research methods were combined in this study to enrich the 
nature of the research data and improve accuracy (Sarantakos, 2013, p. 160). Neuman (2006, 
p. 149) states that using more than one method to research an issue can help to reveal all 
aspects of it. This approach was chosen to “overcome the deficiencies of single-method 
studies” and provide a higher degree of “validity, credibility and research utility” (Sarantakos, 
2013, p. 160). Figure 2.1 details the approach for this study. 
 
A literature review was conducted to analyze relevant information in order to gain an 
overview of the research topic and identify aspects which had not been addressed in previous 
research (Sarantakos, 2013, p. 152). This information was used to formulate the questions for 
both the survey and the semi-structured interviews.  
Figure 3-1 Triangulation of methods 
 
3.3 Research Phases 
In accordance with Figure 2.1, a literature review was undertaken in addition to the collection 
of data using quantitative and qualitative methods. In accordance with an informed grounded 
theory approach (Glaser, 1999; Thornberg, 2011), the literature review was completed first 
RESEARCH QUESTION LITERATURE REVIEW SURVEY INTERVIEWS INTERVIEWS
Freelance Journalists Editors
RQ1  Industry Analysis
- The Changing Media Landscape
- Financial Background
- Technological Background
- Changing Role of the Journalist
- Changing Role of the Audience
RQ2  Capabilities & Career
- What is Freelance Journalism
- Journalism in the Creative Industries
- Freelance Journalism as a Creative Career
RQ3  Effective Work Strategies & Recommended Skill Set
- Work Methodologies Analysis
- Skill Set Investigation
- Entrepreneurship and Australia's Freelance Journalists
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and used to investigate what, if any, similar research had been done on the same topic as this 
research project. The literature review was used to gather information about topics such as 
the creative industries, freelance journalism as a creative career, the current state of the news 
industry and the effect this was having on freelance journalists. Information obtained during 
the literature review was also used in the development of questions for the online survey and 
twelve semi-structured interviews.  
3.3.1 Phase 1 – Online Survey 
Purpose and Rationale 
In accordance with the mixed-methods research design and explanatory sequential design 
strategy, the collection and analysis of quantitative data for this project was undertaken first. 
An anonymous online standardized survey was used to collect information that provided a 
‘snapshot’ of the freelance journalism profession in Australia. The survey aimed to provide a 
description of freelance employment patterns and career configurations, key skill 
requirements and entrepreneurial behaviour. The survey sample was taken from journalists 
who described themselves as “a working freelance journalist based in Australia”. Journalists 
who were subsequently interviewed for the project may or may not have completed the online 
survey. The purpose of the survey was to gather data relevant to the project such as 
demographics, areas of specialisation, writing outlets, work methodologies and motivations 
for freelance work as well as information on potentially sensitive issues such as annual 
earnings. It was considered unlikely that interview respondents would be willing to reveal 
information about issues such as earnings to a peer during the interview process (Sherry, 
2008, p. 434).  
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Validity and Reliability 
The survey was developed and deployed in a way that set out to maintain objectivity, 
reliability and validity (Kvale, 1996, p. 235; Rowley, 2012, p. 249; Yin, 2011, p. 80). Using a 
survey to collect data enabled the researcher to access respondents throughout Australia in a 
cost effective way and gather data using a method that was non-intrusive. It granted 
respondents anonymity and also gave freelance journalists the opportunity to complete the 
survey at a time that was suitable for them (Sarantakos, 2013). There were no issues 
regarding confidentiality or impartiality as the survey was conducted anonymously. 
 
Questions and Survey Instrument 
A standardized survey using a combination of multiple choice, five-point Likert-scale and 
open ended questions was used to gather statistical information of relevance to the study 
(Sarantakos, 2013, p. 250). Questions were linked to the research questions and related to 
topics such as why a respondent worked as a freelance journalist, how they went about 
finding work, social media use, entrepreneurship and yearly earnings. The survey was 
administered online using SurveyMonkey, for ease of distribution and because an online 
environment increases the likelihood of honest answers (Sue & Ritter, 2007, p. 5). After the 
survey was complete, the survey data comprising open-ended questions such as “what do you 
think are the main challenges for freelance journalists at the moment?” were manually coded 
into groups and numerically labeled for analysis using an informed grounded theory process 
(Thornberg, 2011). All of the data was then imported into SPSS for review and analysis.  
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Pilot Study Results 
A draft version of the survey was piloted to six Australian freelance journalists sourced from 
the researcher’s professional network to check for face validity prior to distribution. The 
recipients were asked to complete a pilot version of the survey and evaluate it based on the 
relevance of the questions and functionality of the survey instrument. This exercise saw a 
number of improvements being made to the final survey with regard to the functionality of 
the survey instrument and the inclusion of additional information such as a ‘Cadet’ category 
for those journalists who had learned their trade on the job. 
 
Sampling and Recruitment  
Participants were sourced via industry associations, professional bodies and closed Australian 
freelancer Facebook groups as shown in Table 2.1 below. This was done in accordance with 
the approach outlined in the QUT Ethics Approval. The researcher received support from all 
of the industry associations and professional bodies contacted. Every organization distributed 
a survey link to their members, either via email, social media or both. This was of great 
assistance when it came to obtaining a diverse cross-section of freelancers specialising in 
different fields. The survey remained open for two months to take advantage of respondent 
driven sampling (Heckathorn, 2008) whereby journalists who had already completed the 
survey forwarded the link to other potential respondents in their professional network. Due to 
this respondent driven sampling, it was not possible to determine a response rate for the 
survey. 
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The interviews were modeled on “a conversation between equals” (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, 
p. 88) with the aim of developing rapport and new insights and understandings of the 
respondents’ shared experience (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 98). Each interview was semi-
structured and all but two were undertaken and recorded using Skype. The participants who 
were not interviewed using Skype were both editors. One of these interviews was recorded 
face-to-face and the other was recorded using a telephone and a recording device.  
 
Sampling and Recruitment 
Theoretical and purposive sampling was used to select subjects who were relevant to the 
project (Tracy, 2010, p. 136), with a focus on ensuring the journalists and editors selected 
exhibited a broad range of skills, experience and expertise. While the survey was open to all 
Australian freelance journalists and collected data related to those with varying degrees of 
journalism and industry experience, the interviewees recruited for this project had been 
freelancing for a minimum of two years. The rationale behind this eligibility criteria is in 
accordance with Czaja and Blair (2005, p. 14) who state that when studying groups it is 
important to select the most knowledgeable individuals. In addition, it would have been 
difficult for interviewees with less than two years experience to answer some of the interview 
questions such as “Do you feel the skills you use in your role have changed over time?” and 
“Has the way you go about finding work changed over time?”. Given one of the aims of this 
project is to ascertain how freelance journalism is changing and evolving, it was considered 
that interviewing journalists who were new to freelancing would be of minimal benefit.  
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As stated by Sarantakos (2013, p. 287), respondents often agree to be interviewed because 
they are interested in the topic being studied or see their participation as a way to contribute 
to the well-being of the community. This was the case with this research project with only 
two of the original nine freelance journalists approached declining the opportunity to be 
interviewed due to prior work commitments. Finding editors who were available to be 
interviewed proved to be more challenging. Two of the three agreed initially then had to 
either reschedule or withdraw due to work commitments. Flexibility with regard to timing 
was essential when it came to interviewing the editors for this project.  
 
Interviewees did not receive an incentive such as an iTunes card for participating in the study. 
They were provided with information regarding their participation, informed of the project’s 
ethical guidelines and told they were able to withdraw at anytime without comment or 
penalty, something that one of the editors did ultimately do.  
 
Ethical Considerations 
The design and delivery of the interviews was approved by the QUT Ethics Committee so the 
knowledge produced would be beneficial to the study while also “minimizing harmful 
consequences” (Kvale, 1996, p. 237). In keeping with this, interview questions were 
submitted and approved by the QUT Ethics Committee prior to the commencement of the 
interview process. The primary ethical consideration for this project revolved around the 
ethics of consequences for those being interviewed (Preissle, 2008, p. 274). For example, 
being quoted by name was identified as a potential issue for some respondents, particularly if 
they choose to share sensitive information. Admitting they were “struggling to make ends 
meet”, for example, could affect their professional reputation and possible future 
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employment. While some respondents initially indicated they did not mind if they were 
identified by name, this was not in keeping with the potential ethical concerns identified in 
regard to ethics of consequences. For this reason, all respondents were given a pseudonym 
and these were used when writing up the results of the research project.  
 
Interview Question Development 
Phase 1 of the data collection process was used to gain clarity in relation to what issues were 
of particular relevance to Australian freelance journalists and therefore, the study. This 
information was then used to assist in the development of the interview questions. Semi-
structured interviews enabled the researcher to “understand the experiences, opinions, 
attitudes, values, and processes” of respondents (Rowley, 2012). Interviews took the form of 
a loosely structured conversation conducted using a list of questions which had previously 
received ethical clearance. A list of these questions is included in Appendix 4.  Issues 
explored during the interviews included the key challenges for those working as a freelance 
journalist in today’s changing media landscape, the skills needed for success and the 
strategies freelance journalists use to find work. Follow up questions were asked to clarify 
responses when required (Dorsten & Hotchkiss, 2005, p. 205).  
 
Validity and Reliability 
A number of different methods were employed to maintain interview reliability and validity 
(Kvale, 1996, p. 235; Rowley, 2012, p. 249; Yin, 2011, p. 80). Validity was maintained in 
accordance with the seven stage process outlined by Kvale (1996, p. 237). Themes were 
developed from the research questions and these were used to develop the interview 
questions. As recommended by Yin (2011, p. 80), a sense of skepticism was upheld to assist 
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with maintaining the validity of the data. For example, issues such as whether participants 
were being completely candid were given due consideration throughout the interview 
process. This was also in keeping with Kvale’s (1996, p. 237) recommendation to pay 
attention to the trustworthiness of the information obtained during an interview. An 
interviewer’s journal took the place of participant observation field notes and was used to 
record “emerging themes, interpretations, hunches and non-verbal expressions” to assist with 
the understanding and interpretation of the interviews (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 115). It 
was also used for self-reflection during the interview process. Transcription of each interview 
was completed by the researcher within 24 hours. Discussions were transcribed verbatim as 
this is a requirement for accurate interview analysis (Kvale, 2007, p. 98). The transcriptions 
were given a critical reading to find the underlying truth in the text and a deconstructive 
reading to gain a deeper and more nuanced understanding of what each interviewee said 
(Kvale, 1996, p. 227). Furthermore, using a triangulation method enabled the researcher to 
compare the findings of the survey and the interviews to identify any anomalies in the data 
and therefore maintain validity (Creswell, 2009, p. 191). 
3.4 Data Analysis 
3.4.1 Survey Data Analysis 
The online survey data from SurveyMonkey was downloaded into SPSS where data cleansing 
was undertaken to ensure the integrity of the collected data. Two respondents closed the 
survey immediately after the first question which asked if the respondent was an Australian 
freelance journalist. Six did not complete the survey in sufficient detail for the data to be 
included. These eight respondents were cleansed from the 121 records which were analysed 
during the data analysis process. Qualitative answers to questions such as “what do you think 
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are the main challenges for freelance journalists at the moment?” were manually coded into 
groups and numerically labeled for analysis using an informed grounded theory process 
(Thornberg, 2011).  
 
The data analysis began with a descriptive analysis (Muijs, 2011, p. 79) of individual 
responses using techniques such as measuring frequency distributions, mean, median, mode 
and standard deviation. This was followed by bivariate (Muijs, 2011, p. 98) cross-tabulation 
analysis of different sets of statistics such as how freelance journalists went about finding 
work  and their perceived success of each method which had been rated using a Likert scale. 
This process enabled preliminary theories to be tested in line with the research questions 
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 63). A discussion of the survey findings can be found in Chapter 4.  
3.4.2 Interview Analysis 
Interview analysis requires a review of the interview text and coding so theories can be built 
and subsequently tested in an academic manner (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003, p. 32). 
Thematic analysis using grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006, p. 45) was used to analyze the 
twelve interviews which formed part of this research project.  
 
The data analysis process began with the transcription of the interviews by the researcher 
which was done within 24 hours of each interview being undertaken. Interviews were 
transcribed verbatim as this is a requirement for an accurate analysis (Kvale, 2007, p. 98). 
Interviewer’s notes on matters such as whether interviewees had to reschedule due to work 
commitments were also taken into account. Each interviewee was assigned a code name to 
ensure their anonymity during the writing up process as discussed above in Section 3.3.2.  
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Initial coding involved reading each interview numerous times and looking for meanings that 
the researcher could use to create open codes that were “grounded in the text” (Charmaz, 
2006, p. 46). An initial coding table for each research question was created and used to group 
these open codes together under the relevant research question with examples of the words 
used by the participants. This was followed by axial coding which identified “the most 
significant and/or frequent earlier codes” and looked for connections between them 
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 57; Gallicano, 2013). Another table for each research question was 
created and used to group these axial codes together under the relevant research question. The 
final part of the coding process was selective coding which was used to test and subsequently 
build theory by identifying a core variable that included all of the data (Charmaz, 2006, p. 
63). A final table showing the open codes, axial codes and theoretical code was created and 
can be found in Appendix 9. The results of the interview analysis are discussed in Chapter 5.  
3.5 Chapter Summary  
The data analysis for this project was completed using informed grounded theory (Thornberg, 
2011) and a mixed methods approach. This approach enabled the literature review to be 
completed prior to the data collection which provided background information regarding the 
issues facing Australian freelance journalists and the news industry as a whole. This 
increased the robustness of the data collection for the survey and the interviews as they were 
not solely based on the researcher’s personal experience as a freelance journalist. Seeking 
qualitative and quantitative data via a survey and interviews produced a rich body of data 
which added depth and value to the research project. The next chapter reports on the survey 
findings and is followed by discussion of the interview results.  
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4 Survey Results 
4.1 Chapter Overview 
An anonymous online standardised survey was used to collect information to provide an 
overview of the freelance journalism profession in Australia. The survey aligned with the 
three primary research questions and sought information such as the age of respondents, 
freelance employment patterns and career configurations, key skill requirements and 
entrepreneurial behaviour. The survey was also used to collect sensitive information such as 
the respondents’ ages and annual earnings.  
 
The survey was administered online as discussed in Chapter 3, with 129 respondents 
undertaking the survey. Questions primarily involved quantitative responses with a small 
number of qualitative comments from open-ended questions. The responses to the qualitative 
questions were analysed using thematic analysis (Guest, 2012). Where there was insufficient 
data to analyse, these responses were not included in the final results.  
 
There are 9 sections in the survey results chapter. This chapter overview is followed by 
Section 4.2 which covers demographics with age and gender presented first. This is followed 
by educational background to ascertain if it is essential for Australian freelance journalists to 
have a formal journalism qualification. Professional memberships and years in the industry 
are also covered in this section.  
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Section 4.3 investigates which outlets Australian freelance journalists write for and what they 
write about. Finding work is covered in Section 4.4 which asks Australian journalists why 
they freelance. Methods for finding work are reviewed with a focus on three methods - 
formal, informal and work creation. Social media is covered in Section 4.5 with an 
investigation into which platforms are used and what they are used for. ‘Making a living’ is 
covered in Section 4.6, where participants were asked to share their views on what the most 
important skills are for freelance success. Freelance payment models, annual earnings and 
alternative income sources are also investigated in this section.  
 
Some of the biggest challenges facing Australian freelance journalists are identified in 
Section 4.7 followed by possible opportunities for career success in Section 4.8. This section 
concludes with a discussion of the survey findings in Section 4.9.  
4.2 Demographics 
4.2.1 Age and Gender  
One hundred and twenty one respondents successfully completed the online survey: 26.60% 
male, 72.34% female and 1.06% other as shown in Table 4.1. These ratios tie in with 
previous research which highlights the prevalence of females working as freelance 
journalists. Massey (2009, p. 233; 2011) suggests the long hours and work culture in 
traditional news environments makes freelancing a prevalent career choice for women, 
particularly those who feel they receive less support from their employers because they are 
female.  
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Executive Director and founder of the Freelancers Union, Sara Horowitz (2015), believes the 
higher number of female freelance journalists could also be linked to traditional office work 
structures that do not accommodate the flexible work hours which are often required by 
women due to family commitments.  
 
The modal age range was 40-49 (32.98% of the sample) for those surveyed. Only 6.38% were 
aged under 30 at the time of the survey. A total of 76.59% of those surveyed were aged over 
40 and 40% of respondents were aged over 50.  
Table 4.1   Age and gender 
 
4.2.2 Educational Background 
Respondents were asked to provide details of the highest level of education they had attained 
and the field in which they undertook these studies. As shown in Table 4.2 below, the 
majority had a Bachelors degree (27.27%). However, 28.93% had not gone on to further 
study after high school and 3.31% (2 respondents) had not completed high school. Cadetships 
were used to obtain journalism training on the job by 8.26% of respondents, the majority of 
whom were aged over 50.  
 
  
Age Total %
Under 20 1.06
20 - 29 5.32
30 - 39 17.02
40-49 32.98
50-59 31.91
60+ 11.70
Total 100.00
Age and gender (n=94)
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Table 4.2   Highest level of education 
 
 
Table 4.3   Field of study  
 
 
While the results in Table 4.2 indicate that it is not strictly necessary to have a formal 
qualification to succeed as a freelance journalist, more than half (57.02%) of those surveyed 
had undertaken some form of further education at undergraduate level or above as shown in 
Table 4.3. Media and communications (33.33%) and journalism (28.99%) were the most 
popular areas of study followed by society and culture (17.39%).  
Highest level of education (n=121)
%
Primary School 3.31
High School 25.62
Journalism Cadetship 8.26
Certificate IV 0.83
Diploma 4.96
Undergraduate/Bachelor Degree 27.27
Postgraduate Certificate/Diploma 10.74
Masters Degree 13.22
PhD 4.96
Postdoctoral 0.83
Total 100
Field of study for undergraduate degree and above (n=69)
Field of Study %
Media and Communications 33.33
Journalism 28.99
Society and Culture 17.39
Natural and Physical Sciences 10.14
Education 2.90
Management and Commerce 2.90
Information and Communications Technology 1.45
Architecture, Environmental and related studies 1.45
Health 1.45
Total 100.00
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It appears likely that some Australian freelance journalists are specialising in writing about 
their field of study as 10.14% of respondents had degrees in the natural and physical sciences.  
 
4.2.3 Professional Memberships  
Respondents were asked if they were a member of one or more industry associations and/or 
professional bodies as shown in Table 4.4. On average those who answered in the affirmative 
were members of 1.28 organisations however, the majority (77.27%) belonged to just one. 
The largest number of respondents (28.97%) were members of the Media, Entertainment and 
Arts Alliance (MEAA), the official industry body for Australian freelance journalists. 
Respondents were also members of specialist industry organisations such as the Australian 
Society of Travel Writers (24.30%) and the Australian Science Communicators (12.15%). 
Although the Australian Writers Centre is a generic writers’ organisation rather than one 
specifically catering to freelancers, 7.48% of respondents indicated they were members. A 
significant proportion (14.02%) indicated they were members of specialist industry 
organisations not listed in the survey such as the Rural Press Club of Victoria, NSW Society 
of Editors and Yachting Journalists Association.  
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Table 4.4   Professional memberships 
 
 
4.2.4 Years in the Industry  
Respondents were asked to provide information regarding how long they had worked as a 
journalist. They were then asked how long they had been working as a freelancer. This 
approach was used to provide information as to whether the majority of respondents had 
always been freelancers, or had moved to freelancing at some point during their career, either 
by choice or necessity. The survey results for these questions are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 
respectively. Results for this section of the survey showed the extensive industry experience 
of respondents, with 45.95% having over 20 years experience as a journalist. More than half 
of those surveyed (64.86%) had been working as a journalist for 10 years or more. Journalists 
with 5 years or less in the industry comprised 17.12% of respondents.  
 
  
Organisation %
Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance 28.97
Australian Society of Travel Writers 24.30
Australian Science Communicators 12.15
Horticultural Media Association Australia 4.67
International Food & Travel Writers Association 2.80
Queensland Writers Centre 2.80
Australian Writers Centre 7.48
South Australian Writers Centre 1.87
ACT Writers Centre 0.93
Other 14.02
Total 100.00
Professional memberships (n=107)
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Table 4.5   Length of time working as a journalist 
 
 
Table 4.6 shows the length of time respondents had been working as a freelance journalist. 
The majority (37.84%) had been working as a freelance journalist for less than 5 years. 
18.92% had been working as a freelance journalist for 6 to 10 years and 20.72% for 11 to 15 
years. Freelance journalists with more than 15 years experience amounted to 22.53%. 
 
Table 4.6   Length of time working as a freelance journalist 
 
 
When the results of both questions were compared, it could be seen that one third (33.34%) 
of the surveyed journalists with over 20 years experience had been freelancing for their entire 
careers. This suggests that freelancing has been a conscious career choice for these freelance 
journalists. Given the prevalence of female freelance journalists, this could perhaps be linked 
to the long hours and work culture issues discussed in Section 4.2.1.  
Length of time working as a journalist (n=111)
%
Less than 12 months 3.60
1 - 5 years 13.51
6 - 10 years 18.02
11 - 15 years 9.91
16 - 20 years 9.01
20+ years 45.95
Total 100.00
Length of time working as a freelance journalist (n=111)
%
Less than 12 months 8.11
1 - 5 years 29.73
6 - 10 years 18.92
11 - 15 years 20.72
16 - 20 years 7.21
20+ years 15.32
Total 100.00
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However, 37.84% of respondents had been freelancing for less than 5 years. This indicates 
the majority of those surveyed had fairly limited experience working as a freelance journalist. 
It could be argued the number of freelance journalists entering the industry during this period 
has been influenced by the many redundancies that occurred within the Australian journalism 
industry in the past 5 years (Zappone, 2012). According to Baines and Kennedy (2010), 
“traditional  news industry career paths appear to be dissolving”. Van den Bergh (1998) 
concurs, suggesting that restructures and redundancies have turned staff writers into 
freelancers, largely because there is often no other option for those who want to continue 
working in the industry.  
 
4.3 Specialisation and Outlets 
4.3.1 Areas of Specialisation 
The aim of this survey question was to gain an understanding of where Australian freelancers 
are finding work. Respondents were asked to identify all of the topics they had written about 
in the past 12 months with the option to select multiple responses from a list of topics. While 
one respondent indicated they had written about 20 different topics over the past 12 months, 
the median number of topics was only three. The results did not indicate a tendency for 
respondents to specialise in one particular area such as lifestyle journalism. In fact, it was not 
uncommon to see a freelance journalist writing about seemingly unrelated topics such as 
finance, fitness and education. It would be fair to assume that a journalist could be an ‘expert’ 
in these different areas, despite the fact they are unrelated. A small number of ‘other’ 
responses such as ‘Coeliac disease’, ‘surrogacy’ and ‘agriculture’ did not lend themselves to 
thematic categorisation due to their specific nature and were therefore not included in the 
final results.  
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The survey results as shown in Table 4.7 indicated that respondents wrote about a broad 
range of topics although lifestyle topics such as travel (45.74%), food (33.33%), the arts 
(26.46%) and entertainment (24.81%) appeared to be more prevalent. It could be argued this 
is because much of this type of content is supplied by freelancers. A case in point is the 
weekly Fairfax Traveller lift out which is comprised almost entirely of freelance 
contributions. This is discussed further in Chapter 5. Other topics included business 
(24.03%), technology (20.83%), science (18.60%), education (17.83%), opinion (17.83%), 
hard news (16.28%), small business (15.50%), fitness (12.40%) and finance (11.63%).  
The following topics were written about by less than 10% of those surveyed: beauty (9.30%), 
sport (9.30%), parenting (8.53%), real estate (6.98%), fashion (4.65%), relationships (3.88%), 
gaming (2.33%) and decorating (1.55%). 
Table 4.7   Topics written about in past 12 months 
 
Topics written about in past 12 months (n=121)
%
Travel 45.74
Food 33.33
The Arts 26.36
Entertainment 24.81
Business 24.03
Technology 20.83
Science 18.60
Education 17.83
Opinion 17.83
Hard News 16.28
Small Business 15.50
Fitness 12.40
Finance 11.63
Beauty 9.30
Sport 9.30
Parenting 8.53
Real Estate 6.98
Fashion 4.65
Relationships 3.88
Gaming 2.33
Decorating 1.55
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4.3.2 Outlets  
Australia has a small news industry compared to the rest of the world. As of 2010, the United 
States had an average daily newspaper circulation of 49 million and the United Kingdom had 
15 million whereas Australia had an average daily newspaper circulation of just 2.5 million 
(Wunsch-Vincent, 2010, p. 20). Other English speaking countries have a larger news industry 
and therefore greater employment opportunities than Australia, yet as shown in Table 4.8, 
89.42% of respondents indicated they wrote predominantly for Australian-based publications.  
 
The remaining respondents who indicated less than 50% of their outlets were based in 
Australia were asked to detail where these publications were located. Responses indicated the 
majority of these outlets were in the United Kingdom (5 respondents), United States (3 
respondents) and Singapore (2 respondents) as well as Denmark, Hong Kong and New 
Zealand (1 respondent each).  
 
Table 4.8    Proportion of Australian outlets 
 
 
Respondents were asked what types of outlets they had contributed to in the past 12 months 
as shown in Table 4.9. More than one response was permitted for this survey question. 
Magazines were the predominant outlet (71.17%) followed by newspapers (58.68%) and a 
number of online outlets: the journalist’s own blog (52.89%), online outlets with a 
What proportion of your outlets are based in Australia (n=104)
%
0-25% 3.85
25-50% 6.73
50-75% 20.19
75-100% 69.23
Total 100.00
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commissioning editor such as Brisbane Times (52.07%) and a blog belonging to another 
party (40.50%). Respondents also contributed to television and radio (27.27%), their own 
video channel (14.05%) and video channels belonging to others (9.09%). 
 
Table 4.9    Type of outlets  
Types of outlets contributed to in past 12 months (n=121)
%
Magazine 71.07
Newspaper 58.68
Own Blog 52.89
Online Outlet 52.07
Others' Blog 40.50
TV & Radio 27.27
Own Channel 14.05
Others' Channel 9.09  
 
Overall the survey results indicated that traditional media such as magazines and newspapers 
were the most popular outlets for respondents to contribute to. However, when these results 
were analysed by age as shown in Table 4.10, the answers given to this question showed a 
difference in outlet preferences based on the age grouping of the respondents.  
 
Table 4.10  Types of outlets by age 
 
 
Types of outlets contributed to in past 12 months by age (n=94)
(n) Under 40 40-49 50-59 60+
Magazine 79 81.81 80.65 90.00 81.82
Newspaper 67 63.63 64.52 83.33 72.73
Own blog 58 68.18 58.06 70.00 36.36
Online outlet 52 77.27 61.29 43.33 27.27
Others' blog 45 63.64 45.16 46.67 27.27
TV & Radio 32 40.91 35.48 26.67 36.36
Own channel 15 22.73 22.58 6.67 9.09
Others' channel 9 18.18 9.68 6.67 0.00
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Respondents were asked to provide their age as part of the survey and 94 respondents did so. 
These statistics were analysed in conjunction with the outlets each respondent had 
contributed to. According to the survey results, respondents aged under 40 were more likely 
to contribute to new media such as channels, both their own and those belonging to others, 
and online outlets with a commissioning editor. While over 80% of all respondents had 
contributed to one or more magazine, those aged between 50 and 59 showed a preference for 
this style of outlet with 90% contributing to at least one magazine in the past 12 months. 
These writers showed a preference for traditional media in general, with 83.33% contributing 
to one or more newspapers and 90.00% contributing to one or more magazines in the past 12 
months. Less than half of these respondents aged between 50 and 59 (43.33%) had 
contributed to an online outlet with a commissioning editor. Conversely, those aged under 40 
had contributed to online outlets (77.27%) and magazines (81.81%) in almost equal measure.  
 
Those aged over 60 were less likely than their younger counterparts to contribute to any kind 
of online outlet including blogs. While 70% of writers aged between 50 and 59 had written 
for their own blog, only 46.67% of those surveyed in this age group had contributed to a blog 
belonging to someone else. In contrast, over 95% of those aged under 40 had contributed to 
someone else’s blog in the past 12 months. Broadcast outlets showed similar results across all 
age groups with 36.36% of those aged over 60, 26.67% of those aged between 50 and 59, 
35.48% of those aged between 40 and 49 and 40.91% of those aged under 40 indicating they 
had contributed to television and/or radio at least once in the past 12 months. The income that 
is generated (or not generated) from each of these outlets will be discussed in Section 4.6.2.  
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4.4 Finding work 
4.4.1 Finding Work: 3 Methods 
Respondents were asked how they went about finding work in the past 12 months. There 
were a choice of three overall method categories – informal, formal and job creation - with up 
to 9 individual options available for each group. Informal methods included strategies such as 
finding work using word of mouth or using social media to raise their profile, mentoring, 
blogging and work experience. Rather than being included in ‘social media’, blogging was 
listed as a separate strategy as blogging for journalists is directly related to the craft of 
writing. Formal methods were pitching story ideas to an editor, submitting stories on spec, 
checking job boards and joining industry email lists to find work. Job creation strategies were 
more entrepreneurial and included methods such as writing paid posts for brands, developing 
and delivering courses, publishing e-books and collaborating with other writers.  
 
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the perceived success of each method 
selected using a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5. The survey design allowed respondents to 
submit one or more answers for each category. There were a small number of ‘other’ 
responses for each method which were not included in the final results as these offered 
further explanation for the option selected rather than a different answer to the question.  
4.4.2 Informal Strategies 
As shown in Table 4.11, informal methods generated the most common responses with 
respondents using an average of 4.35 different informal methods to find work in the previous 
12 months. More than three quarters of the journalists surveyed (78.51%) had used word of 
mouth, which was also associated with the highest average success rating for informal 
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methods at 4.30. This was the highest rating across all sections although one method in both 
the formal and work creation sections also scored 4.30. The success rating was lower (3.48 on 
a scale of 1 to 5) for the 71.90% who had raised their profile using social media. Offline 
networking (64.46%), online networking (55.37%) and raising their profile via a blog 
(55.37%) had been used by more than half the respondents.  
 
Mentoring (28.10%), unpaid work experience (21.49%) and paid work experience (16.53%) 
were the three least common informal ways for those surveyed to find work. All of these 
methods received a success rating of less than 2.00 on a 1-5 scale. Given the experience of 
the majority of the freelance journalists surveyed as discussed in 4.2.4, it could be suggested 
these respondents might believe they had moved beyond the likes of work experience to 
further their career.  
 
Table 4.11  Finding work – informal methods 
 
Finding work - informal methods (n=121)
Method* % Mean SD
Word of mouth 78.51 4.30 2.01
Raise profile via social media 71.90 3.48 1.96
Offline networking 64.46 3.19 1.97
Online networking 55.37 2.76 1.98
Raise profile via blog 55.37 2.75 1.94
Cold calling 43.80 2.30 1.91
Mentoring 28.10 1.84 1.75
Unpaid work experience 21.49 1.57 1.59
Paid work experience 16.53 1.44 1.54
* The range for the Likert scale for this question was 1=very 
unsuccessful, to 5=very successful. 
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4.4.3 Formal Strategies 
The journalists surveyed had used an average of 2 of the formal methods below to find work 
in the past 12 months as shown in Table 4.12. While formal methods appeared to be less 
popular than informal methods, 73.55% had pitched a story idea to an editor in the past 12 
months. However, the satisfaction with the success of this method was low with a mean of 
just 1.57 on a scale of 1 to 5. This will be addressed further in Chapter 5 where both the 
freelance journalists and  the editors who were interviewed for this project discuss their 
dislike of pitching. Submitting a completed article ‘on spec’ in the hope of publication had 
been attempted by 40.49% of the journalists surveyed but this method received an even lower 
success rating of 1.44 on a scale of 1 to 5. Industry job boards and email lists announcing 
positions which had become available were used by less respondents (37.19% in both 
instances) but receive a higher average success rating of 4.30 and 3.48 respectively.  
 
Table 4.12  Finding work – formal methods 
 
4.4.4 Work Creation Strategies 
Fewer than one job creation strategy had been used by the journalists surveyed in the past 12 
months as shown in Table 4.13. Taking an entrepreneurial approach to their work appeared to 
be an issue for those surveyed. The most popular methods of job creation were writing paid 
Finding work - formal methods (n=121)
Method* % Mean SD
Pitch an editor 73.55 1.57 1.59
Submit on spec 40.49 1.44 1.54
Job board 37.19 4.30 2.01
Industry email list 37.19 3.48 1.96
* The range for the Likert scale for this question was 
1=very unsuccessful, to 5=very successful. 
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posts (26.44%) and developing and delivering a course (20.66%) which achieved a high 
average success rating of 4.30. Collaborating with other writers (12.39%) received a low 
average success rating of 1.44 on a scale of 1 to 5.  
 
Table 4.13  Finding work – job creation 
 
Overall, respondents indicated that word of mouth (78.51%), pitching an editor (73.55%) and 
raising their profile via social media (71.90%) were the three most common methods they 
had used to find work in the past 12 months. However, the perceived success rating between 
word of mouth and pitching varied greatly. While word of mouth achieved one of the highest 
success ratings out of all three methods at 4.30 on a scale of 1 to 5, pitching an editor 
received the second lowest rating at 1.57 on a scale of 1 to 5. Using social media to raise their 
profile was considered to be more satisfactory than pitching an editor with a rating of 3.48 on 
a scale of 1-5. While pitching appears to be a common way for respondents to find work, the 
results of this approach appear to be less than satisfactory. Formal methods such as using job 
boards and joining industry email lists had been attempted by fewer respondents in the past 
12 months but appeared to yield better results than pitching with a success rating of 4.30 and 
3.48 respectively on a scale of 1-5. Fewer respondents had taken an entrepreneurial approach 
to finding work however those who did achieved a success rating of 4.30 on a scale of 1 to 5 
Finding work - job creation (n=121)
Method* % Mean SD
Write paid posts 26.44 3.48 1.96
Develop & deliver a course 20.66 4.30 2.01
Publish an e-book 14.05 1.57 1.59
Collaborate on an on-line magazine 12.39 1.44 1.54
* The range for the Likert scale for this question was 1=very 
unsuccessful, to 5=very successful. 
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for developing and delivering courses. As previously mentioned, this was the highest success 
rating overall for the informal, formal and entrepreneurial work creation section of the 
survey.  Based on the above results it could be argued that freelance journalists should 
consider using methods with higher success ratings to find work rather than devoting time 
and energy to approaches such as pitching which have a low success rating according to those 
surveyed.  
4.5 Social Media Strategies  
Social media was used extensively by respondents as shown in Table 4.14 with over 90% 
using Facebook and LinkedIn. Other platforms included Twitter (80.16%), Facebook 
business pages (66.94%), Google Plus+ (66.11%), YouTube (57.02%) and Instagram 
(54.54%). Results were received for ten different social media platforms overall. Social 
media use will be discussed further during the interview analysis in Chapter 5.  
 
Table 4.14  Social media usage 
 
  
Social Media Usage (n=160)
Platform Used By % Networking Personal Research Self-Promotion
Respondents % % % %
Facebook - personal page 91.73 24.73 34.95 14.52 20.43
LinkedIn 91.73 38.75 7.50 14.38 33.13
Twitter 80.16 24.37 15.23 20.30 27.92
Facebook - business page 66.94 32.85 4.38 22.63 10.95
Google Plus+ 66.11 17.32 14.96 9.45 25.98
YouTube 57.02 3.64 16.36 14.55 18.18
Instagram 54.54 11.21 19.83 4.31 17.24
Pinterest 46.28 5.61 14.95 2.80 15.89
Tumblr 34.71 2.04 7.14 4.08 6.12
Reddit 32.23 7.29 4.17 3.13 0.00
FourSquare 29.75 1.05 2.11 5.26 2.11
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In addition to identifying which social media platforms they used, respondents were asked to 
indicate how they used each platform using the following categories: personal use, 
networking, self-promotion and research. Multiple responses were permitted for this 
question. 
 
The survey results indicated there was no clear divide between the respondents’ work and 
personal lives on social media. For example, those surveyed indicated they were using their 
personal Facebook page for business-related activities such as networking (24.73%), self-
promotion (20.43%) and research (14.52%). Only the results for LinkedIn and Facebook 
business pages showed a clear delineation between personal and business use. 
 
LinkedIn was the second most popular platform with respondents using it for networking 
(38.75%), self-promotion (33.13%), research (14.38%) and personal reasons (7.50%). Only 
ten respondents (6.25%) did not use LinkedIn. Twitter also had a stronger business focus for 
respondents with 27.92% using it for self-promotion, 24.37% using it for networking and 
20.30% using it for research. Personal use was limited to 15.23% of respondents.  
 
Only 66.94% of respondents had a Facebook business page. Those who did have one 
appeared to be using it effectively with less than 5% of those surveyed using it for personal 
use. Self-promotion (32.85%) and networking (22.63%) were the primary focus for these 
respondents. Almost one third (32.28%) of respondents did not use Google Plus+ however 
those who did used it for self-promotion (25.98%) and networking (17.32%). A smaller 
number (14.96%) utilised Google Plus+ for personal use and 9.45% used it for research.  
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YouTube was not used by almost half the respondents (47.27%). Self-promotion (18.18%) 
was the most popular work-related reason for using YouTube but this was followed closely 
by personal use at 16.36%. Some journalists (14.55%) found YouTube useful for research. 
Instagram was not used by 47.41% of respondents. Personal use (19.83%) was the most 
popular reason respondents accessed this platform closely followed by self-promotion 
(19.83%). Networking (11.21%) and research (4.31%) also featured. More than half the 
freelance journalists surveyed did not use Pinterest (60.75%). The platform was used 
primarily for self-promotion (15.89%) and personal use (14.95%). More than 80% of those 
surveyed did not use Tumblr (80.61%), Reddit (85.52%) or FourSquare (89.47%). Tumblr 
was primarily used for personal reasons (7.15%) while Reddit and FourSquare were 
predominantly used for research (7.29% and 5.26% respectively).  
 
While the results indicate that some respondents are likely spending a considerable amount of 
time on social media, it could be argued that the perceived satisfaction of using social media 
to raise their profile justifies this approach. As discussed previously in Section 4.4.2, the 
perceived success rating for social media use was 4.38 on a scale of 1-5. While it is not 
within the parameters of this project, further research could be undertaken to investigate the 
effectiveness of social media use by freelance journalists.  
4.6 Making a Living 
4.6.1 Motivations for Freelance Work 
This survey question asked each respondent why they worked as a freelance journalist with 
the option to choose one or more reasons from a list. The results for this survey question are 
shown in Table 4.15. Less than 2% of those surveyed freelanced to accumulate wealth. 
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Rather, the survey revealed that a combination of lifestyle choices and career satisfaction 
were the dominant reasons for working as a freelance journalist. More than half of those 
surveyed listed work/life balance (55.81%), flexibility (54.26%), being able to control their 
own schedule (54.26%) and the autonomy of “being their own boss” (50.39%) as reasons 
why they freelanced. These reasons were closely followed by the ability to have creative 
freedom at 40.31%. Other free text answers which comprised 14.73% of responses included 
“not having to deal with office politics”, “being able to bring up my children”, “being made 
redundant” and “being unhappy in my previous role”.  
 
Table 4.15  Why Australian journalists freelance 
 
 
While the journalists went on to detail some of the challenges they faced in their career later 
in the survey, the response to this question indicates that for the majority of the journalists 
surveyed the decision to freelance is a choice which brings significant benefits. Only 10.08% 
of those surveyed freelanced because there were no other jobs available.  
Why Australian journalists freelance (n=121)
%
Work Life balance 55.81
Flexibility 54.26
Control Schedule 54.26
Own Boss 50.39
Creative Freedom 40.31
Other 14.73
Made redundant from a media outlet 13.18
No other jobs 10.08
Become Wealthy 1.55
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However, despite the fact respondents gained multiple benefits from freelancing, it appeared 
that earning a full-time living as a freelance journalist was problematic for many. This is 
discussed further in Section 4.6.4. 
4.6.2 Most Important Skills for Success  
For this section, respondents were asked “what are the most important skills required for 
freelance journalists’ professional development at the moment?” and invited to provide up to 
three answers using free text. The results are shown in Table 4.16 below. These free text 
answers were reviewed to identify focussed themes using repetition as a  theme-recognition 
technique (Guest, 2012). Responses or descriptions that were similar were then coded 
numerically to create a codebook of fifteen categories for analysis (Guest, 2012). These 
categories included a mix of industry specific, meta-level and personal qualities as identified 
by the respondents in line with the project’s research question linked to capabilities. Industry 
specific skills were related to journalism and included writing and research, pitching and 
photography. Meta-level skills included networking skills and being able to deal with people 
professionally. Personal qualities identified by the respondents included flexibility, 
persistence and resilience. Of those respondents who provided an answer to this question 
(71.07% of those surveyed), 58.13% listed three skills, 30.23% listed two skills and 9.30% 
listed one skill. Two respondents included two skills on one line and thus contributed a total 
of four skills each.  
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Table 4.16  Skills requiring professional development 
 
 
Those surveyed identified core skills such as research and writing (12.39%) as being in need 
of development, despite the fact that many respondents had been working in the industry for 
upwards of 20 years. It would be fair to stay this result indicated that these core skills are still 
considered to be of primary importance, despite the rapidly changing industry. Other skills 
that were identified for further development included networking (11.01%) and 
administration skills (4.59%). Responses such as photography skills (3.21%), social media 
(11.93%), industry knowledge (9.17%) and multimedia skills (11.01%) pointed to the 
changing nature of the news industry. For example, networking in the current market can take 
different forms. One respondent utilised “old-fashioned personal contacts and connections” 
while others preferred “on-line networking”. One of the journalists surveyed alluded to the 
ongoing staff movement and section changes in the industry, commenting “staying up to 
speed with the changing faces/roles in the major media” was important. 
Important skills requiring professional development (n=121)
%
Research/Writing Skills 12.39
Social Media Skills 11.93
Networking 11.01
Multimedia Experience 11.01
Flexibility 10.09
Industry Knowledge 9.17
Persistence 5.50
Pitching Skills 5.50
Personal Branding 5.05
Organisation/Admin Skills 4.59
Resilience 3.21
Proactive 3.21
Photography Skills 3.21
Financial Stability 2.29
Finding a Niche 1.83
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Other changes in the industry have also impacted on freelance journalists. Those who once 
worked with a dedicated photographer while on assignment are now expected to file their 
own photos to accompany a story. One respondent commented that “understanding the 
changing nature of the industry and accepting it” was an important skill that Australian 
freelance journalists needed to develop. Rather than being focussed solely on the changing 
news industry and acquiring new media skills, many respondents also identified personal 
qualities such as flexibility (10.09%), persistence (5.50%) and resilience (3.21%) as skills 
they needed to develop. This was summed up by one respondent who commented that 
freelancers needed to develop “a thick skin” and “an unwillingness to give up in the face of 
enormous odds”. 
4.6.3 Freelance Payment Models  
Respondents were asked how they were compensated for each type of media outlet they had 
contributed to in the previous 12 months as shown in Table 4.17. Multiple answers for each 
type of outlet were permitted with a choice of five compensation options. These were no 
income generated, monetary payment, products (eg. free pair of shoes to trial), 
complimentaries (eg. complimentary meal in exchange for a review) or other.  
 
The fact that magazines and newspapers offer the best monetary reward is the most likely 
reason these outlets are the most popular with Australian freelance journalists. Magazines 
paid 92.31% of respondents and newspapers paid 84.21%, either by the word or for each 
story. However, while both outlets do pay the majority of their contributors there is a 
difference between them. While the survey indicated it is rare for magazines to accept 
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contributions without a cash payment (7.69%), this is not the case for newspapers. More than 
twice the number of respondents (15.80%) received no financial remuneration from 
newspapers. While some of these contributors received complimentaries (3.95%) or products 
(1.32%), these alternative forms of remuneration do not pay the bills.  
  
Table 4.17  Remuneration received according to outlet 
 
 
More than half of those surveyed (64.94%) contributed to their own blog, despite the fact the 
majority did not earn any income from this activity. Blogging was explored further during the 
interviews as a result of this trend identified in the survey. While the majority of Australian 
freelancers did not earn an income from their own blog, 43.64% of them earned money by 
contributing to another person’s blog while 7.27% received products or complimentaries in 
exchange for their writing. Almost the same number (49.09%) did not receive any financial 
benefit from this however they still made the choice to contribute for free. Contributing to an 
outlet for no payment is discussed further in Section 4.6.4. 
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Respondents also earned money from online media outlets with a commissioning editor 
(86.15%). Contrary to popular opinion, the survey results indicate that online media outlets 
do pay and can be used by freelance journalists to generate an income. However, there was a 
similar trend to newspapers in that 13.85% received no financial remuneration for their work.  
 
While Australian freelance journalists do work in television and radio, the majority of 
respondents (70.59%) received no financial reward. Only 26.47% of the journalists surveyed 
were paid for their television and radio appearances. The survey results demonstrated that 
few respondents contributed to or were earning an income from video channels. This result is 
significant when viewed in conjunction with the comments from editors with regard to video 
in Chapter 5. As indicated in the results above, Australian freelance journalists sometimes 
receive no remuneration for their work. This is explored further in the next section.  
4.6.4 Working for Free  
As discussed in Chapter 3, freelance journalists being asked to work for free or choosing to 
do so is an ongoing and frequently discussed issue in the industry (Crummer, 2009; Thayer, 
2013). To provide some clarity in relation to this issue, respondents were asked if they had 
contributed to an outlet for free in the past 12 months. Only 94 respondents (77.68% of those 
surveyed) chose to answer this question. Those who did and indicated they had written for 
free in the past 12 months (47.93% of those surveyed) were then asked why they had chosen 
to do so and rate the perceived success of their approach using a Likert scale ranging from 
very limited benefits to very beneficial. The results are shown in Table 4.18 below. 
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Table 4.18  Why did you contribute to an outlet for free 
 
Working for free was not limited to younger journalists. Journalists aged over 40 made up the 
majority of those who had worked for free in the past 12 months (71.69%). Respondents in 
the 40 and 49 age group were the most likely to work for free with 30.18% indicating they 
had written without receiving payment in the past 12 months. The most popular reason 
chosen for working for free was to raise the respondent’s profile. While it is difficult to 
measure the outcomes of raising one’s profile, respondents felt this approach was beneficial 
with a mean of 2.64. Driving traffic to a blog (18.18%) and keeping an editor on-side 
(10.74%) were the second most popular responses, however fewer respondents had worked 
for free for these reasons. Given 64.94% of those surveyed are not earning any income from 
their blog, there appears to be little financial benefit to be gained from driving traffic to it.  
 
Less than 4% of respondents had worked for free as a favour for a friend, however those who 
had reported an average success rating of 3.09. While it is not possible to ascertain whether 
the emotional reward of doing someone a favour was taken into consideration by 
respondents, the results indicate this approach does deliver a benefit.  
Why did you contribute to an outlet for free (n=58)
Method* % Mean SD
To raise my profile 72.41 2.64 1.303
To drive traffic to my blog 18.18 3.27 1.352
To keep an editor on-side 10.74 2.92 1.553
I had no other work on 9.82 3.50 1.243
It involved learning a new skill 8.26 2.70 1.494
As a favour for a friend 3.96 3.09 1.443
* The range for the Likert scale for this question was 1=very 
limited benefits to 5=very beneficial. 
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Working for free to keep an editor ‘on side’ was undertaken by 10.74% of respondents with a 
mean of 2.92 on a scale of 1 to 5. The highest success rating (3.50) was given by those 9.82% 
who worked for free when they had no other work on.  
4.6.5 Annual Income  
As shown in Table 4.19, the modal pre-tax income was $40,000 to $55,000 p.a. (21.28%) 
with half of those surveyed earning less than $55,000 p.a. While 12.77% of those surveyed 
earned over $95,000 in the 2013/2014 financial year, 13.83% earned less than $25,000, which 
is well under the Australian minimum wage. Of the 94 journalists who responded to this 
question, 26.60% earned less than $40,000 in 2013/2014. As freelance journalists do not 
receive sick leave, holiday pay or superannuation, this further lowers their overall rate of pay.  
 
Table 4.19  Individual pre-tax income for 2013/2014 
 
Only 37.23% of those surveyed derived 100% of their income solely from freelance 
journalism as shown in Table 4.20. Of those who indicated that 100% of their income came 
from freelance journalism, the average range of their earnings was $40,000 to $55,000 per 
year. Over half of those who responded to this question (52.13%) earned less than 75% of 
their income from freelance journalism in the 2013/2014 financial year. The methods used by 
these respondents to supplement their income are discussed in Section 4.6.5.  
Individual pre-tax income for 2013/2014 (n=94)
%
Less than $10,000 5.32
$10,000 - $25,000 8.51
$25,000 - $40,000 12.77
$40,000 - $55,000 21.28
$55,000 - $70,000 15.96
$70,000 - $95,000 14.89
More than $95,000 12.77
Would prefer not to answer 8.51
Total 100.00
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Table 4.20  Percentage of income derived from freelance journalism 
 
 
4.6.6 Alternative Income Sources  
Respondents were asked if they had worked in one or more non-freelance journalism roles in 
the past 12 months. Those who answered yes (45.45%) were asked to identify up to three 
different roles stating the industry, job title and whether they worked full-time, part-time, 
casually or if they were self-employed. Industry and employment capacity were selected from 
a pre-defined list. Job title was supplied as free text which was then reviewed to identify 
focussed themes using repetition as a theme-recognition technique (Guest, 2012). Responses 
that were similar were then coded numerically to create a codebook of five categories (Guest, 
2012). As shown in Table 4.21, media and communications (30.91%) and education 
(20.00%) were the most popular industries for freelance journalists seeking additional 
income. These industries were followed by specialty areas such as science (12.73%), tourism 
(9.09%) and health (7.27%).  
 
  
Percentage of income derived from freelance journalism (n=94)
%
Less than 10% 12.77
10% to 25% 10.64
25% to 50% 12.77
50% to 75% 15.96
More than 75% 10.64
100% 37.23
Total 100.00
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Table 4.21  Non freelance journalist roles – industry 
 
 
Table 4.22  Non freelance journalist roles – job title 
 
 
As shown in Table 4.22, the most common way for respondents to earn additional income 
was as a contract editor (34.04%) doing writing work such as editing manuscripts or articles 
written by others, improving website copy or similar roles. The role of author was also 
included in this category. While these roles do not involve writing stories as a freelance 
journalist, they are all related to journalism and/or the craft of writing in some way.  
Non freelance journalist roles - industry (n=55)
Industry (n) %
Media & Communications 17 30.91
Education 11 20.00
Science 7 12.73
Tourism 5 9.09
Health 4 7.27
Information and Communication 3 5.54
Food & Hospitality 2 3.64
Management 2 3.64
Society & Culture 2 3.64
Building and Construction 1 1.82
Finance 1 1.82
Total: 55 100.00
Non freelance journalist roles - job title (n=47)
Industry (n) %
Editor 16 34.04
Consultant 14 29.79
Communications 7 14.89
Teacher 6 12.77
Retail Worker 4 8.51
Total: 47 100.00
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The role of consultant (29.79%) included roles such as a consultant for a not-for-profit 
organisation, tour expedition leader and garden designer. Other role categories included 
communications (14.89%), teacher (12.77%) and retail worker (8.51%).  
 
As shown in Table 4.23, the majority of these second jobs were undertaken as casual 
employment (33.33%), possibly because roles such as contract editing tend to be project 
based. One quarter of them (25.93%) were undertaken on a self-employment basis while the 
remainder of the work was either full-time (22.22%) or part-time (18.52%). Almost one 
quarter of respondents (22.22%) identified as freelance journalists yet appeared to be holding 
down a separate full-time job.  
 
Table 4.23  Non freelance journalist roles – employment capacity 
 
4.7 Biggest Challenges  
Respondents were asked to provide up to three free text answers to the question “What are 
the main challenges for freelance journalists at the moment?”. These free text answers were 
reviewed to identify focussed themes using repetition as a theme-recognition technique 
(Guest, 2012). Responses or descriptions that were similar were then coded numerically to 
create a codebook of seven categories for analysis (Guest, 2012) as shown in Table 4.24.  
 
Non freelance journalist roles - employment capacity (n=54)
Industry (n) %
Casual 18 33.33
Self Employed 14 25.93
Full Time 12 22.22
Part Time 10 18.52
Total: 55 100.00
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Falling word rates and budget cuts (25.91%) were identified as the biggest challenges by 
respondents, followed by shrinking markets (18.18%), adapting to the changing media 
industry (16.36%) and a lack of professionalism within the industry (11.82%). More 
competition for work (10.45%), those providing free content (9.55%), and having to do more 
for less pay (7.73%) were other areas of concern.  
 
Table 4.24  Main challenges for freelance journalists 
 
 
Respondents were challenged by financially by “slow-payments”, “others working for free”, 
“budget cuts and income drops”, “rates not going up” and “new start-ups reducing rates in 
comparison”. “Syndication” whereby a writer only gets paid once for a story that ultimately 
runs in numerous outlets was also an issue identified by respondents.  
 
“Declining circulation for magazines and newspapers”, “disappearing media outlets”, 
“shrinking print markets” and “competing with others for very few outlets” made it hard for 
respondents to find paid work in the first place. While the majority of those surveyed were 
affected by changes to the industry, others were impacted by the evolving reading tastes of 
the general population with one respondent stating that “less interest in investigative 
journalism” made it challenging to work in their chosen field.  
What are the main challenges for freelance journalists (n=220)
%
Word Rate/Budget Issues 25.91
Shrinking Markets 18.18
Changing Media Industry 16.36
Lack of Professionalism 11.82
More Competitive 10.45
Free Content 9.55
Do more, less pay 7.73
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Responses pointed to a lack of professionalism throughout the industry from newcomers such 
“untrained bloggers” and “inexperienced kids working for free” to the editors themselves. 
Those surveyed indicated they were challenged by editors “treating freelancers with disdain” 
and “expecting freelancers to wear the risk of their business and withdrawing commissions”. 
The frustration of editors “who don’t read emails” and/or “don’t respond to emails” was also 
mentioned by a number of respondents. However, while these concerns were understandable, 
it is not only freelancers who are being impacted by current industry conditions. All of the 
editors interviewed for this project spoke about how they too were being challenged by the 
current media environment. How this impacts on freelance journalists will be discussed in 
Chapter 5.  
 
4.8 Possible Opportunities 
Respondents were also asked “What are the main opportunities for freelance journalists at the 
moment?”. These free text answers were reviewed to identify focussed themes using 
repetition as a theme-recognition technique (Guest, 2012). Responses or descriptions that 
were similar were then coded numerically to create a codebook of seven categories for 
analysis (Guest, 2012) as shown in Table 4.25.  
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Working in new media (37.75%) was seen as the biggest opportunity, followed by corporate 
work (16.56%) and demonstrating professionalism and expertise as a journalist (11.26%). 
Other responses included writing for traditional media (8.61%), creating a social media 
profile (7.28%), creating their own publications (5.96%) and specialising (5.30%). 
Communications and PR work (4.64%) and teaching and consulting (2.65%) were also seen 
as opportunities.  
 
Table 4.25  Main opportunities for freelance journalists  
 
 
New media was seen as the main opportunity with respondents indicating that “increased 
online opportunities”, “creating online content”, and “embracing the online world” would 
play a part in their future success. Corporate work also featured with those surveyed 
suggesting that “branded content”, “content marketing”, “ghost blogging” and “writing for 
corporate websites” offered paid opportunities for Australian freelance journalists. As one 
writer said, “all organisations need content and many staff cannot write well”. Demonstrating 
professionalism in an increasingly unprofessional industry was also seen as potentially 
valuable with respondents suggesting that “readers still want a quality experience” and 
“having expertise in a particular subject area” would help them secure work.  
What are the main opportunities for freelance journalists (n=151)
%
New Media 37.75
Corporate Work 16.56
Professionalism 11.26
Traditional Media 8.61
Social Media Profile 7.28
Create own publications 5.96
Specialise 5.30
Comms/PR 4.64
Teaching/Consulting 2.65
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4.9 Discussion of Survey Findings 
The survey data provided insight into the careers of freelance journalists in Australia. 
Lifestyle choices and career satisfaction were the dominant reasons for working as a 
freelance journalist according to those surveyed, the majority of whom (72.34%) were 
female. The significant number of female survey respondents could be suggestive of the 
findings of previous research indicating that gender-bias issues in traditional news 
environments (Massey & Elmore, 2011) and office work structures that do not accommodate 
flexible working hours (Horowitz, 2015) were making freelancing a prevalent career choice 
for women. A number of survey respondents indicated this was the case in their situation, 
giving responses such as “so I could work from home”, “not having to deal with office 
politics”, “having kids” and “being available to bring up my children” as the reasons they 
chose to freelance.  
 
While less than 2% of those surveyed indicated they freelanced to “become wealthy”, the 
survey results pointed to difficulties for those seeking to make a viable living working solely 
as a freelance journalist. Of those who indicated that 100% of their income came from 
freelance journalism, the average range of their earnings was $40,000 to $55,000 per year, the 
same as the modal pre-tax income for all of those surveyed. This is lower than the salary of 
$54,000 to $72,000 per year identified in a non-freelance specific study of Australian 
journalists conducted by Hanusch (2013). Only 37.23% of those surveyed derived 100% of 
their income solely from freelance journalism. This is in keeping with a similar survey of 
Canadian freelance journalists conducted by Cohen (2013, p. 210) which identified “only 36 
percent of respondents reported having no other employment”.  
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Almost one quarter (22.22%) of those surveyed identified as freelance journalists yet 
appeared to be holding down a separate full-time job. The above results provide a benchmark 
for Australian freelance journalists who may have been questioning their professional 
expertise and wondering why they could not make a full-time living in their chosen field. 
According to the survey results, full-time freelance journalists who have been experiencing 
financial difficulties could consider this to be in keeping with an industry norm rather than a 
personal failure. The results also allude to the potential for Australian freelance journalists to 
create what is known as a ‘boundaryless’ or ‘portfolio career’ (Andrew & Tupper, 1999; 
Mallon & Pringle, 2003).  
 
A ‘portfolio career’ is made up of a combination of part time jobs, including temporary or 
casual jobs, contracts, short-term projects or freelancing (Mallon & Pringle, 2003). While 
freelance journalism is generally associated with writing stories for newspapers and 
magazines, the survey results indicated that some freelance journalists were using their skills 
to generate income in other ways. This concept demonstrates the potential for freelance 
journalists to sustain an economically viable career despite the changing news industry. 
Almost half of those surveyed (45.45%) indicated they had worked in one or more non-
freelance journalism roles in the past 12 months. The most common ways for respondents to 
earn additional income were not ‘freelance journalism’ as such but still related to the craft of 
writing such as editing manuscripts or articles written by others, improving website copy or 
writing fiction or non-fiction novels.  
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Some respondents used their expertise to find alternate employment with roles such as a 
consultant for a not-for-profit organisation, doing communications work for brands or 
teaching at university. While these jobs were not necessarily related to freelance journalism, 
the skills learned in these roles could be used to enhance the respondents’ overall freelance 
journalism career.  
 
Almost half (47.93%) of those surveyed indicated they had written for free in the past 12 
months for reasons such as “to raise their profile” or “keep an editor on-side”. Working 
without pay was not limited to younger journalists with those aged over 40 making up the 
majority of those who had worked for free in the past 12 months (71.69%). One respondent 
appeared to have achieved a positive result working for free, stating “[working for free] was 
fun, took me into a new area, and resulted in paid commissioned work virtually straight 
away”.  
 
The majority of those surveyed preferred to specialise in writing about one or more topics. 
While one respondent indicated they had written about 20 different topics over the previous 
12 months, the median number of topics was three. These topics were often seemingly 
unrelated such as finance, fitness and education. This concept of specialisation identified in 
the survey was of particular interest when analysed in conjunction with the results of the 
editor and freelance journalist interviews. Both groups of interviewees saw specialisation and 
becoming known as an ‘industry expert’ as a way for freelance journalists to succeed in the 
changing media landscape. This issue of specialisation is discussed further in Chapters 5 and 
6. 
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The survey results indicated that freelance journalists could be more effective in their 
approach to finding work. While respondents indicated that networking and using word of 
mouth remained a popular and efficient way of finding work, despite ongoing technological 
and industry changes, established methods such as pitching to editors also remained prevalent 
despite a perceived lack of success. While there appeared to be a reluctance to adopt a more 
entrepreneurial approach to finding work, those who did reported a high success rating. It 
could be argued freelancers should use methods with a high success rating such as this to find 
work rather than continuing to simply do what they have done before. The reasons for this 
will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
 
In a 2010 study of Australian journalists conducted by Josephi and Richards (2012), 84% of 
those surveyed had studied at university. In contrast, just over 50% of freelance journalists 
surveyed for this project held a university qualification. The survey results indicated that 
certain personal qualities such as flexibility, persistence and resilience were required for 
freelance success and may need further development. Core skills such as writing and research 
remained important while other areas that were identified for further development such as 
photography, social media, multimedia and industry knowledge pointed to the changing 
nature of the industry. For example, journalists who once worked with a dedicated 
photographer while on assignment are now expected to file their own photos to accompany a 
story. This project points to the need for Australian freelance journalists to hone their existing 
skills and acquire or develop new ones in line with the changing news industry.  
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The expectation for freelance journalists to do more work for less pay was identified as one 
of the industry’s major challenges by respondents. Falling word rates, budget cuts, shrinking 
markets and more competition for work were other issues that made the job challenging. 
Adapting to the changing news industry and a lack of professionalism from those either 
working in the industry or trying to break into the industry were also identified as challenges.  
 
However, while there were challenges the respondents also identified opportunities that were 
available to those who chose to pursue them. Working in new media was seen as the biggest 
opportunity, followed by corporate work such as writing copy for company websites and 
demonstrating professionalism and expertise as a journalist. This last point counters two of 
the challenges mentioned above relating to a lack of professionalism and those providing free 
content.  
 
Writing for traditional media was also mentioned. As previously discussed in Section 4.6.3, 
respondents indicated this pays relatively well however the opportunity to write for 
newspapers and magazines is becoming more limited “due to the changing nature of the 
industry” (Beecher, 2013). This could be of particular concern for those freelance journalists 
aged between 50 and 59. Respondents in this age group showed a marked preference for 
traditional media, with 83.33% contributing to one or more newspapers and 90.00% 
contributing to one or more magazines in the past 12 months. Less than half of these 
respondents aged between 50 and 59 had contributed to an online outlet with a 
commissioning editor. Given the growth in online media outlets (Jurkowitz, 2014), this could 
impact on future employment opportunities for older freelance journalists. Creating a social 
media profile (7.28%), creating their own publications (5.96%) and specialisation (5.30%) 
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were also mentioned as potential opportunities as was teaching.  Given the high success 
rating awarded to developing and delivering a course as discussed in Section 4.4.4, it would 
seem there is a bigger opportunity in this area than that identified by the limited number of 
respondents to this question.  
 
While there were 220 responses to the question “What are the main challenges for freelance 
journalists at the moment?”, only 151 responses identified possible opportunities. Some of 
these opportunities were qualified with statements such as “blogging is huge but often you 
don’t get paid”, “the internet means there is potentially more work than ever [but] getting 
paid enough is the main issue” and “developing an e-profile which as a member of the old 
school I don’t have”. One respondent gave three responses for challenges but listed “I can’t 
think of any!” in the section devoted to opportunities. It could be argued this demonstrates 
Australian freelancers are unsure of the prospects that are currently available in the industry 
and/or could be available in the future. This project seeks to assist these writers by making 
this information readily available. 
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5 Interview Results 
5.1 Chapter Overview 
Semi-structured interviews with nine Australian freelance journalists and three editors were 
used to document the real life experiences of Australian freelance journalists. The questions 
for these interviews were aligned with the three primary research questions and sought 
information on issues such as freelance employment patterns and career configurations, key 
skill requirements, emerging business models, social media use and entrepreneurial 
behaviour. The twelve interviews were undertaken as discussed in Chapter 3 and analysed 
using thematic analysis and grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006, p. 45).  
 
There are interview chapter is divided into eight sections with this chapter overview followed 
by information on the interviewees and a discussion on the challenges for freelance 
journalists who are theoretically able to enjoy an enviable work/life balance but seem unable 
to do so. Section 5.4 discusses professional development, specialisation and the need for 
ongoing and continual learning. Social media is investigated in Section 5.5 which is followed 
by a discussion on the small business aspects of being a freelance journalist. Section 5.7 
discusses the financial challenges associated with being a freelance journalist. The chapter 
concludes with a summary and discussion of the interview findings.   
5.2 The Interviewees 
When selecting interview participants for this project, the researcher focused on ensuring 
those who participated exhibited a broad range of skills, experience and expertise and had 
been freelancing for a minimum of two years. The rationale behind this eligibility criteria is 
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After the interviews had been transcribed by the researcher, an initial coding table for each 
research question was created and used to group these open codes together under the relevant 
research question with examples of the words used by the participants. An example of this 
included in Figure 5.1 below. 
Figure 5-1 Open coding example 
RQ2: What capabilities are required to be a successful freelance journalist in 
today’s market? 
 
Open Coding Properties Examples of participant’s words 
Specialisation 
is beneficial 
Personal interests 
can lead to work 
Specialist writers 
have knowledge 
Develop your 
interests 
Become an ‘expert’ 
I was always interested in this stuff before it 
was really popular (MK) 
We have fewer full time staff who are available 
to write travel and it's an increasingly specialist 
area so it makes sense to have specialist 
writers (JS) 
There are a lot more stories that call not only 
for content but also the inherent knowledge that 
these contributors carry with them and their 
experience (JS) 
Being able to 
manage 
work/life 
balance 
Juggling work and 
home 
Overlap of work on 
family time 
Taking time out 
 
 
It is frustrating that when we go on family 
holidays I still have to work (MK) 
You can go to school concerts and stuff that 
other dads can't because they're at work (MK) 
I started what you would consider to be full time 
about 12 years ago when my son was born 
(KW) 
As a freelancer, every day is a holiday but you 
never get a day off (MK) 
My hobby and my work is the same thing so I 
get no down time (MK) 
Twitter is more work and Facebook is more 
personal although I do mix them up (MK) 
Non 
journalism 
skills are also 
important 
Time management 
Financial 
management skills 
Persistence 
I think what I did learn as a journalist working 
on dailies is time management skills. I know 
how long it is going to take me to do nearly 
everything and the flexibility required if it 
doesn't come off (NC) 
Financial skills are also important because you 
are writing for so many different people. You 
need to keep track of your expenses and all 
that type of thing (NC) 
If I could summarise my career in one word it 
would be 'persistence' (IN) 
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This was followed by axial coding which identified “the most significant and/or frequent 
earlier codes” and looked for connections between them (Charmaz, 2006, p. 57; Gallicano, 
2013). Another table for each research question was created and used to group these axial 
codes together under the relevant research question. The final part of the coding process was 
selective coding which was used to test and subsequently build theories by identifying a core 
variable that included all of the data. (Charmaz, 2006, p. 63). A sample of the selective 
interview coding is available below. A full copy can be found in Appendix 9.  
Figure 5-2  Selective coding example 
 
Open Code Axial Code Selective Code 
Need to manage their own professional development 
How do you know what is the ‘next big thing’ is? 
Being multiskilled as a journalist 
Non journalism skills are also important 
Specialisation is beneficial 
Personal branding 
Industry experience pays off 
Being professional pays off 
Editors buy a freelancer’s knowledge and experience 
You need to learn new skills 
Learning new skills takes time 
Stay up to date with trends 
Freelance journalists never 
stop learning 
Professional identity is 
shaped internally and 
externally by an 
industry undergoing 
rapid change 
You are a small business  
Most journalists have no formal experience 
Try to make do and learn as they go 
Small business skills need development 
You have to do it all 
It takes me away from writing 
I hate all the admin 
Small business ownership 
takes journalists away from 
writing 
 
 
5.3 The Freedom Paradox  
The interviewees revealed the paradox of professional freedom and self-exploitation which 
can underpin the career of freelance journalists. This is related to an axial code which was 
identified during the coding process which identified conflicting issues such as “loving the 
freedom of freelancing” and “having no work/life balance”. Ella Burton, a freelancer with 
over 30 years experience, said, “It is not my ambition to work in an office from nine to five, 
five days a week. I enjoy the flexibility of being a freelancer too much”. However, she later 
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went on to sum up the challenges freelancers face in relation to work/life balance. “I think 
there is a lot of pressure on freelance writers to be on the ball all the time and that is not 
necessarily a good thing for your social well being or personal welfare”. She went on to say, 
“I would be sitting on the couch at night while I'm ostensibly watching television but I'm 
actually programming social media posts or doing Instagram and checking Facebook and 
doing all the stuff that you need to do”. This issue is exacerbated for writers such as Mary 
Knowles who do not have a clear delineation between their professional and personal use of 
social media. “Twitter is more work and Facebook is more personal but I do mix them up”. 
While interviewees were catching up with friends on Facebook, they were simultaneously 
distracted by work-related posts and were therefore working even when they were supposedly 
enjoying leisure time.  
 
The “freedom of freelancing” was mentioned numerous times by interviewees however few 
were taking advantage of the opportunity to create work/life balance in their careers. Jessica 
Douglas, a journalist with a keen interest in physical fitness, saw freelance journalism as 
“being all about freedom”. She revelled in the ability to set her own hours and fit her writing 
in around her lifestyle. However, she seldom took a break from work. “I don’t like that I work 
seven days a week and my computer never gets turned off”. Freelancers receive neither sick 
leave nor paid annual leave and as stated by Alex Ferguson, public holidays are not treated as 
a day off but instead “a good opportunity get lots done without interruptions”.  
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In addition to the challenge of managing the demands of social media, many interviewees 
spoke of the blurring of the lines between their work and personal lives and the negative 
impact this had on them. “My hobby and my work is the same thing so I get no down time,” 
said Mary Knowles. Unlike workers who have a traditional 9 to 5 job, interviewees found 
they were “always working” or, if they were not actually working, they were thinking about 
work, even when they were supposedly on holidays.  
 
“It is frustrating when we go on family holidays and I still have to work. On 
the school holidays we went down the coast for a couple of days. I'd check my 
phone once an hour or so just in case an editor wanted to ask me about a story. 
I'd put it away and go back to what I was doing but I can't disappear off the 
face of the earth. That's what I envy. People with a traditional job have the 
ability to disappear off the face of the earth for 4 weeks at a time [when they 
take annual leave]. I don't. Being a freelance travel writer would be worse 
because even your holidays aren't holidays”.  
 
While some might argue freelancers should simply take some time off and enjoy a well-
earned weekend, this can be a challenge for practical and emotional reasons. While the 
freelancers’ schedule is – theoretically – highly flexible, there is a constant need for them to 
be available “if and when work arises” (Cohen, 2013, p. 222). As discussed in Section 2.3.3, 
when business is booming self-exploitation can occur because there is only one person to do 
the work; when business is slow the motivation is tied to the hope that a job could be 
imminent (Neff et al., 2005, p. 319).  
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This search for work often turns into an unhealthy habit and becomes constant, whether work 
is plentiful or scarce (Cunningham, 2014, p. 27). This can have a negative impact on 
freelance journalists’ mental and physical well being and will be discussed further in Chapter 
6.  
 
Despite the hardships associated with being a freelance journalist, none of the interviewees 
indicated they were planning to leave the profession. Mary Knowles, a long-time Australian 
freelance journalist who got her start with a major publisher before going solo, did not miss 
the complexities of working for a large organisation such as “the meetings you have to go to, 
the stuff you have to put up with, the time you spend doing stuff that's not really your job”. 
She went so far as to say, “They could back a dump truck full of money up to my house and I 
wouldn't go back [to working at a news organization]”. Travel journalist Lachlan Walker even 
had an alternative take on the financial hardship which can be associated with freelance 
journalism. “In a funny way, there's job security as [you are] not sitting on tenterhooks as you 
might be at Fairfax or News Limited wondering how much longer the coffers are going to 
keep you in a job”. Cohen (2013, p. 318) and Edström et al. (2012) concur, suggesting that a 
lifelong media career with one employer is now unlikely and, even with the challenges 
presented by the current market, freelancers will not be out of work for long. Losing the 
occasional client is nothing compared to being made redundant from a major media outlet. 
This preference for freelance employment contradicts Baines’ earlier (2002) study of 
freelance journalists which saw many respondents indicating they would prefer a ‘real’ job.  
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Much has changed in the news industry since 2002 with freelancing now, somewhat 
ironically, providing more security than most staff writer positions. This project supported the 
concept that today’s freelance journalists were happier working for themselves, despite the 
challenges this sometimes entailed, and indicated freelancing was considered by many to be 
preferable to a full-time role at a news organisation.  
5.4 Experts Who Never Stop Learning  
Writers who were experts in their chosen field were seen as valuable by everyone interviewed 
for this project. Freelancers felt this gave them a competitive edge and the ability to stand out 
in a crowded marketplace and editors agreed. Online editor Jake Grayson went so far as to 
say, “The most important thing for me is [a freelancer with] expertise in that particular area.” 
James Sutton said he would target a particular freelancer based on his or her expertise, 
particularly when it came to branded content, stating “There are a lot more stories that call 
not only for content but also the inherent knowledge that these contributors carry with them”.  
Being seen as an expert turned freelancers into the ‘go to’ person for stories related to their 
specialty area. It also helped freelancers raise their profile in a crowded marketplace and 
increase their chances of being the writer chosen for commissions. As Jessica Douglas said, 
“As I have become more established it has become easier. Now I don’t [have to] pitch so 
much because people know me”.  
 
However, despite the need to be seen as ‘experts’ freelance journalists also needed to be 
continually learning so they could stay up to date with industry changes. This was summed 
up by Karen Wilson who said, “I think it's important not to rest on your laurels. I think no 
matter how old you are or how established you are, you have to stay on top of what is 
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happening”. Freelancers interviewed for this project agreed that it was important to stay up to 
date with emerging storytelling methods and decide what to concentrate on. “If you can have 
that skill set and then be able to get [editors] to pay for it, that would be great”.  
 
However, sometimes it could be difficult for freelancers to identify what they should focus 
on. Editor James Sutton said, “With the growth of online, we’re looking for catchier and 
smarter ideas that aren’t just a chunk of copy but maybe presented in a different way”. Sutton 
does not specify exactly how these ‘catchier and smarter’ stories should ‘maybe’ be 
presented. While it could be argued that it is difficult for freelancers to meet the needs of 
editors if even the editors themselves do not know what they require, it also highlights an 
opportunity for journalists who can think in an entrepreneurial and/or innovative way. 
 
While video is one medium that has been rumoured to be ‘the next big thing’ for some time 
now, it appears the uptake of video was finally here. Every editor interviewed for this project 
spoke of their plans to focus more on video in the future and indicated they were willing to 
pay for it. James Sutton said, “I think video is another area that is that is bound to be of great 
importance to us in the next six months to a year. We’ll have to move into that area in a fairly 
aggressive way so that’s another opportunity for freelancers to get ready for”.  Being able to 
provide video not only gives freelancers a professional edge, it can also equate to additional 
income.  
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Editors interviewed for this project said, “If someone comes along and they can produce all 
three for you [words, images and video] then they're pretty valuable” and “I think it’s a 
surprisingly good time to be a freelancer. It’s always going to be a tough beat but there are a 
lot of opportunities that have already presented themselves and also ones that will appear. 
The best freelancers will be ready for those and they will be the ones who recognise the 
change in the nature of the content”.  
 
Being professional and “creating as little friction as possible between the pitch and 
publication” also paid off according to those interviewed. “I’ve got editors who love my 
stories,” said Mary Knowles. “They can just put it on the page while some of their other 
freelancers file crap that needs to be cleaned up”.  Some skills which experienced freelancers 
saw as “basic”, such as following an editorial brief and filing the correct number of words, 
were anything but for aspiring amateurs. Several editors spoke of writers who were unable to 
meet deadlines, including the ones they had set themselves. “I often ask [new] freelancers to 
set their own deadline and then the test is whether they can deliver on time. I haven’t set the 
deadline so it’s pretty bad if they don’t make it” said Carl Higgins. While the large number of 
people attempting to break into the market has increased competition, it has also given those 
with more experience the opportunity to stand out in a positive way. This contradicts 
concerns that “journalism is being transformed from skilled, detailed work to “simple” labour 
that requires limited resources to produce and which anyone can perform, contributing to 
declining power among those who work as journalists” (Cohen, 2013, p. 15). While there has 
been much upheaval in the news industry, interviewees saw little value in railing against the 
changes. “I think rather than [complaining] it is important to embrace it and make it work”.  
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5.5 Social Media as a Panacea? 
Social media was seen as a useful networking tool with interviewees using it to increase their 
professional standing in the industry. Karen Wilson said, “It doesn’t take long to work out 
‘who’s who’ in the Australian media zoo on Twitter. It’s certain people and they’re all talking 
to each other. If you follow the people those people are following and you get involved in 
those conversations [then] before you know it, you’re part of the gang”. Alex Ferguson linked 
his use of social media to getting work. “I think I am getting work sometimes because I am 
top of mind and visible. That whole personal brand thing starts to play in your favour”. This 
was seen as important by many interviewees with Mary Knowles going so far as to say, “I’m 
at the point now that they’re not just paying me for the words, they’re also paying me for my 
name and reputation”. Editor Carl Higgins said he valued freelance journalists with a social 
media profile and he would “look at things like [their] Twitter following, Instagram following 
and Facebook following. If [they] can amplify the story after it’s been published then it 
makes my life a whole lot easier”.  
 
Science and technology writer Mary Knowles valued the way social media improved the 
accuracy of her reporting and enhanced his subject knowledge. “It’s almost like you are 
collaborating with the readers to produce a better product”. She welcomed those who 
contacted her to correct errors or pass on additional technical information. “There is always 
someone out there who knows more than you about a particular topic. Now you can reach 
those people, wherever they are in the world, in a way that was just not feasible before”. 
Giving social media followers the opportunity to see a journalist as a person could increase 
their credibility and popularity according to Papworth (2012).  
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Parenting writer Karen Wilson said one of the best pieces of career advice she ever received 
came from someone who encouraged her to cultivate her on online presence, saying, “At the 
moment you’re a by-line and you need to be a person”. 
 
A social and supportive work environment, and the professional and personal benefits this 
brings with it, was also lacking for freelance journalists who predominantly work from home. 
Isaac Neale said it was not “the loneliness” he found hard but “being socially isolated from 
colleagues”. “As a freelancer you’re a bit isolated at times,” said Mary Knowles. “It’s hard to 
‘talk shop’ with people. It’s hard to know what are good benchmarks and whether you are 
being too hard on yourself or too soft”. This issue was also identified in a study by Baines 
(2002) who found that freelance journalists would often turn to family members for 
reassurance and feedback about their work which could become a burden for them.  
 
Some freelancers used sites such as Twitter to combat this professional isolation. Karen 
Wilson said, “Twitter is like a water cooler for me. I sit at home by myself all day so at least 
it gives me someone to talk to” while Alex Ferguson made it part of his daily routine. “I go 
back through the whole night's worth of Twitter that I've missed from all my associates in 
Britain who are chatting and throw in my two cents worth on things they've been saying. I 
find it very stimulating mentally”. However, as Mary Knowles said, social media “can also 
be a danger as it is very easy getting caught up talking to people on Twitter and then [realise] 
30 minutes later that you've got nothing done”. While social media was viewed as a panacea 
for everything from social isolation to securing more work by many interviewees, it also 
created challenges in relation to maintaining work/life balance as identified by journalist Ella 
Burton in Section 5.3.  
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This project identified the importance of social media to the success of freelance journalists 
but also identified a need for them to manage their social media activities more effectively in 
some instances.  
5.6 Small Business Skills 
In the words of Alex Ferguson, “It’s not just about the writing. It’s about making the small 
business work”, something that all of the journalists interviewed for this project agreed on. 
Freelance journalists are not just professional writers, they are also small business owners, 
something that does not always sit well with them. “I would love someone to come in and 
take charge of the business side,” said Georgia Bright. Karen Wilson said, “Having to be the 
person who does all that ‘stuff’ can sometimes be a little depressing”. There is, however, an 
important reason for freelancers to come to terms with small business ownership. While core 
skills such as being able to write well and research effectively are important, freelance 
journalists will likely fail to make a viable living if they do not pay attention to important 
tasks such as keep good financial records. As interviewee Karen Wilson said, “You need a 
spreadsheet somewhere in your life, even if you hate them”.  
 
Some of those interviewed expressed their frustration at having “to be everyone in the 
organisation”, from the person who drops off the mail at the post office to the business 
development manager. Many interviewees had no formal training in areas such as marketing 
and business development. Finding the time to “do it all” was challenging for many 
interviewees, especially when they had stories to file. Mary Knowles commented, “I read a 
book about getting things done [but] I haven’t finished it because I haven’t had time”.  
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While interviewees acknowledged they needed to focus on their small business, many of 
them found this challenging for a number of reasons such as a lack of time and expertise.  
 
Journalists who were interviewed for this project confessed to varying levels of skill when it 
came to running a small business. Georgia Bright said, “I can do it and I’ve learned to do it 
but it doesn’t interest me” while Karen Wilson admitted “I have to say that as a small 
business owner there are certain elements of my small business ownership that could 
probably do with a bit more work”. Isaac Neale took a strategic approach to his small 
business ownership by working with a mentor. “I have a business mentor who has been a 
sounding board for advice and encouragement, picking me up when I’m feeling down and 
giving me advice on ways that I am approaching my work”. Based on the interviews 
conducted during this project, it would be fair to say that other freelance journalists could 
benefit from a similar arrangement.  
5.7 Financial Challenges 
In addition to a lack of business skills, interviewees identified three major financial 
challenges for freelance journalists: increased competition for work, low payment rates and 
irregular income. Low and/or static word rates were a recurring theme during the interview 
process.  Interviewees spoke of word rates which had not changed in years, making 
statements such as “I’ve been working at the same rates for 10 years”, “they [the rates] just 
seem to keep going down” and “some places haven’t raised their pay rates for many years. I 
think generally the rates of pay are pretty low” were common amongst those who had been 
freelancing in Australia for a number of years and seen little or no change in their 
remuneration.  
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This caused issues for those who were trying to make a viable living as pay rates had not kept 
pace with inflation. Journalists tried to write more stories to make up the financial difference 
however doing this successfully was challenging due to the drop in story length brought 
about by the changing 21st century media landscape as identified by Alex Ferguson: 
 
“There was one quarter this year when I was looking and saw that I had a lot 
more stories written in this quarter and paid for than I did in the previous 
quarter but I only made slightly more money because the stories were getting 
shorter and shorter. So, there are a lot of people commissioning 500 word 
stories where they used to commission 1000 word stories. Because we are all 
paid by the word, I am now having all these stories that you get paid $300 for 
whereas before I might be making $400, $500, $800 from a story. It is 
frustrating that you have to produce more work to keep paddling in the same 
spot.” 
 
Another financial challenge was related to the work which enables freelancers to do their job 
but is not paid for by publications that only offer remuneration by the word. Mary Knowles 
expressed her frustration with the unpaid time he spent conducting interviews. “Interviewing 
people is a pain in the arse. It takes time and you don’t get paid for that time and then you’ve 
got to go back and go through the interview”. Jessica Douglas echoed this sentiment, saying 
the remuneration seldom added up to the amount of hours worked.  
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This is in keeping with a study by Gollmitzer (2014) which states “the time spent on the 
research and organisational work that goes into an article is not paid since media 
organisations and publishers only buy the finished product”. Cohen (2013, p. 79) points out 
that publishers seek to “extract value from freelance writers’ unpaid labour time”.  
 
In addition to word rates remaining the same, some components of the story are no longer 
paid for whereas in the past they would have been. Ella Burton said, “It it interesting to see 
that it is all expected to be done for the same amount of money as it was years ago. And now 
they’re not paying for photos”. Whereas journalists were once paid a per photo rate, images 
are now expected to be provided for free in many instances (n/a, 2015). As Jessica Douglas 
explained, competition in the marketplace is increasing which is impacting on the ability for 
professional freelance journalists to sustain a viable career. “There is a lot of free content out 
there competing with those of us who are trying to make a living”. Georgia Bright, a 
professional travel journalist, spoke of the difficulties associated with her area of expertise. “I 
think a lot of places are wanting a lot of content for free and they are able to get it from 
people, particularly in the travel field, as there are people who simply want the trips. They 
don’t want to make it their income. They just want to go places for free and see travel writing 
as a way of doing that”.  Karen Wilson, an Australian author and parenting writer, had 
experienced similar challenges. “There are a million people out there who call themselves 
‘writers’ or ‘freelance journalists’ or whatever you want to call it these days and unfortunately 
it’s a whole supply and demand situation”.  
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The willingness to write for free has also opened the market for publications such as 
Huffington Post which do not pay the majority of their contributors. Having a pool of writers 
who will write for free potentially undermines those who are not willing to do so and exerts 
“downward pressure on media workers’ wages, job security, and, ultimately, their craft” 
(Cohen, 2013, p. 180). It could be argued this is the reason requests for free content are no 
longer limited to those who are just starting out. One of Australia’s most respected 
investigative journalists said, “I get as many requests to do something for free as I do for 
actual paid work”. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, Tracey Spicer ‘named and shamed’ a 
publication for offering her a low word rate prompting an outpouring of support for fair pay 
for writers on social media. While Spicer had the professional power to do this, the ongoing 
issue of publications offering no compensation at all was captured in a tongue-in-cheek 
comment by one of Spicer’s social media followers who tweeted in response: “wait, they 
offered to pay? *whistles in awe*”. 
 
Carl Higgins, one of the editors interviewed for this project, had a content syndication deal 
granting access to stories from some of the world’s most popular newspapers. “Today there 
was a great story on the hippest new bars in NYC. It works out if you publish enough under 
the agreement it is about $60 a story for a piece written by one of the best travel writers in the 
world”.  
 
Competition from an increasing number of writers has created ongoing issues for editors too. 
When asked to identify editorial challenges which could impact freelancers, section editor 
James Sutton said, “The challenge of resourcing is one that probably impacts on freelancers 
as it means we don’t have the ability to work with a larger group of contributors. If we were 
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answering every email that we received from every travel writer we would never get the 
section out. It’s really hard because having freelanced myself I know what it is like to not get 
an answer from an editor and to be rebuffed, but this is a very commercial operation”. In an 
attempt to manage his workload editor Carl Higgins would actively discourage some 
freelancers from pitching stories to him. “Pitching from an editor’s view is a nightmare. I 
reckon early on until I dissuaded a lot of people from contacting me I would be getting 200 to 
300 pitches a week”.  Finding time to deal with the vast number of work enquiries from 
aspiring writers and professional journalists remains an ongoing problem for editors who are 
also grappling with the changing nature of the industry. As James Sutton said, “Now [a 
story’s performance] can be tracked [online] it’s putting a lot more pressure on editors to get 
the commissioning right”. 
 
Interviewees were challenged in multiple ways by the irregular income associated with their 
chosen careers. Many were not concerned with the amount of money they were making but 
rather the ‘feast or famine’ nature of the job. This was summed up by Georgia Bright who 
said, “I’m not talking about income. I’m talking about cash flow”. Relying on an income that 
was not constant had the potential to cause stress and financial problems. Regular bills such 
as mortgage repayments could cause anxiety, particularly for those with dependents. One 
freelancer who was also the sole breadwinner in his family said, “There is the stress of 
‘where is the money coming from, where is the work going to come from?’. You don’t get too 
comfortable because [then] you rely on one or two big customers or individual clients and 
think everything is okay and then you lose one of them and think ‘what am I going to do 
now?’”.  
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This lack of income often came down to issues beyond the freelancer’s control such as losing 
a regular outlet because the publication ceases trading or having a new editor with their own 
list of preferred contributors take over could have a significant impact on cash flow.  
 
An active approach to sourcing commissions and looking for new employment opportunities 
was considered essential. Karen Wilson said, “I think freelancers need to look at the fact that 
there is a lot of work out there but it may not be where it used to be. Finding new avenues for 
your work is really important”. Mary Knowles said, “It is [about] knowing who has got 
money to spend and knowing how to get them to spend it on you and then keep spending it” 
or, more succinctly, “I find someone who needs some words and they give me some money. 
Repeat as required”. She also saw regime and editor changes as opportunities that could be 
used to advantage. “You need to know how to follow them to their new spot and still make 
money out of them while also making money out of the person who comes in to replace 
them”. 
 
Keeping up to date with the changing nature of the news industry was another common 
theme. While some freelancers still appeared reluctant to write for online outlets, others 
reported they were now receiving the same money for stories online as they did for traditional 
print media. Ella Burton commented, “I think if you told people a year ago or certainly two 
years ago that you would be getting the same sort of money for a story online as you would 
be getting for a print story [in the current market], they would have laughed at you”. This 
illustrates how forgoing a potential outlet based on superseded information has the potential 
to negatively impact those freelancers who do not keep up the date with industry changes.  
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Taking a strategic approach to cash flow, word rates and payment models was also 
recommended by many of those interviewed. Parenting writer Karen Wilson advised against 
refusing commissions based solely on the word rate. “If you are going to write a blog post 
and they are going to pay you $200 for 600 words, rather than thinking ‘Don’t be ridiculous, 
that’s 30 cents a word’ you could think ‘I can knock that out in 45 minutes and make $200 for 
45 minutes work’. That’s not a bad rate.” Others kept a steady cash flow by continuing to 
pitch to fast-payers, even when they were working on other projects. Working out who their 
most lucrative customers were based on things such as the regularity of the work, how easy it 
was to write for that client and the pay rate, was also considered a worthwhile strategy. As 
some freelancers had discovered, clients that are the most lucrative are not necessarily those 
with the highest word rate.  
 
Content creation for brands and corporations was another area of growth according to the 
freelancers and editors interviewed for this project. “The content company is my pimp,” said 
Mary Knowles. “They’re finding work for me and I’m very happy with that arrangement”. 
However, creating content raised ethical issues for investigative journalist Natasha Casey. 
“That 'preneur' part of 'journopreneur' can lead you into areas where you don't really want to 
be working, or I don't want to be working anyway, where you are basically verging on being 
a PR and advocating a service or a product. Further down the track, if you are [asked to write] 
a story in that area you would have to steer away from it”. A study conducted by Fröhlich, 
Koch, and Obermaier (2013) identified that, while it “might have been unthinkable ten years 
ago for freelance journalists to do PR work on the side, it has become more acceptable simply 
because it is more common”. However, as Casey points out, not all freelance journalists are 
willing or, in some cases, able to pursue this option.  
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Along with the growing trend of middle man content suppliers such as King Content who 
employ journalists to provide stories for corporate clients, there is also the opportunity to 
provide branded content for mainstream media. James Sutton, a lifestyle section editor who 
predominantly uses freelance journalists, said, “There is a lot more work in that type of area 
for freelance journalists. It’s almost grown above and beyond the [regular] journalism that we 
run. A lot of freelance journalists are getting work from the sponsored content on our 
website”. In the past the editor admitted that this content may not have been of a particularly 
high quality but now there was a good reason for editors to employ quality journalists. “The 
stakes are high and the expectations are great from our advertisers,” said Sutton. “They want 
a product that is of the same quality as the rest of the section or website”.  
 
However, writing branded copy often involves a learning process for freelancers according to 
one editor. While it is important to meet the needs of the brand commissioning the story, 
journalists must still adhere to the principles of their craft. “Sometimes we give stories back 
to people and say 'you've written it like a brochure, it's too fluffy'. We still want it to be a 
legitimate story. It's a balancing act”. This illustrates how freelancers are being required to 
adapt their writing to fit the changing media marketplace and how industry changes continue 
to shape the work they must do in order to survive financially.  
 
Freelance journalists who were worried about financial insecurity could find a “regular 
weekly writing gig” or “job on the side”. The “day job” is already well established in the 
creative industries and freelance journalists are no exception (Day, 2012). Diversification was 
seen as another way to obtain additional income. “People are looking for writers who can do 
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public speaking, who can teach, who can do guest lectures,” said feature writer Isaac Neale. 
Unlike freelance writing, income generated by a second job such as teaching is often more 
regular than the sporadic income generated by writing stories. Many of the alternative 
writing-related ways to earn a living mentioned above also pay far more than 50 cents a 
word. Ella Burton dealt with the lack of a significant income by accepting the fact that she 
would never be wealthy. “If you choose freelance writing, you do choose a lifestyle. You 
need to be aware of that and not think that it's going to make you rich”. However, as 
identified in Section 5.3, interviewees appeared to be “choosing a lifestyle” with limited 
work/life balance and as discussed in this section, little financial reward. How this paradox 
can be addressed will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
5.8 Discussion of Interview Findings 
The main finding that emerged from the informed grounded theory analysis was that the 
interviewees’ professional identity was being shaped internally and externally by an industry 
undergoing rapid change. As one interviewee said, “We are all being tumbled around by it 
and trying desperately to survive and in the midst of all that I've tried to see what my path is 
and if the path that I've chosen which gives me the deepest satisfaction as a writer at the same 
time is the one that I can make pay”.  
 
In line with this main finding, the interviewees’ freelance journalism roles continued to define 
them, despite the fact many were unable to sustain a financially viable career by working 
solely as freelance journalists. The interviewees retained a strong sense of professional 
identity and personal and professional pride in their profession, despite the fact they earned 
additional income from other activities such as teaching, Government contract work, creative 
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writing and public relations. Rather than giving up their freelance journalism careers and 
obtaining better paying jobs elsewhere, some interviewees chose to supplement their income 
so they could continue working in the industry.  
 
The axial coding process revealed that freelance journalists’ professional identities were in 
tension on multiple levels. The coding revealed a ‘freedom paradox’ whereby journalists were 
free to work however and wherever they wished yet they exhibited work habits which verged 
on self-exploitation. It emerged that whether they were relatively new practitioners or had 
been freelancing for many years, there was an ongoing contradiction created by needing to be 
seen as experts while having to continually learn.  Managing this within the context of their 
careers could be challenging as they attempted to present the public face of an ‘industry 
expert’ while participating in ongoing self-education. The need for freelance journalists to be 
able to manage a small business effectively emerged as an axial code during the coding 
process. This code highlighted an ongoing tension between freelance journalists’ two separate 
career identities, that of a professional journalist and small business owner. Interviewees saw 
the first as extremely important and the second almost as an inconvenience in some instances. 
Overall, the axial coding showed that, rather than being voluntarily pulled towards the use of 
social media, new technologies, work approaches and tools, freelance journalists were being 
pushed by an industry undergoing rapid change.  
 
The interview findings highlighted numerous self-management challenges as the interviewees 
struggled to adapt to changes in the industry. Firstly, there was a ‘freedom paradox’ whereby 
they had the ability to set their own hours yet worked harder than ever before. Secondly, 
some interviewees resisted the need to develop the self management and career building 
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skills brought about by changes in the industry, despite the fact they identified a requirement 
for ongoing professional development. Thirdly, social media had the potential to be overused 
to the point of it being detrimental to their career success.  
 
Three significant paradoxes also emerged in relation to the main finding of this project during 
the interview analysis process. The first revolved around the fact that interviewees were 
struggling financially yet still believed there was “work out there” for those who wanted it. 
When the issues of financial hardship and availability of work were juxtaposed they pointed 
to two sets of industry changes: stagnant pay rates, shorter stories, increased competition vs. 
online markets, corporate writing, branded content. Interviewees who acknowledged this and 
found workable solutions were more content than those who felt their career success – or lack 
thereof – was largely dependent on industry developments. The most financially successful 
freelance journalists took a strategic approach and made a conscious effort to “find the 
money” and make informed choices about what work to take on – and what opportunities to 
pass up because they were not worth the effort. While interviewees tried numerous methods 
to deal with the financial insecurities of their chosen career, entrepreneurial activities were 
seldom mentioned, something that will be discussed in Section 6.  
 
The second paradox was that freelance journalists had the flexibility to set their own hours 
yet their work/life balance was extremely poor or, in some cases, virtually non-existent. 
Interviewees said they enjoyed the flexibility of freelancing yet having to be constantly “on 
the ball” was not necessarily a good thing for their social well being or personal welfare. 
Behaviours containing elements of self-exploitation such as working seven days a week and 
allowing work tasks to intrude on leisure time were common amongst interviewees.  
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For some, the pattern of overwork had become a habit that was difficult to break. This issue 
will be further discussed in Chapter 6.  
 
The third paradox was the need for interviewees to be seen as experts in their chosen field 
while they simultaneously kept learning about it. No matter how experienced they became as 
journalists or subject matter experts, the need for ongoing education was constant in order for 
them to maintain their ‘expert’ status. Interviewees used their professional expertise and 
industry knowledge to advantage whenever possible and placed great value in the quality of 
the work they produced. This was recognised by editors who indicated they were willing to 
reward freelancers financially for their professionalism and expertise. Editors interviewed for 
this project recommended that Australian freelance journalists establish themselves as 
specialists and experts in their chosen field and others in the industry agreed, stating this can 
lead to a more profitable freelance journalism career (Scott, 2015). Those who made an effort 
to keep up to date with industry changes such as the new viability of writing for online outlets 
and content creation for brands were better placed to find work. This points to the need for 
freelance journalists to be adaptive, flexible, nimble and responsive to changes in their areas 
of expertise and the news industry as a whole.  
 
Core skills such as being able to research and write well remained essential but a number of 
personal qualities were also identified during the interview analysis process. Resilience was 
required to overcome professional setbacks and persistence was essential when it came to 
chasing new stories, leads and work. People skills were also considered important for 
building trust with interviewees, industry peers and editors. Carl Higgins went so far as to 
say, “I work with people who I think I can trust. It's a personal decision”. 
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Freelance journalists were also small business owners, despite the fact the majority of the 
interviewees lacked any formal training in business management. The demands of running a 
small business impacted on interviewees who resented the need to “do it all”. Finding the 
time to attend to tasks that were not related to writing but still important to their potential 
career success was seen as a challenge. These ranged from keeping up to date with social 
media and networking with colleagues to sending out invoices, chasing payments and 
pursuing marketing and business development activities. Some interviewees indicated they 
lacked the skills required to manage their small business effectively. Whether it is possible 
for Australian freelance journalists to run their small businesses more successfully will be 
discussed in Chapter 6.  
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6 Discussion 
The research project investigated freelance journalists’ working lives, documented the key 
attributes required for a successful career and created a set of ten recommended skills for 
freelance journalists seeking to succeed in the 21st century news industry. It also set out to 
determine how Australian freelance journalists were (or were not) adapting to the changing 
journalism landscape. The viability of current and emerging work practices were investigated 
as were the skills, abilities, interests, beliefs and attributes required to be a successful 
freelance journalist.  
 
Two phases of fieldwork were undertaken – an anonymous online survey and 12 semi-
structured interviews - to achieve the outcomes outlined above. Chapter 4 presented findings 
from the online survey while Chapter 5 discussed the semi-structured interviews. This 
chapter will integrate the key theoretical underpinnings and literature reviewed in Chapter  
2 and synthesise and discuss the findings from both phases of the study. It has been based 
around the three research questions which were developed for this project and examines 
issues such as the transformation of freelance journalism as a profession, the challenges and 
opportunities for freelance journalists in the 21st century and what capabilities are required to 
be a successful freelance journalist in today’s market. It also identified which work strategies 
were the most effective and used these to create a list of recommendations for Australian 
freelance journalists.  
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This chapter begins with a discussion of the profession in the 21st century and how the 
concept of what constitutes freelance journalism has been transformed. It goes on to discuss 
the challenges and opportunities identified in this project including the democratisation of the 
news industry, new and emerging markets, social and professional isolation, ongoing 
education and the ethical considerations raised by the rise of subjective forms of journalism 
such as native advertising. The capabilities required to be a successful freelance journalist are 
analysed and recommendations are made for improvements to the Threshold Learning 
Outcome statement so it meets the need of freelance journalists. A set of recommended skills, 
abilities, and attributes for freelance journalist is also included in this chapter. 
6.1 The Transformation of Freelance Journalism  
As the industry skills, working life and professional identity of Australia’s freelance 
journalists continue to be shaped by an industry undergoing rapid change, the concept of 
what constitutes freelance journalism has been transformed. This can be seen in the 
description of the profession that was created by Rudin and Ibbotson in 2002 (p. 171). In this 
definition Rudin and Ibbotson state that freelance journalists can be divided into three broad 
categories: 
(a) The 'jack of all trades' freelance: the archetypal freelance who will 'go anywhere, report 
and do anything', often operating across several media but probably specializing in one. 
(b) The production shift worker: often working on a long-term basis in sub editing, reporting 
or producer shifts, or for print and publishing duties such as copy editing.  
(c) The part-time freelance: either has a main job and does a few commissions/assignments to 
earn some extra or money, or to 'keep their hand in', or both. Often specializes either by 
subject, geographic area or type of media outlet. 
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Rudin and Ibbotson (2002, p. 172) go on to suggest that freelancing is best suited to 
journalism forms such as features which do not require additional content such as video and 
the main reason journalists freelance is to put themselves in a better position to secure a staff 
job (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002, p. 173). McKane (2004, p. 91) concurs and adds that only those 
earning a large salary are freelancers because they choose to be. This research project has 
demonstrated that freelance journalism can no longer be categorised using outdated concepts 
and definitions such as those above which do not reflect the changing nature of the news 
industry and the role of the freelance journalist within it.  
 
Rather than being a ‘jack of all trades’ as stated in (a) above, the freelance journalists 
surveyed and interviewed for this project specialised in, on average, just three topics. Editors 
who were interviewed rated the importance of this specialisation highly, saying they looked 
for freelancers with “expertise in a particular area” and that there are “a lot more stories that 
call not only for content but also the inherent knowledge that these contributors carry with 
them”. The results from this research project indicate that being seen as a ‘jack of all trades’ 
is no longer viable for freelance journalists. In an increasingly crowded marketplace, it can be 
difficult for freelancers who do not specialise to make a strong case as to why they are the 
best person to write a particular story (Prinzel, 2010).  
 
However, as identified during the interviews for this project, the choice of specialisation 
needs to be strategic. Market saturation, or limited suitable markets, for an area of 
specialisation implies a lack of placement opportunities (Gynnild, 2005). The chosen area 
must have the potential to generate sufficient income to make it viable or there may be a need 
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to switch specialties as one interviewee did when she identified a waning interest in the 
market for stories about antiques. In a similar case, a travel writer who specialised in family 
travel switched her area of expertise when her children became too old to travel with her. The 
researcher suggests that freelance journalists who already have an established niche are well-
placed to succeed in the 21st century news industry. Contrary to definition (a) above, it is also 
no longer viable for freelance journalists to specialise in one type of media outlet. While this 
may have been true in the past, the survey for this research project indicated that more than 
half the respondents had written for multiple types of outlets such as newspapers, online 
publications and blogs in the previous 12 months.  
 
Emerging journalism forms such as native advertising are not mentioned in the above 
definition. Neither are the entrepreneurial labour skills freelance journalists are using to 
develop new business models and ways of working such as crowdfunding writing projects 
(Harrison, 2015; Shin, 2014; Sohn, 2011). The researcher posits the freelance journalism 
definition above no longer reflects the myriad income generation options which are available 
in the current market. While more than one third of survey respondents indicated that 
production work was still a viable way to earn an income, contrary to the definition above, 
jobs such as contract editing were seldom long-term in the current market. Over three 
quarters indicated this type of work was undertaken on a part-time, casual or self-employed 
basis.  
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While all of the journalists surveyed for this project identified as freelance journalists, over 
half of them earned less than 75% of their income from freelance journalism in the 
2013/2014 financial year. Whereas part (c) of the definition above alludes to the part-time 
freelancer as a ‘hobbyist’ who “either has a main job and does a few commissions/ 
assignments to earn some extra or money, or to 'keep their hand in', or both”, this project 
contradicts this view. Freelance journalists have a ‘protean career’ where the individual rather 
than an organisation drives career advancement (Hall & Mirvis, 1996, p. 16) and the ability to 
derive fulfilment from ‘psychological success’ – the feeling of satisfaction that comes as a 
result of having ‘done one’s personal best’ – is critical (Hall & Mirvis, 1996, p. 26). In 
accordance with Hall (1996), a strong sense of professional identity and personal and 
professional pride was attached to the careers of the freelance journalists interviewed for this 
project, whether or not they earned income from another job. In many ways, freelance 
journalism defined them.  
 
The “day job” is already well established in the creative industries and freelance journalists 
are no exception (Day, 2012). Baines and Kennedy (2010) concur, suggesting that the 
employment patterns of today’s journalists are “increasingly likely to feature consecutive and 
concurrent periods of long-term employment, short-term contracts, self-employment, 
working  in  temporary clusters  gathered  around  specific  projects and  perhaps  working  
outside  media,  news and  communication  altogether”.  It could be argued that having a 
second job is a financial necessity for respondents in the current market. 
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An updated definition of freelance journalism which reflects the occupation’s paradigm shift 
has been developed in accordance with the findings of this project as follows: 
 
An independent creative who identifies as a freelance journalist and derives all or a 
portion of their income from creating stories or projects which are underpinned by 
journalistic principles such as investigation, ethics, analysis and verification. These 
may include, but are not limited to, news, analysis, commentary, features, opinion 
and brand journalism.  
  
6.2 Challenges and Opportunities  
Democratisation of the Industry  
The literature suggested that the democratisation of the media means that freelance journalists 
are now competing with bloggers and other writers such as academics and industry 
professionals who are “willing to write free articles in exchange for media exposure” (Klein, 
2013). The findings confirmed that in addition to creating additional competition for 
professional freelancers, the willingness to write for free had opened the market for 
publications such as Huffington Post which do not pay the majority of their contributors. 
Journalists interviewed for this project indicated that this competition in the marketplace is 
increasing and it is impacting on their ability to sustain a viable career. This is not to say 
respondents were unwilling to write for free.  
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Over half of those surveyed indicated they had contributed to an outlet for no payment in the 
past 12 months. While the majority of journalists surveyed contributed for free to “raise their 
profile” this had the lowest success rating with regard to the journalists’ perceived success of 
the effectiveness of using this method to secure work. The highest success rating in the 
survey indicated that working for free was most beneficial when respondents had no other 
work on. As Hamilton (2011) states, “while the concept of exposure seems obvious, it can be 
very difficult to precisely pinpoint its value”. However, de Janasz and Forret (2008) and 
Arthur and Rousseau (1996b, p. 6) have suggested that activities undertaken to raise an 
individual’s profile can increase their social capital, be advantageous to their career and 
generate social support, ideas, advice, and additional work opportunities. While the 
journalists’ perceived success of working for free was low, perhaps due to their inability to 
effectively measure any positive outcomes, the literature and the project results indicate this 
option is still worth pursuing. The researcher suggests freelance journalists should consider 
the potential benefits of work that involves no payment and whether this will impact on their 
ability to do other paying work, and either accept or decline assignments accordingly.  
 
While there were challenges associated with the democratisation of the media industry, this 
could also be seen as an opportunity for experienced freelancers to use their professionalism 
to gain work. Aspiring amateurs and those who were willing to write for free had increased 
competition but the editor interviews indicated they often did not possess the skills required 
by editors such as being able to follow an editorial brief and were unable to meet deadlines in 
some instances. Rather than looking for the cheapest story, editors who paid contributors 
indicated they were willing to reward freelancers financially for their professionalism.  
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However, the relationship between editors and freelance journalists is not equal. It is the 
editor who determines deadlines which can be challenging given freelancers are constantly 
looking for assignments and often working on numerous writing projects for different editors 
at the same time. Like paramours juggling multiple suitors, freelancers must meet the needs 
of every editor while maintaining the illusion that each editor’s work is the journalist’s top 
priority. Both the literature and the interviews conducted for this project suggested editors are 
more inclined to hire writers with whom they have a good social and collegial relationship 
(Cohen, 2013, p. 173). This unequal power balance revolving around labour and social 
capital puts freelancers in a weak position when it comes to negotiating for better rates and 
conditions. The findings of this project concurred with Das (2007, p. 8) who suggested that 
editors are seeking experienced freelancers but also feel they have the right to turn them away 
at will.  
 
New and Emerging Markets 
While there was evidence to suggest that remuneration for freelance journalism had not kept 
pace with the cost of living (Brown, 2010; Simons, 2010) and there has been an increase in 
labour for little or no additional financial reward (Cohen, 2012, p. 142), the findings showed 
that new and emerging markets and entrepreneurial opportunities offered freelance journalists 
the chance to mitigate this. Native advertising or branded content emerged as a major growth 
area for freelance journalists during this project. This form of content creation for media 
outlets is often related to specialist interests such as travel which attract the largest spend 
from advertisers (Doctor, 2010, p. 141). When asked how freelancers could increase their 
chance of being selected for this work, an editor interviewed for this project said, “proving 
their potential in the other stories”. Once again this points to the need for freelancers to 
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develop an area of specialisation and use their writing skills, professionalism and personal 
branding to increase their chances of being selected for these types of commissions. While 
Gynnild (2005) suggest that “freelancers who possess valuable expertise in an attractive niche 
or field are apt to make great profits”, a challenge for freelancers is they cannot pitch for this 
type of work. Generally, it is assigned by an editor based on who he or she thinks would be 
best-placed to write the content.  
 
Another option involves taking an entrepreneurial approach to content creation. Lara Dunstan 
(2013) was already an established freelancer when she pitched the idea of a collaborative 
project to HomeAway Holiday-Rentals whereby they would pay her to create posts for the 
brand as well as covering her accommodation, flights, transport and communication 
expenses. Dunstan’s client agreed to hand over editorial control so she could write honestly 
about her experiences and maintain professional credibility. Projects such as this are an 
example of how the changing market has created new business opportunities for 
entrepreneurial freelance journalists. This approach negates the issue of freelancers having to 
wait to be selected by an editor to create branded content and gives them more control over 
their career. Jessica Douglas, one of the journalists interviewed for this project, said, 
“Everyone has a website so that is an opportunity to produce content. I am constantly 
contacting people who I can see need someone to spruce up their website and I do tend to get 
work out of that. As a writer or a journalist, there are plenty of opportunities”. This sentiment 
was echoed in a study of Canadian freelance writers who reported there was “no shortage of 
work available as firms preferred subcontracting content creation over hiring employees” 
(Cohen, 2013, p. 160), however this does not necessarily mitigate financial hardships. The 
literature identified concerns that freelance workers could be exploited by individual 
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employers and organisations which hold an unfair balance of power when it comes to 
employment (Cohen, 2013; Sundararajan, 2015). It could be argued that taking a proactive 
and entrepreneurial approach to finding work reduces some of this risk as freelancers can 
choose whom they approach and dictate how much the job will cost. However, the findings 
and the literature suggested this approach was not suited to everyone. While some 
freelancers embraced the opportunities offered by content creation, others found the notion of 
being considered a content producer almost distasteful (Cohen, 2013, p. 239). The findings 
and the literature also indicated that, even for those who were willing to provide content, 
taking an entrepreneurial approach could be challenging.  
 
Less than one job creation strategy had used by each survey respondent in the past 12 
months, despite the fact the literature suggests “the traditional divide between the values of  
journalism and those of business need not create an insurmountable barrier to journalists 
seeking to develop an entrepreneurial approach to their careers” (Baines & Kennedy, 2010).  
This lack of entrepreneurial skill was also reflected in the current Threshold Learning 
Outcomes for journalists which do not cover the entrepreneurial skills and possible 
entrepreneurial opportunities mentioned in the literature (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 49; Neff et 
al., 2005, p. 308). Although the literature and this project identified entrepreneurship as a 
viable option for Australian freelance journalists, the findings indicated this opportunity was 
only being pursued by a select few. The literature and the findings of this project suggest 
many journalists do not currently possess the right skills nor the creative, innovative and 
occasionally risky approach required for entrepreneurial endeavours. In addition, freelance 
journalists who are already under pressure from a rapidly changing industry do not feel they 
can afford to fail as so often happens with entrepreneurial projects (Lau et al., 2012; 
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Williams, 2014). Even if a project does succeed, financial success is not guaranteed. A 2011 
study by the Poynter Institute revealed that less than one third of those experimenting with 
entrepreneurial journalism were on track to break even (Wallace, 2012). More research is 
needed in relation to how freelance journalists can best take advantage of these new and 
emerging entrepreneurial business models and make them financially viable. The impact the 
above opportunities have on freelance journalists’ identities as they seek to rationalise the 
professional conflicts created by the divergent values and expectations of their journalistic 
and entrepreneurial activities (Gotsi, Andriopoulos, Lewis, & Ingram, 2010) is a topic that 
would also benefit from further research. 
 
Convergence journalism offers another opportunity for freelancers to prove themselves in a 
developing market. All of the editors interviewed for this project spoke of their plans to focus 
more on video in the future and indicated they were willing to pay for it. Gaining new skills 
in areas such as video production not only gave journalists a competitive edge, it also 
increased their professional credibility and overall industry expertise (Bittner, 2009). More 
than one third of the journalists surveyed for this project identified new media as an 
opportunity in the changing media industry. However, they also indicated that further training 
was required in order for them to capitalise on this opportunity. The literature suggests that 
learning how to learn effectively is critical to the 21st century conditions of risk and 
professional uncertainty and essential to survival in a work environment (Deakin Crick, 
Stringher, & Ren, 2014). However, this project indicates that freelance journalists find it 
challenging to self-manage their professional development. This will be discussed in more 
detail below.  
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Writing for online outlets with a commissioning editor now appears to offer better payment 
opportunities than in the past. While outlets such as Huffington Post do not pay contributors, 
the survey revealed that other online outlets do, and the rates are worth pursuing. Journalist 
Ella Burton commented, “I think if you told people a year ago or certainly two years ago that 
you would be getting the same sort of money for a story online as you would be getting for a 
print story [in the current market], they would have laughed at you”. Interviewees reported 
they were now receiving the same money for stories online as they did for traditional print 
media. However, the survey results indicated those aged over 50 were not capitalizing on this 
emerging opportunity. While over 90% of respondents aged 50 and 59 had contributed to at 
least one magazine in the past 12 months, less than half of them had contributed to an online 
outlet within the same time period. Given the growth in online media outlets (Jurkowitz, 
2014), this could affect their future employment. Anecdotal evidence points to the fact that 
older freelancers who have not kept pace with the growth of online outlets are gradually 
leaving the industry. It is unclear whether this has been a conscious decision or has come 
about a result of their inability or unwillingness to adapt to the changing news industry. The 
findings suggest journalists aged over 50 should consider the possible ramifications of not 
adapting to emerging technologies and either take action or prepare for an ongoing decline in 
earnings.  
 
Protean Careers Under Pressure 
As discussed previously, freelance journalists have protean careers (Hall & Mirvis, 1996, p. 
16; Svejenova, 2005). However, while Hall (1976, p. 201) states “the protean career is shaped 
more by the individual than by the organization”, this project has confirmed this is not always 
the case for freelance journalists. In keeping with a study of Canadian freelance journalists 
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conducted by Cohen (2013, p. 207), this project has shown that although writers have the 
ability to decide what hours they work, what they write and the pace of their work, their 
overall ability to manage this is challenged by an irregular work flow which is determined by 
editors and largely out of their control. As media outlets continue to change policies, pay 
rates and procedures, it is often media organisations rather than individuals that drive 
freelance journalists’ careers. Creativity is frequently sacrificed as publishers begin to exert 
more control over which stories are produced, how they are written and where articles are 
published (Cohen, 2013, p. 169). This project confirmed that these soft forms of control, 
which were also being experienced by Australian writers, continued to shape freelance 
journalists’ working conditions.  
 
The literature and the project findings identified tensions between the protean concept of a 
‘career path with heart’ and the adaptability imperative playing out in their day-to-day 
working lives of freelance journalists. In a protean career, the “career contract is not with an 
organisation but with the self” (Hall & Mirvis, 1996; Svejenova, 2005). However, the 
researcher suggests that freelance journalists are being pushed rather than pulled towards new 
work approaches and business models in order to survive in the industry. This, in turn, could 
make it difficult for them to remain true to their concept of a rewarding career. How freelance 
journalists can adapt to the changing news industry while still adhering to the protean career 
principles which are a core foundation of a freelance journalism career is a topic that would 
be worthy of further research.  
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Ethical Considerations  
The changing news industry has created ethical considerations for freelance journalists with 
regard to the growth of “native advertising” and “branded content”. While interviewees such 
as technology and science writer Mary Knowles saw content creation companies as a 
positive, saying “they’re finding work for me and I’m very happy with that arrangement”, 
Natasha Casey expressed concern with this emerging form of journalism. As an investigative 
journalist, writing branded content had the potential to impact on her ability to be seen as 
objective if she had to subsequently report on an industry she had previously written branded 
content for. There was also the issue of editorial independence. While Lara Dunstan managed 
to negotiate a project where she maintained her editorial independence, this may not be 
possible in instances where the brief is strictly controlled by the client (Dunstan, 2013). 
During the course of this project, native advertising and branded content has emerged as a 
potentially lucrative option for freelance journalists seeking to succeed financially in the 
current market. However, as suggested by Cohen (2013, p. 239) and the project findings, not 
all freelance journalists are open to being seen as a “content producer”.  
 
The Reuters Institute reports there is a growing concern from readers and the industry itself 
about the blurring of the lines between editorial and advertising (Newman, 2015), especially 
given the increasing focus on content that attracts advertisers and page impressions. When 
“commercial entities such as advertisers or sponsors” are involved in the creation of content, 
there is the potential for conflict to arise between the dual roles of content producer and 
revenue generator (Vos & Singer, 2016).  
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However, this form of writing remains one of the few growth areas in the 21st century news 
industry (Benton, 2014). Swedish freelance journalists participating in a 2012 study went so 
far as to say that it would be impossible for them to survive in the industry without this type 
of work (Edström et al., 2012). The Poynter Institute (Snow, 2015) has the following 
suggestions for journalists who need to evaluate potential opportunities from brands and 
complete these assignments while maintaining their personal and professional integrity: 
1. Choose to work with companies whose brand and values you are comfortable with; 
2. Disclose any potential conflict of interest to the brand and to readers; 
3. Adhere to journalism’s core values of honesty, integrity, accountability, and responsibility 
and acknowledge facts that may compromise the integrity of a story or opinion;  
4. Fulfil promises made to contributors and sources in the course of reporting; and  
5. Help brands understand the ethical reasons for disclosure of their involvement.  
 
Whether Australian freelance journalists decide to enter the realm of native advertising and/or 
content creation is a personal choice and one that should be considered carefully on a case by 
case basis. This issue illustrates how freelancers are being required to adapt their writing to fit 
the changing media marketplace and how industry changes continue to shape the work they 
must do in order to survive financially. This project points to a need for the news industry to 
work with freelance journalists to create industry recognised guidelines which ensure the 
individual’s and the industry’s professional standards are upheld during the creation of this 
type of content.   
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Exploring the Freedom Paradox 
While the survey results pointed to a career where workers could set their own hours and 
create positive work/life balance, this was challenged by those interviewed for this project. 
More than half of those surveyed listed work/life balance, flexibility, being able to control 
their own schedule and the autonomy of “being their own boss” as reasons why they 
freelanced, however the survey results also indicated this could be challenged by issues such 
as the expectation for freelance journalists to do more work for less pay and respond to 
editors’ requests at short notice. This finding was in keeping with the literature which 
suggested that the “freedom of freelancing” and its associated benefits were “often sacrificed 
when lucrative assignments arose” and that surviving as a freelancer often involved 
“embracing the very characteristics that undermined freelancers’ working conditions” 
(Cohen, 2013, p. 208).  
 
However, despite these challenges, the results suggested that one of the most important 
factors for freelance writers was the notion of choice. Journalists involved in this project saw 
their overall career in a positive light, often voicing disparities between their challenging 
work experiences and high levels of job satisfaction during the interview process. Only 10 
percent of those surveyed had opted to freelance because there were no other jobs available. 
As stated by Cohen (2013, p. 214), “freelance writers have chosen their occupation, but not 
necessarily the form the occupation takes; yet the act of choosing creates a powerful 
subjective lens through which writers interpret their experiences”.   
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Despite the challenges associated with freelancing, some viewed it as more financially secure 
option than a newsroom work, with one writer going so far as to say, “In a funny way, there's 
job security as [you are] not sitting on tenterhooks as you might be at Fairfax or News 
Limited wondering how much longer the coffers are going to keep you in a job”. This is 
echoed by Edström et al. (2012) who state “rapid changes in the media industries make the 
idea of a lifelong career with one employer less likely”. Cohen (2013, p. 318) concurs that 
freelancing offers “a novel form of security in an insecure world”, suggesting that journalists 
“will not be out of work if they lose a client here and there”.  
 
In the survey results, social media was viewed as something of a panacea which could be 
used to counteract the social isolation and precarity which informed freelance journalists’ 
working lives. However, the literature and the project findings pointed to a lack of clear 
divide between the respondents’ work and personal lives in their use of social media. For 
example, those surveyed indicated they were using their personal Facebook page for 
business-related activities such as networking, self-promotion and research. While the survey 
results indicated that some respondents were likely spending a considerable amount of time 
on social media, it could be argued that the perceived satisfaction of using social media to 
raise their profile justifies this approach.  However, as identified by a number of 
interviewees, there was also the potential for social media use to have a negative impact such 
as intruding on leisure activities and taking time away from more productive professional 
pursuits.  
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The issues revolving around precarity and self-exploitation were exacerbated by these and 
other demands placed on freelance journalists within the context of their career. Editors and 
freelancers agreed that journalists needed to be seen as ‘experts’ in their field. However, this 
required continual learning so journalists could stay up to date with industry changes, 
something which could prove challenging given this upskilling took them away from paying 
work (Baines, 2002). Freelance journalists were also small business owners which created 
another demand on their time. While some might argue freelancers should simply take some 
time off and enjoy a well-earned break, this could be a challenge for the practical and 
emotional reasons previously discussed in this thesis. In keeping with the issues identified by 
Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2013), this project has identified that precarity and self-
exploitation continue to impact on the working lives of freelance journalists. However, the 
literature also suggests the lack of disconnect between work and personal life associated with 
the world wide demise of the traditional career is not going away and this is something 
freelance journalists will need to learn how to manage more effectively (Hesmondhalgh & 
Baker, 2010; Osnowitz, 2010; Schrader, 2015).  
 
In many ways the above issue exemplifies a major challenge related to 21st century careers 
due to the worldwide move towards more freelance employment (Osnowitz, 2010; Schrader, 
2015). Workers must develop sound career self-management skills, particularly in relation to 
the appraisal and knowledge of self (Bridgstock, 2009). Instead of taking a reactionary 
approach to adapting to industry changes, freelance workers need to look at the overall 
impact industry issues are having on their careers and take action accordingly. 
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Social and Professional Isolation 
While the freelance journalists interviewed for this project identified the need “to develop 
and sustain effective networks, relationships and connections relevant to their specialist area 
of employment” (JERAA, n.d.; Sutcliffe, 2014), the findings indicated they lacked some of 
the professional and personal benefits associated with a social and supportive work 
environment. As identified by Higgins, Dobrow, and Roloff (2010), strong social and 
developmental networks can have a positive impact on career satisfaction and success and 
assist those with boundaryless careers to navigate the external forces which impact their 
career. This is of particular value for freelance journalists who are inclined to internalise 
problems caused by industry conditions and try to cope with them on their own rather than 
addressing issues collectively.  
 
The lack of strong social and developmental networks appeared to be having a negative effect 
on interviewees. While some freelancers used sites such as Twitter to combat the professional 
isolation associated with working from home, this did not appear to be entirely successful 
with interviewees reporting they felt “socially isolated from colleagues” and found it difficult 
to “talk shop with people”. This lack of satisfaction is in keeping with the literature which 
indicates heavy social network site users are more likely to be socially isolated than 
occasional users (Chambers, 2013). Research also indicated that face-to-face communication 
is essential to the transmission of complex, tacit  knowledge and more likely to lead to 
rewarding and long-lasting relationships (Cincotta, 2015; Storper & Venables, 2004). In view 
of this, it is suggested freelance journalists could improve their social and developmental 
networks by allocating time to face-to-face networking in addition to continuing with their 
current practice of networking online. This could take the form of participating in industry 
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functions or meeting with other freelancers to ‘talk shop’. The project findings concurred 
with Cohen (2013, p. 234) who suggested that “freelancers are required to act as competitive 
individuals to secure work and survive in a highly competitive industry”. In view of this, the 
researcher suggests it may be beneficial for them to augment their developmental network 
with freelancers who specialise in different fields to increase the opportunity for frank 
discussion and mitigate any potential conflicts of interest.  
 
Creating a Financially Viable Career 
Freelance journalism is experiencing a period of growth, with an employment increase of 
11% between 2006 and 2011 according to Australian Bureau of Statistics census statistics 
(QUT Senior Research Fellow Mr P. Higgs, personal communication, July 22, 2013). 
Employment within the journalism, media and communications sector has remained constant 
during this period (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 228), indicating this field remains a 
viable employment option although it is not the right career for everyone, especially given the 
changing nature of the news industry. In accordance with the growth of brand journalism and 
native advertising discussed above, there was an overall industry trend in the increase of 
advertising, marketing and copywriting work for media professionals (Chongchua, n.d.; 
Lehmann, 2013; Santi, 2007) with employment in this area increasing by almost one third 
between 2006 and 2011 (ABS, 2011). However, despite the growth of freelance journalism in 
Australia, this project identified respondents had a lack of knowledge with regard to the 
employment opportunities available to freelance journalists. Only 1 in 5 of those surveyed 
identified corporate work such as creating ‘branded content’, ‘content marketing’, and 
‘writing for corporate websites’ as an emerging opportunity.  
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This could be due to a number of reasons ranging from not being aware of brand journalism 
as an income generation option to outright refusal to ‘sell out’ by writing for brands, as 
identified in the literature and the findings of this project.  
 
Despite the importance editors and freelancers interviewed for this project placed on 
specialisation, just five per cent of survey respondents identified this as a way to improve 
their career prospects. This lack of understanding was also reflected in the three most 
common methods freelance journalists used to find work which were word of mouth, pitching 
an editor and raising their profile via social media. The editors and freelance journalists 
interviewed for this project expressed a shared dislike of pitching which was reflected in the 
survey results with journalists giving pitching the second lowest success rating at 1.57 on a 
scale of 1 to 5 when it came to the perceived success of this method. The interviews indicated 
that editors had reached saturation point when it came pitching with one editor saying, “we 
do not have the ability to answer the emails” and freelancers saying the lack of response 
made them feel like pitching was a waste of time. However, pitching remained the second 
most popular method that freelance journalists used to find work, despite the fact it was not 
successful. Developing and delivering a course, an entrepreneurial work generation strategy, 
was the most successful approach according to those surveyed. It could be argued that 
freelance journalists should consider using methods with higher success ratings such as 
entrepreneurial pursuits rather than devoting time and energy to approaches such as pitching 
which appeared to offer little chance of success.  
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While the literature and the project findings suggested the “traditional divide between the 
values of journalism and business” need not preclude freelancers developing and 
entrepreneurial approach to their career (Baines & Kennedy, 2010), it is unclear whether 
freelance journalists currently have the skills, knowledge and personal qualities to do this. 
The results indicated that freelance journalists needed to improve their entrepreneurial work 
generation approach in general. How they can do this is a topic that would benefit from future 
research.  
 
Freelance journalists were running a small business in addition to writing which meant they 
needed a range of business skills similar to any small business owner (Lin, 2015; Ragland, 
2006). Journalists who were interviewed for this project confessed to varying levels of skill 
when it came to running a small business. Karen Wilson admitted, “I have to say that as a 
small business owner there are certain elements of my small business ownership that could 
probably do with a bit more work”. In general, the business side of freelancing appeared to 
hold little interest for the majority of interviewees with Georgia Bright saying, “I've learned 
to do it but it doesn't interest me”. Given the value interviewees placed on their writing 
practice, it could be fair to say the mundane tasks related to running a small business were 
viewed almost as an inconvenience which took them away from their ‘real job’. While the 
findings indicated that freelancers were currently ‘getting by’ with their current skill level, 
the researcher suggests they would benefit from additional training in relation to running a 
small business and/or working with a business mentor.  
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While research indicates that freelance journalism is undergoing a period of growth, just over 
one third of those surveyed derived 100 percent of their income solely from freelance 
journalism. This was in keeping with Cohen’s (2013, p. 210) survey of Canadian freelance 
journalists which revealed a similar trend with “only 36 percent of respondents having no 
other form of employment”. In view of this it could be beneficial for freelance journalists to 
consider a boundaryless or portfolio career (Andrew & Tupper, 1999; Mallon & Pringle, 
2003) as a solution to the “feast or famine” nature of the industry rather than the result of 
their inability to earn a viable living working solely as a freelance journalist. Creating a 
portfolio career with a job, contract or writing assignment that remained constant would go 
some way to address the irregular income issues identified by survey respondents and 
interviewees. It would also mitigate the need for writers to take on more ad-hoc work to earn 
a viable income, something which often forced them to work varied and unpredictable hours, 
experience “a blur between work and home life, and not have enough time to do the work, or 
do it well” (Cohen, 2013, p. 223). 
 
While industry organisations such as the Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance have 
attempted to help freelancers improve their financial situation, this has become increasingly 
difficult now anyone can become a freelance writer. As identified by Cohen (2013), there is 
currently “no way to limit access to the industry via methods such as skills training, through 
closed shops, or by a certification process”. This makes it virtually impossible for freelance 
journalists to ask for higher rates of pay, either individually or as a group, as there is always 
someone else who is willing to do the work.  
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A case in point is the current plight of the Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance who won 
the right to represent their freelance members in wage negotiations in May 2010 (Crook, 
2012). However, it was a hollow victory. Years later, freelancers are still being forced to sign 
onerous contracts and accept low rates as major publishers have simply refused to bargain 
with the MEAA and/or sourced work from other writers (Crook, 2012). 
 
While freelance journalism is generally associated with writing stories for newspapers and 
magazines, the survey results indicated that some freelance journalists were using their skills 
to generate income in other ways. One third of respondents earned money from media and 
communications work and one fifth worked in the education sector, sharing their knowledge 
to aspiring writers. Freelance journalists without skills in these areas could consider other 
avenues to generate additional income. As one freelancer discovered, working two days a 
week in retail made her “much more assertive” and “hugely altered her ability to sell [her 
services] as a freelancer” (Bittner, 2009). This involves example demonstrates how this 
additional work does not necessarily need to be writing related to be considered beneficial to 
a freelance journalist’s professional growth and financial security. However, it could be 
argued that securing employment in their field of expertise could assist freelance journalists 
to increase the reach of their professional network.  
 
Specialisation and Developing a Marketable Brand  
The project identified a gap in the literature in relation to the importance of specialisation for 
freelance journalists. The brief mention this issue receives in texts such as “The 21st Century 
Journalism Handbook” (Holmes et al., 2013, p. 297) illustrates a lack of comprehension with 
regard to its significance as identified in this project. Writers who were experts in their 
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chosen field were seen as extremely valuable by everyone interviewed for this project. 
Having a recognised area of specialisation gave freelance journalists a competitive edge and 
helped them stand out in a crowded marketplace. It also increased their employability in a 
vast array of areas ranging from entrepreneurial projects and native advertising to traditional 
print media. Online editor Jake Grayson went so far as to say, “The most important thing for 
me is [a freelancer with] expertise in that particular area”. This was also evident amongst 
those surveyed, with 1 in 20 identifying specialisation as an opportunity for those seeking to 
improve their freelance career, despite the importance placed on this by editors. This finding 
indicates a significant gap in knowledge in academia, education and, in some cases, the 
industry itself in relation to this issue.  
 
However, specialisation alone was not enough to create a viable career. The findings and the 
literature indicated that editors, colleagues and the public were exerting pressure on freelance 
journalists to market themselves and their stories. While the literature found this concept was 
entirely new for many freelancers who saw themselves as writers and not a ‘brand’ or a 
‘product’ (Glaser, 2009), the findings indicated it was becoming increasingly important to 
their career success and that editors were seeking writers with their own audience to build the 
readership of mainstream publications (Papworth, 2008). As stated by Breslin (2011), a 
freelance journalist who writes for Forbes, “These days, it’s not enough to be a good writer 
online. You have to be a smart marketer, your own content factory, your own publicist. If you 
can do it all, you are golden. If you cannot, you are screwed”.  
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Journalists with a strong social media following could assist editors by sharing links to their 
stories on line and therefore increase online hit rates (Hamilton, 2011). Mary Knowles said, 
“When you’ve got thousands of social media followers and you can retweet a link to a story 
that you've written, then you're adding extra value”.  
 
This was confirmed by the editors interviewed for this project with Carl Higgins saying, “I 
look at things like [their] Twitter following, Instagram following and Facebook following. If 
[they] can amplify the story after it’s been published then it makes my life a whole lot 
easier”. Interviewees indicated that having a strong industry presence could also lead to other 
paid opportunities such as partnering with brands and speaking engagements. However, the 
findings of this project also concurred with Holton and Molyneux (2015) who suggested that 
social media branding could be both positive and negative for freelance journalists.  
 
While using social media enabled journalists to demonstrate their value to employers, it could 
also result in a potential loss of personal identity as they struggled to balance the personal and 
work aspects of their social media accounts. There was also the issue of professional integrity 
with Mary Knowles indicating she was not always comfortable with the expectation that she 
would leverage her large number of followers to “spruik content on social media”, 
particularly when it was branded content she had created for a corporate client. This example 
reveals the industry changes which are shaping the conditions under which freelancers work. 
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Industry Recognition 
The journalism industry has previously devoted little time to considering the challenges 
facing Australia’s freelance journalists (Synge, 2010, p. 129). However, this project suggests 
that, given the increasing role freelancers play in the industry, perhaps the time has come for 
this to change. While it is likely that media organisations will continue to hold the balance of 
power when it comes to employment (Sundararajan, 2015), that is not to say freelance 
journalists and media organisations cannot work together more effectively to achieve 
mutually beneficial results.  
 
For example, editors have identified the need for “catchier and smarter ideas that aren’t just a 
chunk of copy but maybe presented in a different way” yet do not appear certain exactly how 
these ‘catchier and smarter’ stories should ‘maybe’ be presented. While it could be argued 
that it is difficult for freelancers to meet the needs of editors if even the editors do not know 
what they require, an open discussion and more collaborative approach between freelancers 
and the industry in general could lead to innovation which benefits the industry as a whole.  
 
However, care needs to be taken to ensure that freelancers are not further exploited during 
this process. While editors interviewed for this project suggested they were seeking creative, 
innovative and even non-traditional approaches to producing stories, they did not specify how 
freelancers would be placed commercially in relation to this. For example, if a freelancer 
develops an innovative way to present data or suggests an online ‘news game’ that is picked 
up by a major publisher and subsequently repurposed for other stories, who owns the rights to 
that intellectual property?   
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How freelance journalists and the news industry can work together more fairly and 
effectively and better support each other is worthy of further investigation and could be a 
subject for future research. 
 
Ongoing Professional Education  
Freelance journalists interviewed for this project saw ongoing professional development as a 
challenge and an opportunity. It gave them the chance to increase their skill level and value in 
the marketplace and assisted them to adapt more quickly to the changing media industry. 
However, as discussed in the literature, professional development could be both time 
consuming and expensive for freelance journalists (Neff et al., 2005, p. 323) who often had a 
limited budget and found it difficult to identify which professional development opportunities 
to focus on in a rapidly changing industry (Formichelli, 2014, p. 76). Working from home 
meant they had little or no access to training or opportunities to update their skills (Baines, 
2002). 
 
Editors interviewed for this project indicated that staying up to date with industry changes 
and developing new skills such as video production would give freelance journalists a 
professional advantage however finding time to devote to skills development could be 
challenging according to some interviewees. Georgia Bright acknowledged the need to 
improve her ability to produce video, saying “The skill that I probably do need is making 
videos” but went on to say “ [it] is just about having the time to do it. It is just one more 
thing”. As identified by Thompson (2011), while the ongoing development of skills was 
considered essential, it also created conflicts for freelance workers as they were forced to 
“constantly construct the public face of competence while also trying to learn”. 
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In accordance with Wenger (2015, p. 1), there were benefits to be found in learning from 
other freelance journalists within a community of practice by pooling and sharing knowledge 
which was of professional interest to those involved. Practitioners could extend these learning 
opportunities by venturing beyond their own community of practice. For example, a freelance 
journalist who networks with members of the business community could learn valuable 
business management skills to enhance to their freelance writing career. Learning new skills 
via online sources such as social media, industry forums and websites was another option. 
This could take the form of time set aside to learn new skills and share knowledge or a ‘just 
in time’ approach whereby the information is sourced at the time the new skill is needed. For 
example, if a journalist needed to know how to embed a video in a webpage they could look 
up the relevant information online and then complete the task.  
 
However, Thompson (2011) identified a number of challenges related to online learning for 
self-employed professionals. Dealing with sensitive topics could be challenging, particularly 
when professional ethics were involved, and less experienced practitioners could feel 
intimated by those with more industry experience. Freelance journalists who participate in 
online learning need to consider the issues raised above and determine how they can be dealt 
with so their online learning experience is a positive one. There is also the opportunity for 
freelance journalists to learn new skills by volunteering to do them for free while they are 
learning. This approach had been used successfully by Mary Knowles who said, “Everything 
that I get paid for I originally did for free to learn how to do it”. How freelance journalists can 
use communities of practice and learning opportunities to enhance their careers could be an 
area for further research, especially given the survey results indicated that respondents were 
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perhaps not directing their skills development to the most useful areas. While those surveyed 
identified core skills such as research and writing as being most in need of development, none 
of the editors interviewed for this project indicated this was a requirement for them when it 
came to commissioning freelancers. While these core skills continue to remain important, it 
could be argued that journalists should instead focus on developing proficiency in the other 
areas identified for development in the survey such as networking, multimedia and 
administration skills. These skills were identified in multiple parts of this project as being 
important to their success.  
 
Given the importance placed on social media by the literature, editors and freelancers, 
journalists should continue to focus on using social media for networking, personal brand 
development, content dissemination and professional education (Glaser, 2009; Kepnes, 2011; 
Labrecque, Markos, & Milne, 2011). It is not within the parameters of this project but further 
research could be undertaken to investigate how freelance journalists could do this in the 
most effective way possible.  
 
It is recommended that Australian freelance journalist industry groups review the 
professional development requirements of their members in conjunction with the findings of 
this project and assist them with their skills development. This could include, but is not 
necessarily limited to, running relevant workshops, starting a closed Facebook group, 
instigating a regular drop in-session so members can share knowledge and socialise and 
suggesting relevant training sessions and conferences run by external providers. However, 
ultimately, it is up to Australian freelance journalists to take control of their own professional 
development.  
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This project has used the findings outlined above to develop and deliver a list of ten 
recommendations for Australian freelance journalists seeking to enhance their career. These 
recommendations address current and emerging journalism skills as well as issues such as 
ongoing professional development, social media use and work/life balance which were 
identified during the course of this project. In keeping the aims of this study, these 
recommendations seek to empower these individuals to improve their careers and change 
their social reality (Sarantakos, 2013, p. 11). 
 
Figure 6-1  Recommendations for Australian Freelance Journalists 
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6.3 Capabilities for a Successful Freelance Journalist 
This project identified weaknesses in the Threshold Learning Outcome statement (JERAA, 
n.d.) for those working in the field of freelance journalism. A Threshold Learning Outcome 
statement defines the standards that can be considered the minimum learning outcomes of 
university-level programs in that field (Romano, 2014). The current Threshold Learning 
Outcome statement provides confirmation of some of the required skills, however, it does not 
fully meet the needs of those seeking a career as a freelance journalist.  
 
This section provides an analysis of the existing skills within the context of this project 
including recommendations for skills that need further development. It also provides 
recommendations for additional Threshold Learning Outcomes which could be included in 
the statement to better meet the needs of freelance journalists.  
 
The ‘knowledge’ Threshold Learning Outcome is related to having in-depth knowledge of the 
field across “local and global contexts, revealing knowledge of the practices, languages, 
forms, materials, technologies and techniques relevant to their field of study” (JERAA, n.d.). 
While more than half of those surveyed had over 10 years experience as a journalist, only one 
third of respondents had been freelancing for less than five years. This indicates that while 
the majority of those surveyed possessed core journalism skills, many had fairly limited 
experience working as freelance journalists. This lack of experience could be addressed via 
networking with more experienced freelance journalists, either face-to-face or on-line, and 
reading widely to stay up to date with current freelancing trends and developments. While a 
freelancers’ knowledge, skills and aptitude for the job can vary enormously (Rudin & 
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Ibbotson, 2002, p. 172) and individual skills often depend on the type of work being done, 
this project also revealed a significant lack of knowledge when it came to the use of 
multimedia. Given the rising importance of video and new forms of storytelling identified in 
this project, it is recommended that freelance journalists address this gap in their knowledge 
as a matter of urgency.  
 
While the University of Canberra is offering a journalism degree with a content marketing 
major for the first time in 2016 (Christensen, 2015b), this will not assist experienced 
journalists who want to move into the growing area of brand journalism identified in this 
project. Writing branded copy often involves a learning process for freelancers according to 
one editor. This potential lack of knowledge will need to be addressed by freelancers seeking 
to take advantage of this opportunity.  
 
The literature suggested that freelance journalists trade in the currency of ideas and must 
create their own commercial success by generating story concepts which appeal to editors in 
order to secure work (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002, p. 179). This is related to the Threshold 
Learning Outcome of ‘thinking skills’ which covers developing, researching and evaluating 
“concepts, ideas, information, images and processes, relevant to the field through creative, 
critical and reflective thinking and practice” (Bartlett, 2014; JERAA, n.d.). The project 
revealed a number of challenges for journalists in this area. Editors are “looking for catchier 
and smarter ideas that aren’t just a chunk of copy but maybe presented in a different way” 
however the project identified that almost one fifth of those surveyed felt they needed to 
develop better multimedia skills in order to achieve this.  
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The ability of respondents to do this could also be hampered by their apparent unwillingness 
(or inability) to take an entrepreneurial approach to their work.  
 
The Threshold Learning Outcome related to ‘communication and technological skills’ covers 
the interpretation, communication and exchange of ideas, problems and arguments across 
complex personal, professional and disciplinary settings. During the course of this project 
social media emerged as a viable way for freelance journalists to communicate with editors, 
readers and peers. Editors interviewed for this project agreed with the literature that 
suggested communication technologies were an important part of the newsgathering and 
distribution process for freelance journalists who were often expected to disseminate and/or 
amplify the content they have created (Hamilton, 2011).  
 
Social media was used extensively by respondents, with over 90% using Facebook and 
LinkedIn. More than half of those surveyed used other platforms such as Twitter, Facebook 
business pages, Google Plus+, YouTube and Instagram. The project identified the value of 
social media for freelance journalists with the survey indicating respondents felt this was a 
skill which needed development. The ability to use platforms effectively within the context of 
maintaining a healthy work/life balance also remained a challenge for some interviewees.  
 
The Threshold Learning Outcome of ‘self-management, relationship-building and self-
development skills’ is related to the ability to work independently, professionally and 
collaboratively to demonstrate self-management. While the freelance journalists interviewed 
for this project identified the requirement to “develop and sustain effective networks, 
relationships and connections relevant to their specialist area of employment” (JERAA, n.d.; 
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Sutcliffe, 2014), a lack of self-management was evident in relation to their work/life balance. 
Many interviewees cited behaviours that contained elements of self-exploitation such as 
working seven days a week and allowing work to intrude on leisure time which indicated 
they were not successfully achieving this Learning Outcome.  
 
Meta-level skills such as networking and being able to deal with people professionally as well 
as personal qualities such as flexibility, persistence and resilience were identified in this 
project as being relevant to the journalists’ career success. This is in keeping with the 
Threshold Learning Outcome.  Freelance journalists are responsible for any upskilling that 
may be required to stay current in their chosen field (JERAA, n.d.; Sutcliffe, 2014). The 
literature indicated this could be both time consuming and expensive and brought with it no 
guarantee of success yet it remained essential for those wishing to survive in the industry 
(Neff et al., 2005, p. 323). The findings of this study would seem to reinforce this point with 
interviewees identifying the importance of, and challenges associated with, their ongoing 
professional development.   
 
The Threshold Learning Outcome dealing with ‘integrity, ethics and responsibility’ relates to 
a journalist’s ability to “recognise and reflect upon the social, cultural, ethical and legal 
values, principles and protocols that underpin their role and to be responsible and 
accountable” (Hamer, 2005, p. 75; JERAA, n.d.). The literature identified potential ethical 
issues for freelancers with regard to subjective forms of journalism such as brand journalism 
which can blur the lines between editorial and advertising (Newman, 2015). This was 
supported by some but not all interviewees. 
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The Threshold Learning Outcome related to ‘resourceful & reflective practice and learning’ 
addresses a journalist’s ability to “critically and creatively apply knowledge, skills and 
practices relevant to their field of study to reveal the autonomy and judgment needed to 
engage in resourceful and reflective learning and practice” (Bartlett, 2014; Geisler, 2014). 
The literature and the project both identified the introduction of new technologies and new 
business models made it difficult for freelance journalists to participate in reflective learning 
and practice (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 9; Hywood, 2011; Jurkowitz, 2014; Papandrea, 2013, 
p. 24). Survey respondents and interviewees found it challenging to find the time to master 
new technologies to enhance their storytelling. Identifying which new technologies to focus 
on was also difficult for some respondents.  
 
While the current journalism Threshold Learning Outcome skills frameworks cover core 
skills such as the knowledge and practical skills required to be a freelance journalist as well 
as skills such as self-management and relationship building, there are currently no learning 
outcomes related to business, organisational and entrepreneurial skills. These are critical to a 
freelance journalist’s success and could be considered a significant omission. This omission 
was also identified in a study conducted by Elmore and Massey (2012) who propose 
suggestions for instruction in entrepreneurial journalism.  
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In line with the findings of this project and the study conducted by Elmore and Massey 
(2012), the researcher suggests the development of two additional Threshold Learning 
Outcomes – Business Skills and Entrepreneurial Skills – would be of benefit, especially given 
the rise of freelance journalism in the 21st century and the fact the literature suggests that 
more employment opportunities for journalists exist outside media organisations than within 
them (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 231; Cunningham, 2008, p. 39; O'Donnell, 2006, 
p. 29).  
6.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter provided an analysis of the survey and interview findings discussed in Chapters 
4 and 5 and developed a set a recommendations for freelance journalists in conjunction with 
the findings of this project. The project pointed to a transformation of the industry skills, 
working life and professional identity of Australian freelance journalists as their career 
continued to be shaped by a changing media industry. While some journalists had been 
impacted financially by these industry changes, these had also created new and emerging 
markets and entrepreneurial opportunities for those who sought them out. These included 
creating native advertising and branded content, taking an entrepreneurial approach to content 
creation by partnering with brands, convergence journalism and writing for online outlets.  
 
However, a number of these new business models also created ethical considerations for 
freelance journalists, particularly with regard to the growth of native advertising and branded 
content. The study found it was challenging for freelance journalists to create a financially 
viable career without resorting to self-exploitation. Social and professional isolation was also 
evident with some respondents lacking a social and supportive work environment. The 
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project identified a gap in the literature in relation to the importance of specialisation and 
personal branding, despite the fact this was identified in the literature as being increasingly 
important (Porlezza & Splendore, 2016). The findings also pointed to a gap in the current 
Threshold Learning Outcome statement in relation to related to business, organisational and 
entrepreneurial skills and recommended freelance journalists focus on further developing 
these skills. Recommendations for how to improve the Threshold Learning Outcome 
statement were also identified and discussed.  
 
The project identified the need for freelance journalists to focus on their professional 
development and engage with a variety of learning methods and professional networks. This 
project has used the findings outlined above to develop and deliver a list of ten 
recommendations for Australian freelance journalists seeking to enhance their career. These 
recommendations address current and emerging journalism skills as well as issues such as 
ongoing professional development, social media use and work/life balance which were 
identified during the course of this project. In keeping the aims of this study, these 
recommendations seek to empower these individuals to improve their careers and change 
their social reality (Sarantakos, 2013, p. 11). The next chapter will discuss conclusions and 
recommendations in conjunction with this project and provide a summary of the thesis. 
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7 Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
The conclusion and recommendations in this chapter draw on the findings and analysis of this 
study, which explored the challenges and opportunities created for freelance journalists as a 
result of the changing news industry, and created a recommended skill set to help them 
succeed in the 21st century. The study provides insight into how issues such as the 
democratisation of the news industry, growth of brand journalism, new business models and 
the growing need for ongoing professional education have impacted freelance journalists. 
During the course of this project, the literature on freelance journalism was found to be 
inconclusive or lacking in a number of key areas. These included what constitutes freelance 
journalism, specialisation and entrepreneurship, the skills freelance journalists require to 
succeed in the 21st century and, arguably one of the most vital outcomes of this study, current 
educational frameworks.  
 
While the literature and this study points to challenges such as remuneration which has not 
kept up with the cost of living and the emergence of publications which do not pay 
contributors (Brown, 2010; Simons, 2010; Thayer, 2013), the findings also confirm that 
multiple opportunities have emerged for freelance journalists as a result of the changing news 
industry. These range from an increase in subjective forms of journalism such as native 
advertising to securing additional work via personal branding and entrepreneurial activities 
such as crowdfunding long term writing assignments. While the literature and study are 
encouraging in relation to the growth of new opportunities, the findings show these emerging 
forms of journalism and new approaches to finding work can also create conflicts within the 
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careers of Australian freelance journalists. The potential ongoing tension between the 
multiple roles freelance journalist must play in the 21st century, those of impartial reporter, 
content creator, marketer, small business owner and entrepreneur, could affect the viability of 
the role for some practitioners. Previously, there was a gap in the literature in relation to what 
skills freelance journalists require to succeed in the 21st century. While the findings from this 
project have gone some way to filling this gap, they have also raised questions for freelance 
journalists, academia and educational institutions with regard to what skills are currently 
lacking, why they are missing and how this should be addressed. The chapter concludes by 
discussing the contribution to knowledge, limitations of this study, proposed areas for future 
research, and providing an overall summary of the findings. 
7.2 Conclusions 
The main findings of this research project were driven by the paucity of research on freelance 
journalists and their careers in the 21st century, despite a growing trend for the industry to 
use their services (Cohen, 2013; Hanusch, 2015; Stearns, 2013). The literature and this 
project point to a career that is being shaped by an industry undergoing rapid change. This, in 
turn, has redefined the employment patterns, business models, skills and working life of 
Australian freelance journalists. While freelance journalists can use these changes to 
advantage in many instances, the literature and the project findings demonstrate they appear 
largely unaware of how to do this effectively. This can be linked to a lack of career self-
management skills in areas such as learning new discipline specific skills, appraisal and 
knowledge of self in relation to managing work/life balance, and career building skills such 
as identifying professional development opportunities (Bridgstock, 2009).  
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The findings indicate freelance that journalists are so focussed on coping with, and adapting 
to, these industry changes on a daily basis, they neglect to look at the overall impact these 
issues are having on their careers and take action accordingly.  
 
Journalism literature and the findings of this project contradict each other in relation to the 
part-time freelance journalist being a ‘hobbyist’ (Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002). While the 
majority of journalism theory points to the part-time freelancer as being less professional and 
committed to their career than someone who works in the role full time, creative industries 
literature and the findings of this project indicate the ‘day job’ is a viable and, it could be 
argued, necessary solution to the precarity of labour associated with freelance journalism in 
the 21st century (Andrew & Tupper, 1999; Bridgstock, 2005; Bridgstock et al., 2015; Day, 
2012; Gollmitzer, 2014; Mallon & Pringle, 2003). This finding is in keeping with another 
study of freelance journalists, this time in Germany, which confirmed that almost all 
interviewees “were engaged in non-journalistic activities such as creating newsletters for 
corporations, writing for customer magazines, ghostwriting, professional proofreading, 
moderating public discussions, and teaching workshops at educational institutions” 
(Gollmitzer, 2014). The study demonstrates that freelance journalists who work part-time 
take great pride in their career, regardless of whether or not they take on additional work to 
supplement their income. This issue highlights one of the challenges associated with 
freelance journalists’ changing professional identity. Journalists who supplement their 
income with a second job risk having their professionalism questioned by an industry that is 
out of the step with the reality of working as a freelance journalist in the 21st century.  
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While this project provides an updated definition of freelance journalism that reflects the 
occupation’s paradigm shift, it is argued that journalism theory should also reflect the 
changing nature of the role within the context of the news industry.  
 
The findings demonstrate that, while freelance journalists are unable to influence some 
aspects of their changing employment paradigm, it has introduced new work opportunities 
and the chance for them to create or, in some cases, maintain a viable career using a 
combination of journalism specific and entrepreneurial labour skills. However, freelance 
journalists are being pushed rather than pulled towards new business models such as native 
advertising and brand journalism by the financial pressures of an industry undergoing rapid 
change. This, in turn, creates conflict as they attempt to rationalise the need to capitalise on 
industry growth areas while maintaining their professional identity and credibility as an 
independent journalist. In doing so, they are forced to tread a fine line between ‘selling out’ 
and adapting appropriately in accordance with industry changes. This project suggests that, 
rather than being swept up in these changes, freelance journalists should take the findings of 
this project into consideration and make an informed decision about how they will maintain 
an ethically, professionally and financially viable career in the 21st century. The findings also 
point to a need for journalism theory to address the issues identified above.  
 
However, while entrepreneurship is a path to transit, both for practitioners and journalism 
educators, it should not be assumed that this will be a desirable option for all freelance 
journalists. Job security and creating a sustainable income continues to be a pivotal issue but, 
as identified during the interview process, not all freelancers are comfortable with the concept 
of selling their services or adopting new business models such as native advertising. In some 
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instances, a portfolio career may be a more viable way for freelance journalists to address the 
issue of job security.  
 
It is suggested that freelance journalists stand to benefit from investing more time and, in 
some cases, money in their ongoing professional development in three primary areas: (a) 
social media use, (b) small business skills and (c) emerging business models. According to 
the literature and project results, freelance journalism has evolved to reflect the increasing 
importance of specialisation, expertise and content amplification.  
To be successful, freelance journalists need to specialise in order to maintain a competitive 
edge, help them stand out in a crowded marketplace and increase their employability within 
traditional and emerging journalism business models. The brief mention this issue receives in 
texts such as “The 21st Century Journalism Handbook” (Holmes et al., 2013, p. 297) 
illustrates a lack of comprehension with regard to the significance of specialisation as 
identified in this project and a significant gap in the literature. Freelance journalists also need 
to know how to market themselves and their stories and be competent in their use of social 
media within the context of their career. This is in keeping with the literature which indicates 
that freelance journalists must continually promote themselves and their writing to existing 
and prospective clients so they remain front of mind in a competitive industry (Glaser, 2009; 
Hamilton, 2011).  A lack of small business skills is also evident and has the potential to 
impact negatively on the career success of freelance journalists. It is recommended that 
freelance journalists address this by attending industry short courses, networking with more 
experienced small business owners or working with a business mentor. The findings also 
point to a lack of knowledge, expertise and experience in areas related to emerging 
journalism business models. These include convergence journalism, native advertising, 
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branded content and entrepreneurial projects. It is recommended that Australian freelance 
journalist industry groups review the professional development requirements of their 
members in conjunction with the findings of this project and assist them with their skills 
development. However, ultimately, it is up to Australian freelance journalists to take control 
of their own professional development if they wish to succeed in the industry.  
 
In addition, the current Threshold Learning Outcome statement reflects a lack of educational 
focus on skills related to the business and organisational and entrepreneurial skills which are 
critical to a freelance journalist’s success. This is a significant omission in the framework 
developed by leading educators, especially given the rise of freelance journalism in the 21st 
century and the fact more employment opportunities for journalists exist outside media 
organisations than within them (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 231; Cunningham, 
2008, p. 39). This project recommends a revision of the current Threshold Learning Outcome 
statement in line with the findings of this project so it better meets the needs of freelance 
journalists and reflects their growing importance to the industry.  
 
The findings identified a paradox whereby professional freedom and self-exploitation are 
underpinning the career of freelance journalists. This results in a blurring of the lines between 
personal and professional life, long working hours and a tendency to overwork, all of which 
can be linked to a lack of career self-management skills. The literature and this project agree 
that this lack of disconnect between work and personal life associated with the world wide 
demise of the traditional career is something freelance journalists need to learn how to deal 
with more effectively. How freelance journalists can go about doing this could be the focus 
for a future research project.   
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7.3 Limitations of the Study 
This study analysed the current state of the news industry with respect to freelance 
journalists, documented the key attributes required for a successful career and created a set of 
recommendations to help freelance journalists succeed in the changing media landscape. As a 
direct consequence of this, the study encountered a number of limitations which need to be 
considered.  
 
As a solo researcher there were the expected limitations in association with this such as no 
other researcher to check the accuracy of the survey and interview analysis, the conclusions 
that were reached and the theory that resulted from the project. This was addressed by regular 
supervisory meetings where issues such as best practice for the collection, analysis and 
synthesis of the data and conclusions arising from the research were reviewed and discussed. 
In addition, the confirmation and final seminars provided a critical review of the project by 
specialist academics in relevant areas of research.  
 
As an ‘insider researcher’, it was identified that the researcher had experiences, biases and 
beliefs which could impact on the research outcomes. The researcher addressed this by using 
informed grounded theory to ground the project in data using multiple collection methods, 
thereby mitigating the potential to force pre-existing theories on the data or make 
assumptions based on prior knowledge and/or experience (Thornberg, 2011). This approach 
provided the opportunity to confirm the results were consistent by comparing the findings 
from each different method (Dorsten & Hotchkiss, 2005, p. 27).  
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Every effort was made to source a wide variety of respondents however the researcher’s 
position as an insider researcher was reflected in a slightly higher number of responses from 
those within the same field.  While a certain level of generalisation was possible it was 
recognised this study could not claim to be wholly representative of the population due to the 
freelance journalists’ variety of industry specialisations and a lack of available data with 
regard to the number of freelance journalists in Australia.  
7.4 Recommendations for Future Research 
This project has raised issues which are of relevance to freelance journalism globally. While 
it is beyond the scope of this project, it is recommended that further research be conducted 
into the project findings in different countries to increase the knowledge in relation to these 
issues on a global level. Research into the need for freelance journalists to specialise and be 
seen as experts in a particular subject area and how they should go about choosing an area of 
specialisation which gives them a competitive edge would also be of benefit. Given the 
choice of specialisation needs to be strategic, this issue could also have implications for 
freelance journalists who already specialise in a particular area. If their chosen area of 
expertise does not have the potential to generate sufficient income to make it viable, the 
findings of this project indicate they may need to switch to another area. How they can go 
about doing this effectively would benefit from further research. So too would freelance 
journalists’ use of social media given the importance placed on this by the literature, editors 
and freelancers. It is not within the parameters of this project but further research could be 
undertaken to investigate how freelance journalists could do this more effectively.  
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Research into the how freelance journalists can best manage potential ethical issues and 
conflicts of interest in relation to branded content would also be beneficial given the rise of 
this form of journalism in the 21st century. A study into how freelancers can effectively 
target and address their learning needs, with a particular focus on the ten recommendations 
that contribute to freelance success as identified in this project, could also be undertaken.  
 
With regard to professional development, the project identified a propensity for freelance 
journalists to focus on practical industry skills. However, the findings indicated that, while 
these remain important, freelance journalists’ lack of appraisal and knowledge of self was 
perhaps a more pressing developmental need, particularly in relation to managing work/life 
balance. The issue of how freelance journalists can better manage the lack of disconnect 
between their work and personal life would also benefit from future research.  
 
While the study touched on the importance of entrepreneurship in freelance journalism, this 
topic requires further investigation. More research is needed in relation to how freelance 
journalists can best take advantage of these new and emerging entrepreneurial business 
models such as partnering directly with corporate organisations to create branded content, 
crowdfunding journalism projects and creating new ways of presenting stories using 
convergence journalism. The impact the above opportunities have on freelance journalists’ 
identities as they seek to rationalise the professional conflicts created by the divergent values 
and expectations of their journalistic and entrepreneurial activities (Gotsi et al., 2010) is a 
topic that would also benefit from further research.  Given the importance of entrepreneurship 
to the sustainability of a freelance journalism career, it could be argued this topic is worthy of 
its own dedicated research project.  
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7.5 Contribution to Knowledge 
For researchers, this project demonstrates the value of using a mixed-methods and 
explanatory sequential design underpinned by informed grounded theory when the researcher 
is an “insider researcher” in the industry in which they are conducting their research.  As 
identified in the literature, a traditional grounded theory approach “makes it impossible for 
researchers to conduct studies in their own areas of expertise” as it is impossible for 
researchers to deny their existing knowledge (Thornberg, 2011). This project identifies the 
above method as a successful way for insider researchers to overcome the problems 
associated with a traditional grounded theory approach.  
 
The literature review for this project was used to frame and position the discussion of the role 
of freelance journalists in the 21st century news industry. It analysed the current state of the 
news industry with respect to freelance journalism and positioned the profession within the 
broader context of the Creative Industries. It also explored current and emerging business 
models and 21st century skill requirements for Australian freelance journalists.  
 
One of the key factors that emerged during this project is that freelance journalists have 
become specialists who trade on their expertise in a chosen field. New skill sets for freelance 
journalists have also emerged as a result of changes within the news industry. These include 
the ability to produce content in different formats, writing for online outlets and brands and 
entrepreneurship. The findings also redefined the concept of a ‘professional’ freelance 
journalist. While they concurred with Creative Industries literature related to the prevalence 
of the ‘day job’ (Cunningham, 2014; Day, 2012; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013), they 
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contradicted journalism academics who suggested the part-time freelancer was a ‘hobbyist’ 
(Rudin & Ibbotson, 2002). This project discovered freelance journalists took great pride in 
and were defined by their careers, whether or not they earned income from another job, and 
that having a ‘day job’ was not a reflection on their commitment to the profession but rather a 
financial necessity. An updated definition of freelance journalism which reflects the 
occupation’s paradigm shift was developed in conjunction with this project and offers a 
significant contribution to knowledge in this area.   
 
In addition, earlier research did not investigate the importance of specialisation for freelance 
journalists. The brief mention this issue received in texts such as “The 21st Century 
Journalism Handbook” (Holmes et al., 2013, p. 297) illustrated a lack of comprehension with 
regard to its significance as identified in this project. The project demonstrated that having a 
recognised area of specialisation as a freelance journalist was essential in the 21st century. 
The findings indicated a significant gap in knowledge in academia, education and, in some 
cases, the industry itself in relation to this issue.  
 
In accordance with the aims of this project, the findings confirmed that freelance journalists 
were unsure how to successfully navigate the challenges and take advantage of the 
opportunities created by the changing news industry. The project identified a lack of 
understanding and literature in relation to issues such as new and emerging markets, 
successful career structures and professional development within the field of freelance 
journalism.  
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In relation to entrepreneurship in the media industry, the project identified two key issues: (a) 
the importance of entrepreneurship for freelance journalists, and (b) a lack of willingness, or 
an inability, to take an entrepreneurial approach to their work. The project identified a 
growing number of entrepreneurial opportunities for freelancers as a result of the changing 
media industry such as crowdfunding journalism projects and creating new ways of 
presenting stories using convergence journalism. These opportunities require freelance 
journalists to exhibit four key entrepreneurial behaviours: innovativeness, risk taking, change 
orientation and opportunism (Lau et al., 2012). However, the survey and interview results 
indicate freelance journalists find this process challenging. While further detailed research in 
this area is not within the scope of this project, it highlighted the importance of 
entrepreneurship within the context of freelance journalism and a need for further education 
and training in this area.   
 
The project also identified a significant omission in the journalism education framework 
developed by leading educators, especially given the rise of freelance journalism in the 21st 
century and the fact that more employment opportunities for journalists exist outside media 
organisations than within them (Bridgstock & Cunningham, 2014, p. 231; Cunningham, 
2008, p. 39). The current Threshold Learning Statement contains no learning outcomes 
related to the business, organisational and entrepreneurial skills which are critical to a 
freelance journalist’s success. This project identified a need to modify current learning 
frameworks and journalism courses so they address the skills requirements of freelance 
journalists more effectively. 
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9 Appendices 
Appendix 1 – Survey 
Section 1 – Background Information 
1. Would you describe yourself as a working freelance journalist based in Australia?  
 Yes – please go to question 2 
 No – please go to end of the survey  
 
 
2. What topics have you written about in the past 12 months?  
Please select one or more of the answers below or add your own 
 Business 
 Travel 
 Food 
 Parenting 
 Opinion 
 Hard news 
 The arts 
 Education 
 Finance 
 Real estate 
 Small business 
 Sport 
 Entertainment 
 Relationships 
 Decorating 
 Fitness 
 Fashion 
 Beauty  
 Technology 
 Science 
 Gaming 
Other, please specify ................................................................................................................. 
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3_1. How long have you worked as a journalist?  
Please select one of the answers below 
 Less than 12 months 
 1 - 5 years 
 6 – 10 years 
 11 – 15 years 
 16 - 20 years 
 20 + years 
3_2. How long have you worked as a freelance journalist?  
Please select one of the answers below 
 Less than 12 months 
 1 - 5 years 
 6 – 10 years 
 11 – 15 years 
 16 - 20 years 
 20 + years 
 
 
4. Why do you freelance?  
Please select one or more of the answers below. 
 Made redundant from a media outlet 
 Flexibility 
 Can control my own schedule 
 Creative freedom 
 Be my own boss 
 Work/life balance 
 To become wealthy 
 No other jobs available 
 Other (please specify) 
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5. Which of the following outlets have you contributed to in the past 12 months?  
Please select one or more of the answers below 
Note: Drop down box (1) if answered ‘yes’. Were you paid or rewarded in some way?   
Note: Drop down box (2) if answered ‘yes’. What form did this take?   
 Your own blog 
 Blog belonging to others 
 Magazine 
 Newspaper  
 Online outlet with a commissioning editor 
 Other (please specify) 
................................... 
 None – please go to question 6 
 
Note (2) drop down 
 Money 
 Product/s (eg. free pair of shoes to trial) 
 Experience/s (eg. complimentary meal in exchange for a review) 
 Other (please specify) 
........................................... 
 
6. Have you contributed to an outlet for free in the past 12 months?  
Note: Drop down box if answered ‘yes’. Did you agree to do so?  
Note: Drop down box if answered ‘yes’. Why did you agree to contribute for free?  
Please select one or more of the answers below 
 
 In the hope it would lead to paid work 
 To raise my profile 
 To drive traffic to my blog 
 To keep an editor ‘on side’  
 I had no other work on at the time 
 It involved learning a new skill (ie. HTML coding)  
 As a favour for a friend 
 Other (please specify) 
...................................................................................................... 
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8_1. What percentage of your outlets were based in Australia? 
 Less than 10% 
 10% - 25% 
 25% - 50% 
 50% - 75% 
 More than 75% 
 
8_2. If less than 50% where were they based?  
............................................. 
 
 
9. What strategies have you used to find work in the past 12 months?  
Please select one or more of the answers below 
Pop up for each selected: How successful was this strategy? 
Job seeking – informal strategies 
 Word of mouth (not active networking) 
 Mentoring 
 Online networking (eg. industry discussion boards) 
 Offline networking (eg. industry events) 
 Raise your profile via social media 
 Showcase your writing via a blog 
 Paid work experience/internship 
 Unpaid work experience/internship 
 Cold calling 
 Other informal (please specify) 
.................................... 
 
Job seeking – formal strategies 
 Search job boards (eg. SEEK, CareerOne) 
 Subscribe to an industry email list (ie. Rachel’s List) 
 Pitch to an editor 
 Submit a story on-spec 
 Other formal (please specify) 
.................................... 
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Job seeking – work creation strategies  
 Publish an e-book 
 Create an on-line magazine with other journalists 
 Develop and deliver a writing course  
 Write paid posts for brands/organisations 
 Other (please specify) 
 ...................................... 
How successful was this strategy? Have this as a pop-up. 
Not 
successful 
Not very 
successful 
Neither 
successful or 
unsuccessful 
Somewhat 
successful 
Very 
successful 
 
I haven’t done 
this 
      
 
 
10. Do you use social media in your work as a freelance journalist?  
Please select one or more from the list below 
 
No – please go to Question XX Networking Personal Research Self-
Promotion 
Facebook (private account) O O O O 
Facebook (business page) O O O O 
Twitter O O O O 
Instagram O O O O 
Pinterest O O O O 
Linkedin O O O O 
Google Plus+ O O O O 
Tumblr O O O O 
YouTube O O O O 
Reddit O O O O 
Foursquare O O O O 
Other (please specify) O O O O 
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11. Have you worked in one or more non-freelance journalist roles in the past 12 
months to support yourself financially?  
Please select one of the answers below. 
 Yes – please go to question 12 
 No – please go to question 13 
 
 
12. Please specify the non-freelance journalist roles and sectors/industries in which you 
have worked.  
Please write each position you have held in chronological order, and complete as many lines as needed. 
Occupation Sector Full time/Part time 
Please complete 
one line for  each 
position you have 
held  
 
 Agriculture 
 Building and construction 
 Education 
 Environmental services 
 Finance 
 Food and Hospitality 
 Media & Communications 
 Health 
 Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) 
 Management 
 Oil, Mining, and Gas 
 Science 
 Society and Culture 
 Tourism 
 Other  
 
 Full time 
 Part time 
 Casual 
 Self Employed 
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13. What was your individual pre-tax income for the last financial year?  
Please select one of the answers below 
 Less than $10,000 
 $10,000 - $25,000 
 $25,000 - $40,000 
 $40,000-$55,000 
 $55,000- $70,000 
 $70,000-$95,000 
 More than $95,000 
 
14. What percentage of that income was derived from freelance journalism activities? 
Please select one of the answers below 
 Less than 10% 
 10% - 25% 
 25% - 50% 
 50% - 75% 
 More than 75% 
 
 
15. Are you a member of any industry association or professional body? 
Please select one or more from the list below 
 No – please go to Question 16 
 Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance 
 Australian Writers Guild 
 Australian Society of Travel Writers 
 Queensland Writers Centre 
 Australian Writers Centre 
 ACT Writers Centre 
 South Australian Writers Centre 
 Other (please specify) 
................................................................................................................ 
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16.What is your age?  
Please select one of the answers below 
 Under 20 
 20 - 29 
 30 – 39 
 40 – 49 
 50 - 59 
 60 +  
 
17.What is your gender? 
Please select one of the answers below 
 Male 
 Female 
 Other 
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18.  What is the highest level of education you have undertaken: 
Please select one answer from each column below 
Course Field of study 
 None 
 Certificate IV 
(TAFE/private college) 
 Cadetship 
 Diploma/Advanced 
Diploma 
(TAFE/private college) 
 Undergraduate 
degree/Bachelor 
degree  
 Postgraduate 
Certificate/Diploma  
 Masters degree  
 PhD 
 Postdoctoral 
 
 Journalism 
 Media & 
Communications  
 Natural and 
Physical Sciences 
 Information and 
Communications 
Technology 
 Engineering and 
related 
Technologies 
 Architecture, 
Environmental, 
and related 
Studies 
 Health 
 Education 
 Society and 
Culture 
 Management and 
Commerce 
 Food, Hospitality 
and Personal 
Services 
 Other 
 
 
19. What are the most important skills required for freelance journalists’ professional 
development at the moment. 
Please use the blank space below to list  your answers  
1. .................................................................................................................... 
2. ..................................................................................................................... 
3. .................................................................................................................... 
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20.  What do you think are the main challenges for freelance journalists at the 
moment? 
Please use the blank space below to list  your answers 
1. ..................................................................................................................... 
2. .................................................................................................................... 
3. ..................................................................................................................... 
 
 
21. What do you think are the main opportunities for freelance journalists at the 
moment? 
Please use the blank space below to list  your answers 
1. ..................................................................................................................... 
2. .................................................................................................................... 
3. ..................................................................................................................... 
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You have completed the survey questions. Thank you for your participation, we 
recognise your valuable contribution.  
The next question is optional. Your email address will not be recorded as part of the 
survey results. 
 
If you would like to receive a copy of the survey findings, please provide your email 
address here. 
......................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
You are not eligible thank you note. 
You have indicated that you are not currently working as a freelance journalist and as such 
you are not eligible to participate in this survey.  
We wish to thank you for your time and the interest you have shown in this survey. You 
can now close this page to exit the survey. 
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Appendix 3 – Initial Online Survey Recruitment Email 
SAMPLE APPROACH EMAIL 
 
Subject Title:  
Seeking participants for a research project on the future of freelance journalism  
 
Dear colleagues 
 
My name is Tiana Templeman from the School of Journalism in the Creative Industries faculty at QUT and I am doing a
PhD on ‘The future of freelance journalism in Australia: What makes a freelance journalist successful in the 21st century’.
 
I am seeking Australian freelance journalists to complete a 7 minute online questionnaire to assist with my research. 
Questions will include what topics have you written about in the past 12 months, do you use social media in your work 
as a freelance journalist and what is the highest level of formal education you have undertaken. 
 
Further details on the study and how to participate can be found by clicking on the following link: 
 
 [insert link here]  
 
Should you wish to participate or have any questions, please contact me via email.  
 
Please note that this study has been approved by the QUT Human Research Ethics Committee (approval number
1400000506). 
 
Many thanks for your consideration of this request. 
 
Tiana Templeman 
PhD Student  
t.templeman@qut.edu.au 
 
Dr Ruth Bridgstock 
Supervisor 
r.bridgstock@qut.edu.au  
 
Creative Industries Faculty 
Queensland University of Technology 
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Appendix 4 – Interview Questions 
 
Journalist Interview Questions 
 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 
What types of freelance journalism work do you do? 
- How long have you been freelance journalist? 
- Who do you write for? 
- What do you write about?  Why do you write about 
this? 
- Do you enjoy working as a freelance journalist?  
Why/why not? 
X  X 
Which skills are the most useful in your role as a 
freelance journalist? 
- What traditional journalism skills do you use? 
- Do you have a formal journalism qualification? 
- Do you have a specific industry background? 
- What other general skills do you use in your job? 
- Do you feel these skills have changed over time? 
- Are there any skills you feel you are lacking? 
- What skills do you think might be needed in the future? 
 X X 
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How do you go about finding work? 
- Do you only work as a freelance journalist?   
- What other work, if any, do you do? 
- What ways are you compensated for your writing (eg. 
by the word, flat rate, comps, etc)?   
- Has the way you go about finding work changed over 
time? 
X X X 
 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 
Do you use social media?  
- How do you use social media in your role as a freelance 
journalist? 
- What platforms do you use? Why? 
- Do you use social media for social or work related 
purposes or both?  
- Do you enjoy using social media? Why/why not? 
 X X 
What are some of your major challenges as an Australian 
freelance journalist?  
- Can you tell me about a time you faced a challenge in 
your career as a freelance journalist?  What happened?  
X X  
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What do you see as being major opportunities as a 
freelance journalist? 
- What trends do you see in the industry? How are these 
advantageous for freelance journalists? 
X X X 
Is there anything you would like to add? X X X 
 
Editor Interview Questions 
 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 
Can you tell me about the work that you do? 
- how often does your publication come out 
- do you predominantly use freelance journalists or staff 
writers? 
- are you using freelance journalists more or less than 
before? 
- what are the advantages/disadvantages of working with 
freelance journalists 
X  X 
 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 
What are the editorial challenges that you face? 
- are you constrained by budgets? 
- how does your editorial calendar work with regard to 
freelance journalists? 
X 
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How do these challenges impact on the freelance 
journalists that you work with? 
- what do these challenges mean for freelance journalists?
- what can they do, if anything, to overcome them? 
X X X 
What makes you choose to work with a particular 
freelance journalist? 
- are there any official policies? 
- what things do you look for in a freelancer? 
- what makes a freelancer stand out in a positive way? 
- are you ever willing to negotiate on rates? 
X X X 
What could freelance journalists do better? 
- are there any things freelance journalists do regularly 
that they should not? 
X X X 
What do you see as being major opportunities for 
freelance journalists in the current market? 
- do you see any advantages for freelance journalists in 
the current market which might not have been there 
before?  
X X X 
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 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 
What about in the future?   
- looking at your own publication, do you see yourself 
using freelance journalists more or less?  Why?   
- have you seen any new business models emerging? 
- what advice would you offer freelance journalists 
wishing to succeed in the future? 
X X X 
Is there anything you would like to add? X X X 
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Appendix 5 – Interviewee Recruitment Email 
Dear XX 
 
I am writing to request your assistance with a research project being undertaken as part of my PhD.  
 
The purpose of this project is to analyse the impact of the current state of the news industry on Australian freelance journalists,
identify challenges and opportunities, document the key attributes required for a successful career and create a theoretical
construct for one or more viable business models that will help freelance journalists succeed in the changing media landscape. 
 
You are being invited to participate in this project because you have been identified as a prominent freelance journalist/editor
[delete as applicable] based in Australia. 
 
Your participation would involve an audio recorded interview either in Brisbane or via telephone or Skype that would take no
more than one hour of your time. Questions will include: can you describe some of your greatest challenges working as a freelance
journalist/editor and can you describe how and why you use social media for work related purposes. 
 
While there is no direct benefit to you, your assistance would be very much appreciated. You will also have the opportunity to 
receive a summary of the research results which could contain important professional learning opportunities. 
 
If you are interested in participating and contributing your valuable knowledge to this research project please let me know via 
return email by [insert date here] and I will provide further information along with a formal interview consent form.   
 
If you have any queries about the project or the interview process, please feel free to contact me using the details below.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of my request. It is very much appreciated. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
 
Tiana Templeman 
PhD student 
0423 024 234 
t.templeman@qut.edu.au 
 
Dr Ruth Bridgstock 
Supervisor 
07 3138 8587 
r.bridgstock@qut.edu.au 
 
Creative Industries Faculty 
Queensland University of Technology 
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Appendix 6 – Interviewee Participant Information Sheet 
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Appendix 7 – Interviewee Consent Form 
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Appendix 8 - QUT Ethics Committee Approval  
Dear Dr Ruth Bridgstock and Mrs Tiana Templeman
 
Project Title:  The future of freelance journalism in Australia: What makes a 
freelance journalist successful in the 21st century 
 
Ethics Category:         Human - Low Risk 
Approval Number:     1400000506 
Approved Until:           28/07/2017 (subject to receipt of satisfactory 
progress reports) 
 
We are pleased to advise that your application has been reviewed and confirmed as
meeting the requirements of the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human 
Research. 
 
I can therefore confirm that your application is APPROVED.  
If you require a formal approval certificate please advise via reply email. 
 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
Please ensure you and all other team members read through and understand all 
UHREC conditions of approval prior to commencing any data collection:  
>  Standard: Please see attached or go to 
www.research.qut.edu.au/ethics/humans/stdconditions.jsp 
>  Specific:   None apply  
 
Decisions related to low risk ethical review are subject to ratification at the 
next available UHREC meeting.  You will only be contacted again in relation to 
this matter if UHREC raises any additional questions or concerns. 
 
Whilst the data collection of your project has received QUT ethical clearance, 
the decision to commence and authority to commence may be dependent on factors 
beyond the remit of the QUT ethics review process. For example, your research may
need ethics clearance from other organisations or permissions from other 
organisations to access staff. Therefore the proposed data collection should not 
commence until you have satisfied these requirements. 
 
Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any queries. 
 
We wish you all the best with your research. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Janette Lamb on behalf of the Chair UHREC Research Ethics Unit  |  Office of 
Research  |  Level 4  88 Musk Avenue, Kelvin Grove  |  Queensland University of 
Technology 
p: +61 7 3138 5123  |  e: ethicscontact@qut.edu.au  |  w: 
www.research.qut.edu.au/ethics/  
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Appendix 9 - Interview Coding 
 
Open Code Axial Code Selective Code 
Need to manage their own professional development
How do you know what the ‘next big thing’ is? 
Being multiskilled as a journalist 
Non journalism skills are also important 
Specialisation is beneficial 
Personal branding 
Industry experience pays off 
Being professional pays off 
Editors buy a freelancer’s knowledge and experience 
You need to learn new skills 
Learning new skills takes time 
Stay up to date with trends 
Freelance journalists never 
stop learning 
Professional identity is 
shaped internally and 
externally by an industry 
undergoing rapid change 
You are a small business  
Most journalists have no formal experience 
Try to make do and learn as they go 
Small business skills need development 
You have to do it all 
It takes me away from writing 
I hate all the admin 
Small business ownership takes 
journalists away from writing 
Freelancing is not dead 
Pay rates are poor 
You need to find the money 
Less staff writers, more opportunities 
Content creation 
Video is the next big thing 
New business models in the media industry  
Seek out different payment models 
Use journalism skills in other areas 
Diversification/portfolio career 
Some people willing to write for free 
Cash flow, not income, is the problem  
Competition for work creates problems 
Earning additional income elsewhere helps 
Financial challenges and 
opportunities  
Working is not just about money, also job satisfaction
Always trying to get work 
Can set own hours but they don’t 
Being able to do a job you love 
You could not pay me enough to go back as a staff writer 
Hobby is same as work 
Work flow is hard to manage 
Worry where is next job coming from 
No time off, always working 
I love the freedom  
Should take better control of work/life balance 
Social isolation 
Helps to make peace with small income  
The paradox of freedom
Being able to use social media  
Social media can help you get work 
Social media is a useful tool for journalists 
Some journalists use it too much 
It makes you stand out 
Social media counteracts social isolation 
Using social media takes time 
Social media is seen as a 
panacea  
 
 
